
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

DALLAS DIVISION 
 
GLOBAL PLASMA SOLUTIONS, INC., 
 

Plaintiff, 
 
v. 
 
D ZINE PARTNERS, LLC,  
MARWA ZAATARI, and ENVERID 
SYSTEMS, INC., 
 

Defendants. 
 

 
 
 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:21-CV-00884-D 
 
  
 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

 
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 

 
Plaintiff Global Plasma Solutions, Inc. (“GPS”), by and through its undersigned attorneys, 

brings this Second Amended Complaint1 against Defendants D Zine Partners, LLC (“D Zine”), 

Marwa Zaatari (“Zaatari”), and enVerid Systems, Inc. (“enVerid”) (collectively, “Defendants”), 

and alleges as follows:  

INTRODUCTION 

1. This case involves a reckless campaign by industry competitors of GPS to spread 

false and misleading statements in an effort to advance the false narrative that GPS’s technology 

is not safe. Defendants have relentlessly pursued this campaign for one purpose—to make money. 

While portraying herself as a neutral academic and activist, Defendant Zaatari has raised her 

profile in the media by advancing false and inflammatory safety claims about GPS, and trying to 

create panic among consumers. However, Zaatari’s true purpose is to secure an unfair economic 

 
1 GPS files this Second Amended Complaint in accordance with and pursuant to paragraphs 2 and 
3 of the Court’s Scheduling Order, which provide that motions for leave to file an amended 
complaint, including an amended complaint that joins an additional party, need not be filed as long 
as the amendment is filed by December 1, 2021.  Doc. 31.  
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advantage for her companies, Defendants enVerid and D Zine—a motive and conflict of interest 

that Defendants concealed from the media and the public. Indeed, Zaatari is best known not for 

contributions to the industry, but rather for her relentless, unfounded criticisms of GPS and its 

products.  

2. enVerid strategically and secretly used its agent Zaatari and her status within The 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) to 

falsely attack GPS and its products and to execute a smear campaign to take out GPS as a 

competitor. Even after Zaatari purportedly became a mere advisor to enVerid in June 2020, she 

maintained her enVerid email account and continued to closely strategize with enVerid and its 

executives on how best to attack GPS and misrepresent safety concerns surrounding GPS’s 

technology.  

3. enVerid and Zaatari concealed their close collaboration in this respect and instead 

pushed Zaatari’s misleading image as a detached and objective scientist. enVerid and Zaatari 

maintained a “competitive file” on GPS and obsessively pursued a scorched earth agenda to take 

down GPS through unfair and deceptive tactics, including using the ASHRAE platform to advance 

their agenda.  

4. Zaatari became so engrained with ASHRAE that ASHRAE referred a significant 

media inquiry regarding GPS’s technology directly to Zaatari despite her hidden conflict of interest 

with enVerid. At no point did ASHRAE or Zaatari invite GPS itself to provide any input with 

regard to the media inquiry. Although it is not uncommon for ASHRAE members to be involved 

in the private industry, Zaatari’s hidden agenda with enVerid combined with her singular and 

zealous focus to misrepresent safety and efficacy concerns surrounding GPS’s technology 

compromised her status within ASHRAE as an authority on the subject. 
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5. enVerid and Zaatari used D Zine to engage customers of GPS and steer them toward 

enVerid and its products. enVerid and Zaatari targeted (and continue to target) GPS’s school 

district customers and perpetuate the false narrative that GPS’s products are somehow unsafe. In 

fact, enVerid and Zaatari knew there were no legitimate safety concerns with GPS’s technology 

and intentionally conflated GPS’s products with other unproven ionization technology.    

6. In an internal March 2021 email with Zaatari (using her enVerid email address), 

enVerid executives outlined their desire to “cultivate” a “bipolar backlash.” enVerid used Zaatari 

as its primary agent to misrepresent GPS’s technology in trying to achieve this “bipolar backlash.”  

7. Contrary to Defendants’ misrepresentations, GPS is an innovative company 

focused on providing consumers with safe and effective air purification products, as it has done 

since it was founded in 2008.  

8. As the inventor and owner of the revolutionary Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization 

(NPBITM) air purification technology, GPS has worked assiduously since 2008 to build its well-

earned reputation for excellence and develop trust among consumers in the United States and 

abroad.  

9. Recognizing GPS’s contributions to the field, the United States Patent and 

Trademark Office has issued numerous patents to GPS for its advances in air purification systems 

and devices, including the technology underlying GPS’s NPBITM. 

10. As a testament to its safety, GPS’s NPBITM product has also earned the seal of 

approval of the UL, CE, RTCA, OSHPD, CARB, and other standard-setting bodies.  

11. Nevertheless, for over a year, Defendants have engaged in a systematic campaign 

designed to smear GPS and its technology through multiple channels, including through Zaatari’s 

Twitter account, local and national news outlets, and online articles and other literature, as well as 
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via ASHRAE and other industry organizations (including their webinars and online events), by 

making false and outrageously misleading statements about GPS and its products.  

12. While Defendants have attempted to disguise Zaatari’s false and misleading 

statements as the unbiased criticism of an independent academic who is simply trying to promote 

public well-being, in reality, Defendants’ motive has been to gain an unfair economic advantage 

for enVerid and D Zine—competitors of GPS. Zaatari has gone to great lengths to hide her true 

relationship with enVerid, including using a Gmail address when not communicating with people 

within the enVerid circle. However, Zaatari has used her enVerid email address when privately 

communicating with the enVerid executives to discuss strategies on how to take down GPS and 

misrepresent its technology. While enVerid lists Zaatari as a scientific “advisor” on its website, 

Zaatari and enVerid have concealed her true conflict of interest and role within enVerid.   

13. Zaatari is a partner of and, on information and belief, an owner of D Zine, a firm 

that offers indoor air filtration consulting and design services and a competitor to GPS. Zaatari 

uses D Zine to engage GPS’s customers and steer them to enVerid.  

14. From at least January 2015 through May 2020, Zaatari was the Vice President of 

Building Solutions for enVerid, a company that offers air purification systems in direct 

competition with GPS. Although Zaatari’s formal title at enVerid changed in May 2020 to a 

member of its board of advisors, Zaatari continued in her central role as part of enVerid’s 

leadership team in developing strategy and tactics to unfairly compete with GPS and falsely smear 

GPS’s name and products.   

15. While GPS encourages independent scientific research into the safety and efficacy 

of air purification systems—including its own technology—GPS cannot sit idly while its 
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competitors spread false, misleading, disparaging, and defamatory information about GPS and its 

products.  

16. GPS therefore brings this lawsuit to protect itself from Defendants’ unlawful 

actions and to obtain relief for the irreparable harm Defendants have caused GPS and its business.  

THE PARTIES 

17. GPS is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Delaware with a 

principal place of business at 3101 Yorkmont Road, Suite 400, Charlotte, North Carolina 28208.  

18. Upon information and belief, Defendant D Zine is an entity formed under the laws 

of the State of Texas with a principal place of business at 3811 Turtle Creek Boulevard, Suite 560, 

Dallas, Texas 75219. D Zine has been served and filed a responsive pleading. 

19. Defendant Marwa Zaatari is an individual and is a partner of D Zine and member 

of the board of advisors for enVerid who, upon information and belief, is a resident of Austin, 

Texas and may be served with process at 3000 South 5th Street, Austin, Texas 78704. Zaatari has 

been served and filed a responsive pleading. 

20. Upon information and belief, Defendant enVerid is a corporation organized under 

the laws of the State of Delaware with a principal place of business at 21 Southwest Park, 

Westwood, Massachusetts.  

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

21. This is a civil action for false advertising, product disparagement, and unfair 

competition under the Lanham Act; defamation, business disparagement, and tortious interference 

with existing and prospective business relationships under Texas law; and common law unfair 

competition. 

22. This Court has original subject matter jurisdiction over this action under 15 U.S.C. 

§ 1121 and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over GPS’s 
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state and common law claims under 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a) because they are so related to the claims 

in this action over which this Court has original jurisdiction that they form part of the same case 

or controversy.  

23. This Court also has diversity jurisdiction over this lawsuit under 28 U.S.C. § 1332 

because the matter in controversy exceeds $75,000, exclusive of costs and interests, and is between 

citizens of different states.  

24. This Court has personal jurisdiction over D Zine because it is organized in the State 

of Texas and maintains a principal place of business in Dallas, Texas.  

25. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Zaatari because she is an individual who 

resides in the State of Texas. 

26. This Court has personal jurisdiction over enVerid because enVerid does business 

in Texas and directly competes with GPS for customers in Texas. Moreover, enVerid’s agent 

Zaatari resides in Texas and many of the acts described in this Second Amended Complaint 

supporting GPS’s claims occurred in Texas. Zaatari has worked as enVerid’s agent for purposes 

of competing with GPS in Texas and spreading false information about GPS from her primary 

location in Texas.   

27. Venue is proper in this judicial district under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2) and (b)(3) 

because a substantial part of the events giving rise to the claims asserted in this Second Amended 

Complaint against all Defendants occurred within this judicial district and Defendants are subject 

to personal jurisdiction in this judicial district. 
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

A. GPS and GPS’s Products 

28. GPS is well-known in the air purification and quality industry for providing 

customers with accurate recommendations and products that meet each individual customer’s air 

quality and purification needs. 

29. GPS was founded in 2008 and has a proven history of providing safe and effective 

products to its customers. 

30. GPS’s products are based on its revolutionary NPBI™ technology. 

31. NPBI™ is a patented technology that cleans the air by introducing ions in the space 

via the airflow in the ventilation system. 

32. GPS seeks to develop products that meet and exceed industry standards, as 

evidenced by the approvals of GPS’s products, including the NPBITM product, by independent 

certifying agencies such as UL, CE, RTCA, OSHPD, CARB, and other standard-setting bodies. 

GPS’s products also comply with all applicable Environmental Protection Agency regulatory 

requirements. 

33. GPS’s NPBITM product has achieved the UL 2998 zero ozone emissions 

certification. This stringent certification requires that products demonstrate that they emit less than 

0.005 parts per million (ppm), which is below the quantifiable level for ozone testing. Notably, 

certification under UL 2998 requires demonstration of ozone emissions at least ten times lower 

than what is permitted under the standard UL 867 test and by the United States Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) for medical devices.  

34. Consistent with GPS’s commitment to transparency with its customers and 

potential customers, GPS prominently displays the results of tests by independent labs of its 

NPBITM technology on its website, including sensitivity testing, simulation testing, specialty 
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testing, and field testing. A true and correct copy of the independent testing section of GPS’s 

website is attached as Exhibit A.  

35. GPS also works directly with customers—prior to any purchase—to conduct site-

specific studies that assess the performance and appropriateness of GPS’s products for their unique 

needs.  

36. As a result of these efforts, along with the time and resources GPS invests in its 

products and GPS’s consistent dedication to excellence, GPS has earned a reputation as a leader 

in the air quality/purification industry. 

37. In fact, approximately 250,000 GPS NPBI™ air purification systems have been 

installed worldwide, including in federal government buildings, hospitals, corporate facilities, 

universities, and in hundreds of primary and secondary schools. 

38. GPS’s technology is also trusted by some of the world’s leading companies 

involved in aviation manufacturing, aerospace technology, and performance equipment.  

39. GPS has employees who are prominent members in good standing of ASHRAE, 

and GPS’s employees regularly lead lectures and speak at ASHRAE meetings. 

40. GPS also has an active membership with the American Society for Health Care 

Engineering (ASHE), and its aviation products have passed the stringent RTCA DO-160 tests. 

41. GPS’s products are routinely evaluated by leading experts, including those within 

the Environment, Health, and Safety (EHS) departments representing major institutions, such as 

the types of institutions identified in Paragraphs 32 and 33 above.  

42. GPS’s reputation for excellence and dedication to offering safe, high-quality 

products is embodied within its GLOBAL PLASMA SOLUTIONS logo, the GPS name, and its 
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NPBI™ brand, all of which are readily associated with GPS and its products when encountered by 

the public and entities or individuals within the industry. 

B. Zaatari’s History with enVerid and ASHRAE 

43. Zaatari began working with enVerid at least as early as 2015 as its Vice President 

of Building Solutions. 

44. In 2018, Zaatari and enVerid’s top executives began focusing on GPS and 

strategizing how to attack GPS and its products. Zaatari was central in this planning. 

45. In 2020, as GPS’s business took off, enVerid and Zaatari became increasingly 

concerned that enVerid’s business was floundering and would not be able to compete with GPS’s 

expanding business. 

46. At the same time, Zaatari was raising her profile within ASHRAE, ultimately 

becoming a member of the ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force and a voting member of the Standard 

62.1 Committee in ASHRAE. 

47. Standard 62.1 outlines the measures intended to provide Indoor Air Quality 

(“IAQ”) that is acceptable to human occupants and that minimizes adverse health effects.  Zaatari’s 

position within ASHRAE and as a voting member of Standard 62.1 provided enVerid with a 

powerful weapon to attack GPS.  

48. Zaatari used her rising prominence within ASHRAE to speak at ASHRAE 

sponsored meetings and attack GPS by spreading false and misleading information described in 

more detail below. 

49. In June 2020, Zaatari purported to leave her employment with enVerid to work for 

Blue Box Air, LLC. Zaatari remained ostensibly as a “scientific advisor” for enVerid but in reality 

continued in her role as enVerid’s main strategic partner in attacking GPS, using her rising image 

within ASHRAE as an independent and detached scientist to advance enVerid’s competitive 
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interests against GPS as revealed in numerous emails obtained by GPS in this litigation. Zaatari 

intentionally concealed her true relationship with enVerid in advancing this agenda.     

50. The height of Zaatari’s deception and concealment culminated in the so-called 

“Open Letter,” authored by Zaatari and published in April 2021. The Open Letter was directed 

toward GPS’s school district customers in an effort to disrupt GPS’s business. Zaatari zealously 

recruited other scientists to sign on to the Open Letter which raised questions about GPS and its 

technology. Zaatari again intentionally concealed from those scientists her true strategic 

relationship with enVerid, and in the published Open Letter, Zaatari said nothing about her 

conflicting relationship with GPS’s competitor enVerid. In fact, the Open Letter states the exact 

opposite—“[n]o reported conflicts of interest.”  

51. The Open Letter’s affirmative representation that Zaatari had no conflict of interest 

is especially egregious as one individual whom Zaatari solicited expressly declined to sign the 

Open Letter due to a similar conflict of interest. Zaatari nonetheless chose to conceal her conflict 

from the public knowing its disclosure would undermine the perceived legitimacy of the 

publication. 

52. Moreover, in the course of recruiting other scientists to sign the Open Letter, it was 

made clear to Zaatari by a prominent scientist that there were no real safety concerns with GPS’s 

technology. Another scientist, and former president of ASHRAE, agreed with that assessment. 

Zaatari ignored the science and nevertheless proceeded to smear GPS to advance enVerid’s 

increasingly desperate agenda.  

53. Zaatari’s focus on disrupting GPS’s relationship with its school district customers 

was a direct result of enVerid’s competitive goal of taking these customers for itself. In emails 

with Zaatari, enVerid’s executives became increasingly upset that GPS had been so successful 
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selling its technology to school districts and desperately solicited Zaatari’s input to find a way to 

disrupt that business. On its website and in marketing materials, enVerid focused its business on 

schools and touted its technology as “a better solution for cleaning air in schools.” 

54. Zaatari’s Open Letter in 2021 was a direct result of enVerid’s directive to Zaatari 

to target schools and misrepresent GPS’s technology. 

55. After this lawsuit was filed, Zaatari scrambled to hide her relationship with enVerid 

and advised one colleague to stop using her enVerid email address. A true and correct copy of this 

email is attached hereto as Exhibit B.   

56. Zaatari was so effective in hiding her conflict of interest and raising her profile 

within ASHRAE that ASHRAE’s media relations firm, Duffey Communications, Inc., referred an 

Atlanta TV station inquiry about GPS’s technology in Georgia schools directly to Zaatari. On June 

21, 2021, Duffey Communications sent the reporter’s inquiry directly to Zaatari at her Gmail 

address and stated: “They are working on an investigative story about bipolar ionization systems 

in Georgia schools….Let me know if you are interested and I can connect you with the producer.” 

Duffey Communications copied several ASHRAE employees on its email and highlighted that the 

TV station “is the highest ranking network here in Atlanta.” Zaatari responded, “I am interested 

and happy to talk to the producer.” A true and correct copy of this email chain is attached hereto 

as Exhibit C. 

57. Even though GPS has representatives who are ASHRAE members, neither Zaatari 

nor anyone in ASHRAE alerted GPS to the media inquiry. Instead, Zaatari—using her newfound 

power within ASHRAE—executed her enVerid agenda so effectively that even ASHRAE itself 

promoted her as the primary voice on GPS’s technology, even selling the opportunity to Zaatari 

as a chance to be on Atlanta’s “highest ranking network.” This communication reveals that the 
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true objective was about a publicity opportunity rather than a balanced scientific discussion.   

58. Upon information and belief, Zaatari communicated with the Atlanta TV station 

using her Gmail address while concealing her true competitive involvement with enVerid. 

C. Zaatari’s False, Misleading, Disparaging, and Defamatory Publications 

59. Despite the substantial resources and effort invested by GPS to build its reputation 

and to ensure that its products are safe and effective, Defendants have embarked on a meritless 

campaign to damage GPS’s reputation and goodwill by spreading false, misleading, disparaging, 

and defamatory information about GPS and its products.  

60. Defendants have engaged, and continue to engage, in this conduct in order to raise 

Zaatari’s profile in the industry, and by inciting panic, to encourage the public, the industry, and 

GPS’s current and prospective customers to not use technology utilized in GPS products and 

instead purchase enVerid’s competing air purification products and hire D Zine to perform 

consulting services that, among other things, assess, design, and implement IAQ solutions that 

compete with GPS and GPS’s products and services. This effort is aimed to drive GPS’s current 

and prospective customers away from GPS to purchase products from enVerid and utilize the 

services of D Zine and other competing companies with which Zaatari is involved or has pecuniary 

interests. 

61. One medium through which Zaatari publishes inaccurate, misleading, disparaging, 

and defamatory information about GPS and GPS’s products is Twitter.  

62. Beginning at least as early as January 2021, Zaatari has engaged in a public smear 

campaign via Twitter designed to damage GPS’s reputation and drive GPS’s customers and 

potential customers away from GPS to enVerid, D Zine, and their respective corporate partners.  
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63. The orchestration of this public smear campaign, however, began at least as early 

as June 2018 when Zaatari and enVerid became concerned about the competition from GPS and 

its products.  

64. On June 23, 2018, James Noe, a manufacturer representative of enVerid products, 

discovered a YouTube video posted by GPS that explains how to use GPS’s IAQ spreadsheet, 

which includes all the mass balance equations based on ASHRAE standard 62.1 and that calculates 

the ventilation rate procedure outside air requirements and the IAQ Procedure (IAQP) outside air 

requirements by applying GPS’s patented air purification technology at a known effectiveness for 

the contaminant of concern. Upon discovering the video, Noe sent it to Zaatari and other enVerid 

executives and stated: “I just found this from [GPS]. It’s very well done. I suspect you all have 

already seen it. If you haven’t, you need to watch it.” Noe concluded his email by stating “[i]n any 

case, we need to surpass their spreadsheet.” A true and correct copy of this email is attached hereto 

as Exhibit D.    

65. A mere two days later, on June 25, 2018, Zaatari sent an email to two enVerid 

founders and executives stating that Trane Technologies was writing a white paper about IAQP. 

Zaatari sent the enVerid executives a snapshot of the article and stated that she “did not find it 

good for enVerid.” Udi Meirav, enVerid’s President, responded by stating “We need him less 

supportive of the GPS storyline,” to which Israel Biran, enVerid’s Senior Vice President of 

International Business Development, replied “we will review and approve this before they release 

it.” A true and correct copy of this email chain is attached hereto as Exhibit E.   

66. Zaatari and enVerid’s concern over competition with GPS escalated in October 

2018 when enVerid was invited to speak at the ASHRAE Boston event and learned that GPS would 

also be presenting.   
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67. In an effort to promote enVerid within the industry and ASHRAE in advance of its 

public smear campaign against GPS, in October 2019, Zaatari coordinated a platinum sponsorship 

of ASHRAE by enVerid.   

68. Zaatari and enVerid’s fear of competition from GPS continued to grow with the 

onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. On February 10, 2020, Zaatari sent an email from her enVerid 

email address to a third party stating, “[w]e have an urgent need to understand what is the cleaning 

mechanism of the following companies,” one of which was GPS, and noting “[t]hey are all heavily 

involved in ASHRAE.” A true and correct copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit F.   

69. GPS’s business continued to grow as the COVID-19 pandemic progressed, and 

Zaatari and enVerid were well aware of this. On May 1, 2020, enVerid’s Regional Sales Manager 

sent an email to Zaatari regarding the training of new sales representatives in Arizona and 

identified as “the biggest issue” the fact that “GPS has a pretty good footprint in the market there 

already.” A true and correct copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit G.   

70. In addition, on June 17, 2020, enVerid’s Vice President of Business Development 

sent an email to several enVerid executives—including Zaatari at her enVerid email address—

stating: “In case you have not seen, here are the GPS documents and lab tests associated with 

COVID. Since they are our largest IAQP competitor (due to receiving UL2998 certification), we 

really need to create and post something like the below table to hit these issues head on in our 

presentations.” A true and correct copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit H.    

71. A week before the June 17 email, on or about June 8, 2020, Zaatari announced she 

was joining Blue Box Air, LLC as its Chief Science Officer. However, privately, Zaatari continued 

to work with enVerid in developing its strategy to unfairly compete with GPS by publishing false 

and disparaging statements about GPS and its products. 
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72. At least as early as November 2020, Zaatari and enVerid had decided to focus their 

marketing on schools in light of the introduction of the Keeping Schools Safe Act, a bill to 

authorize the Secretary of Education to award grants to improve IAQ in elementary and secondary 

schools. On November 20, 2020, Christian Weeks, enVerid’s CEO, sent an email to Zaatari at her 

enVerid email address regarding the bill. At this time, Zaatari had purportedly ceased her 

employment with enVerid. Weeks explained that he had been working with a lobbyist to set up a 

meeting with the legislative assistant to the senator who introduced the bill and that he “would like 

to try to convince her to write or amend the bill in such a way that it prioritizes permanent, fixed 

local air cleaners.” Weeks stated that he hoped the bill would get incorporated into the next 

stimulus package, but that they “need to make sure the language is favorable for the Air Purifier.” 

A true and correct copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit I.  

73. Impatient with the laggard and unpredictable results of expensive and time 

consuming lobbying efforts, Zaatari, on behalf of both enVerid and D Zine, whom she joined as a 

partner in December 2020, began her barrage of false, misleading, disparaging, and defamatory 

statements about GPS and its products.  

74. On January 18, 2021, Zaatari published a tweet warning readers to “stay away” 

from, among other things, “ionic purifier + composite catalyst” and “bi-polar” air purification 

systems—such as GPS’s NPBI™ air purification system. A true and correct copy of the tweet is 

attached as Exhibit J and reproduced below. 
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75. On February 7, 2021, Zaatari published a tweet falsely accusing companies that 

offer ionizing air purification systems—such as GPS—of “cheating...when reporting test results.” 

A true and correct copy of the tweet is attached as Exhibit K and reproduced below. 

 

76. On March 2, 2021, an enVerid employee sent an email to enVerid executives stating 

that she and an enVerid marketing employee were “putting [their] heads together” to discuss “a 

school campaign” with the goal of “helping to cultivate/amplify a bit of bipolar backlash.” The 

enVerid CEO then forwarded this email to Zaatari. A true and correct copy of the email is attached 

hereto as Exhibit L. 

77. Thereafter, Defendants’ public smear campaign against GPS and its NPBI™ 

became increasingly inflammatory and misleading, including a March 9, 2021 Twitter thread 
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dedicated specifically to spreading inaccurate, misleading, disparaging, and defamatory 

information about GPS, followed by two tweets in April 2021 falsely and recklessly analogizing 

ionizers—like GPS’s NPBITM air purification system—to cigarettes and hand grenades.  

78. In the first tweet of the March 9, 2021 thread, Zaatari called for the “defeat of ions” 

and made clear that the thread is specifically directed to “Needle Point Bi-polar Ionization”—

GPS’s NPBI™ air purification system. A true and correct copy of the entire Twitter thread is 

attached as Exhibit M, and the initial tweet is reproduced below. 

 

79. Zaatari then proceeded to publish links to and commentary on several “independent 

studies,” in each instance representing that the “device tested is produced by [Plaintiff] GPS.” 

80. One of the tweets, citing a study from Science Direct, falsely stated: “Claim of 

reduction of particulate matter concentration: False.” But in truth, the cited study makes clear that 

this test was not about “reduction of particulate matter”; rather, the study states that “[w]e also 

observed similar ozone concentrations upstream and downstream of the ionizer, implying the 

system is not generating ozone.” (emphasis added). True and correct copies of the tweet and the 

cited article are attached as Exhibits M and N. Zaatari’s tweet is reproduced below. 
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81. enVerid retweeted Zaatari’s Twitter thread that same day, stating “Findings from 

an important new study.” A true and correct copy of enVerid’s retweet is attached hereto as 

Exhibit O. 

82. Defendants’ March 9, 2021 Twitter thread was followed by egregious and false 

statements equating the safety of ionizers to the safety of cigarettes. Specifically, in an April 7, 

2021 tweet, Zaatari analogized “ionisers” with cigarettes, falsely stating that “there is no safe 
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[ioniser]” and products like GPS’s NPBI™ air purification systems “may cause serious diseases.” 

A true and correct copy of the tweet is attached as Exhibit P and reproduced below. 

 

83. On April 15, 2021, Zaatari published a tweet analogizing “ionizers” to “using a 

hand grenade to remove cars” from a full parking lot, falsely suggesting that products like GPS’s 

NPBITM air purification systems are deadly and destructive. In the same tweet, Zaatari advertised 

and included a link to the “Healthy Indoors Live Show,” with the caption “How to Prevent ‘Snake 

Oil’ Sales from the IAQ Industry,” thereby falsely suggesting that ionizers—including GPS’s 

NPBITM air purification systems—are dangerous, and that companies offering such products, 

including GPS, engage in deceptive marking. A true and correct copy of the tweet is attached as 

Exhibit Q and reproduced below. 
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84. Zaatari’s tweets are the equivalent of falsely yelling “fire” in a crowded theatre. 

They are designed and intended to scare the public and cause GPS’s customers and potential 

customers to hire Zaatari and D Zine, thereby enabling Zaatari to steer those customers to products 

offered by enVerid and other companies competing with GPS, including those in which she has 

an interest.   

85. It is well engrained in the public’s consciousness that cigarettes are in fact 

dangerous and can be deadly, and that tobacco companies lied about this fact. Zaatari’s April 7, 

2021 tweet equates ionizers with cigarettes and suggests that ionizers have all of the harmful 

effects of cigarettes. Zaatari doubles down on this outrageously false statement by attaching a 
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picture of tobacco executives testifying before Congress, thereby equating GPS’s owners and 

executives with tobacco executives and their criminal and deceptive conduct.  

86. GPS’s products are safe, and Defendants know this fact. GPS’s employees have 

worked hard to provide a safe and reliable technology. GPS has been around since 2008, and 

Zaatari only ramped up her attacks when GPS started to have more success with its business in the 

2019 to 2020 timeframe. Defendants should not be allowed to promote and spread false and 

reckless statements about GPS, its hard-working employees, and its products for financial gain.   

87. More recently, in addition to publishing false, misleading, disparaging, and 

defamatory statements about GPS, GPS’s products, and ionizing air purifiers generally, Zaatari 

has begun falsely stating that ionizers, including the GPS NPBITM product, are harmful to school 

children in furtherance of enVerid’s “school campaign” to create “bipolar backlash.” Zaatari’s 

alarmist propaganda is a thinly veiled attempt to disguise her financial and business motives by 

pandering to anxious parents and leveraging the heightened sensitivity to air quality among the 

general public. Zaatari’s publication of false and misleading information is not based in virtuosity; 

rather, Zaatari is attempting to boost her status in the IAQ community by spreading baseless 

criticisms of competitors in order to damage GPS and divert customers to D Zine and enVerid.  

88. For example, on April 18, 2021, Zaatari published a poem via Twitter falsely 

suggesting that bipolar ionizers—like GPS’s NPBITM air purification system—lead to “cancer, 

asthma, and [a]sphyxiation” in children and are marketed by “snake-oil” salespeople. She also sent 

copies of the disparaging poem directly to an industry group whose members were considering 

purchasing GPS technology. A true and correct copy of the tweet is attached as Exhibit R and 

reproduced below.  
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89. In an effort to broaden the audience for these false, misleading, disparaging, and 

defamatory statements, the D Zine website homepage prominently displays at least two links to 

Zaatari’s Twitter account. Further, the link contained in the D Zine website header, reproduced 

below (annotated), suggests that the Twitter account is the official account of D Zine. A true and 

correct copy of the D Zine website homepage is attached as Exhibit S.  

 
 

90. This smear campaign is not limited to Zaatari’s Twitter page. Zaatari also publishes 

articles promoting false, misleading, disparaging, and defamatory information about GPS.  

91. For example, Zaatari published an Open Letter to Address the Use of Electronic Air 

Cleaning Equipment in Buildings (the “Open Letter”) on or about April 12, 2021 in which Zaatari 

specifically “appeal[s] to school district facility managers and administration leadership” in 

furtherance of enVerid’s school campaign to disparage GPS and its NPBI™ technology. A true 

and correct copy of the Open Letter is attached as Exhibit T.   
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92. In the Open Letter, Zaatari falsely claims that “one recent independent test (ref:2) 

of [Plaintiff GPS’s] needlepoint bipolar ionization (NPBI) technology found that the strength of 

the ions produced appears insufficient to effectively clean the air.” In fact, the cited “independent 

test” states the opposite: that “NPBI demonstrated efficacy for in-air pathogens like MS2 (virus) 

and Staphylococcus Aureus (bacteria).” A true and correct copy of the “independent test” is 

attached as Exhibit U.  

93. To advance her false and misleading claims, Zaatari referenced an ASHRAE article 

that was removed from circulation in May 2019—nearly two years before Zaatari published the 

Open Letter. Zaatari makes no mention of the fact that the article was removed from circulation 

by ASHRAE. This is another example of Zaatari’s attempt to disguise her biased and misleading 

statements as credible, academic analysis.  

94. Notably absent from Zaatari’s Twitter page and from the Open Letter is any 

disclosure of Zaatari’s obvious conflict of interest. In fact, while the Open Letter indicates Zaatari 

is affiliated with D Zine, it also states that there were “[n]o reported conflicts of interest” from the 

authors and wholly ignores Zaatari’s engagement with enVerid.  See Exhibit T. 

95. Upon information and belief, Zaatari has also failed to disclose to publishers, such 

as CNN, Kaiser Health News, Mother Jones, NBC, WIRED, and Yahoo News, her conflicts of 

interest and has made further efforts to disguise the false and misleading nature of her statements.  

96. Upon information and belief, Zaatari also spreads inaccurate, misleading, 

disparaging, and defamatory statements about GPS and GPS’s products through her involvement 

in and presentations to members of the ASHRAE, the U.S. Green Building Council, the academic 

community, and other industry organizations.  
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97. Upon information and belief, Zaatari also has directly contacted GPS’s existing and 

potential customers in an effort to interfere with those relationships and to gain an unfair economic 

advantage for herself, D Zine, and enVerid. 

98. For example, on April 5, 2021, a third party sent Zaatari an email in response to 

“an unroll thread of comments on Twitter about concerns regarding bipolar ionization units in 

schools” that Zaatari had sent to the third party. The third party’s school district had purchased 

GPS’s NPBI™ products. A true and correct copy of the email is attached hereto as Exhibit V.  

99. Zaatari’s conduct is an integral part of enVerid’s strategy to take down GPS at all 

costs. Zaatari used her status within ASHRAE to advance enVerid’s interests in attacking GPS 

without revealing the full extent of her strategic and economic involvement with enVerid. 

100. In February 2021, Weeks (enVerid’s CEO) looped Zaatari—at her enVerid email 

address—into a discussion about GPS. In the email exchange, enVerid executives are discussing 

a paper about GPS’s technology and using it to attack GPS. Meirav (enVerid’s President) 

acknowledges that GPS’s technology probably works through electrostatic agglomeration but 

nevertheless explores ways to twist the report to undermine GPS. Meirav goes on to state, “can 

this help stop the EAC nonsense from being the reason we don’t do better?”   

101. The CEO forwarded the discussion to Zaatari at her enVerid email address (even 

though she is supposedly not employed by enVerid at this point) asking to discuss with her. Zaatari 

emails back on February 16, 2021 and says, “Yes. I agree with all points. Already distribute [sic] 

it to ASHRAE folks last week.”    

102. Zaatari was and is using her position within ASHRAE to advance enVerid’s agenda 

and working closely with enVerid’s top executives to strategize on how to attack GPS regardless 

of the real scientific evidence. Zaatari has developed a persona of a detached scientific researcher 
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within ASHRAE when in reality she has adopted the sole objective of advancing enVerid’s almost 

obsessive goal of destroying GPS.   

103. In other emails with Zaatari, enVerid executives have acknowledged their desire to 

take GPS’s business and use Zaatari’s position within ASHRAE to assist with this goal. In 

furtherance of enVerid’s business goals, Zaatari has connected enVerid executives with prominent 

ASHRAE members, underscoring how she and enVerid have used connections to ASHRAE to 

advance their business interests and undermine enVerid’s competitors. Zaatari, as a direct agent of 

enVerid, has willingly accepted the challenge to try and destroy GPS at all costs, even to the point 

of lying about the safety of GPS’s technology. Notably, it was not until April 22, 2021—three days 

after GPS filed this lawsuit—that Zaatari told others to stop using her enVerid email address in a 

transparent attempt to disassociate herself from enVerid for the purpose of defending this lawsuit. 

See Exhibit B. 

104. Though Zaatari freely criticizes claims made by enVerid’s competitors, there is no 

evidence she has moderated or investigated enVerid’s own statements. enVerid on its website 

claims that its HLR module “removes all contaminants of concern” and that “enVerid Air Purifier 

captures 99.99% of viruses.” Upon information and belief, both claims are literally false. 

D. Zaatari’s Publication of False, Misleading, Disparaging, and Defamatory 
Information Increases After GPS’s Original Complaint 

105. Since GPS filed its Original Complaint (Dkt. No. 1), Zaatari’s publication of false, 

misleading, disparaging, and defamatory information about GPS and its products has only 

increased.  

106. First, as detailed above, Zaatari continues to publish false, misleading, disparaging, 

and defamatory information about GPS and GPS’s product via Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn.  
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107. In addition, as a direct result of Zaatari’s relentless, unfounded criticisms of GPS 

and GPS’s products—including Zaatari’s recent attempts to frame her activity as advocacy for 

children in schools rather than a clear ploy to create “bipolar backlash” and drive business to D 

Zine and enVerid by smearing the reputation and goodwill of their competitors—local and national 

news organizations have begun publishing stories based upon the false and misleading information 

originally published by Zaatari.  

108. On or around November 9, 2020, a reporter with Kaiser Health News, reached out 

to ASHRAE’s Epidemic Task Force with questions regarding an air purification device 

manufactured by UVDI and its UV-PCO technology, which had recently been purchased by the 

Sacramento Unified School District. The reporter’s questions were sent to members of ASHRAE’s 

Epidemic Task Force and eventually to Zaatari.   

109. Upon information and belief, Zaatari contacted the reporter and, without disclosing 

her relationship with enVerid or her resulting financial conflict of interest, persuaded the reporter 

to redirect her story to GPS and its NPBITM technology. On April 15, 2021, the reporter sent Zaatari 

an email stating that Kaiser Health News “got funding for a third reporter ([she] is great and 

working on this) to flesh out a list of schools getting this stuff” and that they were “working on 

focusing this story on GPS.” A true and correct copy of the email is attached hereto as Exhibit W.   

110. Kaiser Health News published the article on May 3, 2021, which was re-published 

by numerous prominent, national news organizations, including CNN. That same day, Zaatari 

published a tweet claiming an “investigative article by CNN/KHN” allegedly “shows how the 

claims by manufacturers are overblown,” that companies are “making the $$$$$ by riding on the 

back of our children,” and that the products could cause “serious public health problem[s] in our 

schools.” The tweet includes a link to the article, which repeats many of the false and misleading 
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statements made by Zaatari over the past several months, and specifically names GPS in the first 

sentence. The article relies heavily on Zaatari, quoting Zaatari for numerous false and misleading 

statements about ionizing air purifiers—including those of GPS—asserting the claim that they can 

“exacerbate asthma and harm developing lungs,” and that the products are “a high cost for 

nothing.” The article even quotes Zaatari on the instant lawsuit, in which she claims it is merely a 

“David-versus-Goliath situation.” Notably absent from the article, however, is any disclosure of 

Zaatari’s obvious conflicts of interest via D Zine and enVerid or her acknowledgment of scientific 

studies refuting her affirmative statements. A true and correct copy of the Twitter post and the 

CNN republication of the Kaiser Health News article are attached as Exhibits X and Y, 

respectively.  

111. The May 3, 2021 CNN article is entitled Schools Spending Millions on Air Purifiers 

Often Sold Using Overblown Claims. Despite its efforts to ensure its products are safe and 

effective, GPS is named in the first sentence of the article. Zaatari is repeatedly quoted in the 

article, making false and misleading statements, including that GPS’s products “emit ozone” and 

“exacerbate asthma and harm developing lungs.” See Exhibit Y. 

112. Also on May 3, 2021, Zaatari reiterated her false and unquestionably inflammatory 

statement comparing GPS to cigarette manufacturers by publishing a tweet stating that “[t]aking 

the word from manufacturers and ignoring the science ‘is like only listening to advice from Philip 

Morris as to whether smoking is safe or not.’” Like Zaatari’s other May 3 tweet, this too includes 

a link to the CNN article that contains false and misleading statements by Zaatari. A true and 

correct copy of the Twitter post is attached as Exhibit Z. 

113. In addition, shortly before publication of the Kaiser Health News/CNN article, on 

April 30, 2021, Zaatari published a tweet encouraging readers to, among other things, “stop the 
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ionization,” inaccurately suggesting that technologies such as GPS’s NPBITM are equivalent to 

“fogging,” “spraying,” and “oxidation,” and that the technology is not “proven.” The tweet also 

links to a story published by KCUR.org that extensively quotes Zaatari, including the false and 

misleading blanket statement that electronic air cleaners—such as GPS’s NPBITM—“do little more 

than generate ozone, formaldehyde, ultrafine particles, or other substances that cause cancer or 

other conditions.” Also, in the article, despite independent test results to the contrary, Zaatari 

falsely claims that products such as GPS’s NPBITM “do nothing.” A true and correct copy of the 

Twitter post and the KCUR.org article are attached as Exhibits AA and BB, respectively. 

114. However, both enVerid and Zaatari knew that safety was not an issue with GPS’s 

products even though they were trying to convince the public otherwise through their smear 

campaign. While working to develop her Open Letter attacking GPS, Zaatari was on an email 

exchange with several scientists in which a prominent scientist stated that there was no real concern 

regarding byproduct production from the normal and expected use of GPS’s products. While the 

scientist expressed concern about proof of efficacy, he was clear that safety was not the issue. 

Another scientist and former president of ASHRAE agreed with the assessment. Neither Zaatari 

nor any of the other scientists ever disagreed or countered this assessment in the email exchange. 

115. On May 5, 2021, Zaatari published a tweet purporting to present timely test data 

for the GPS NPBITM product, claiming the test results demonstrate the “CADR of a needle point 

bipolar ionization [product that] was tested by ETL lab.” The tweet claims the test results show 

that GPS’s product achieves a “smoke CADR [of only] 0.11,” and that these results show the 

product “would be fit for 0.18 ft2 ([shoe box]).” The tweet does not include a citation to the 

underlying test results so that readers can assess the results for themselves. More importantly, the 

tweet fails to disclose that the test was conducted in January 2012, almost 10 years ago, on a 
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product that GPS has not offered for sale for many years, by a competitor of GPS—AtmosAir 

Solutions. A true and correct copy of the Twitter post and the AtmosAir Solutions test results are 

attached as Exhibits CC and DD, respectively. 

116. In response to the above tweet, Zaatari contrasted the nearly decade-old test results 

against HEPA air filters, touting HEPA filters—the very products offered by D Zine and 

enVerid—as the “effective and cheap” option. A true and correct copy of the Twitter thread 

including this response is attached as Exhibit EE.  

117. From May 4 to May 11, 2021, additional news articles, each relying heavily on 

Zaatari, were published by local and national news organizations. The outlets of these articles 

include Yahoo News, Mother Jones, Campus Safety, The Defender, Education Week, and 

Government Technology. Each time, the articles rely upon or reference Zaatari’s false and 

misleading statements about ionizing air purifiers—including the GPS NPBITM product 

specifically.  

118. Riding her newfound wave of notoriety, Zaatari published a tweet on May 14, 2021 

in which she claimed that “ionizers, ozone generators, and oxidizers” are incapable of solving the 

“[p]oor ventilation in aging schools” that cause “chronic issue[s],” and—despite knowing the 

falsity of the statement—even stated these technologies “exacerbate the problem.” The tweet also 

included a link to a tweet and article published by NBC in which Zaatari is extensively quoted. 

Notably, the NBC article quotes Zaatari stating that products such as GPS’s NPBITM product are 

merely “gimmicks” that can produce “formaldehyde and ultrafine particles.” A true and correct 

copy of the Twitter post and the NBC article are attached as Exhibits FF and GG, respectively.  

119. The May 14, 2021 NBC News article is entitled Federal Officials Seek Better Rules 

About Schools’ Indoor Air Quality. The NBC News article cites to and relies upon Zaatari heavily, 
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mentioning Zaatari over 10 times. Quoting Zaatari, the article includes several false, misleading, 

disparaging, and defamatory statements directed at GPS, including: “using devices that emit any 

amount of ozone is dangerous because it is ‘highly reactive’ indoors, forming new pollutants, such 

as formaldehyde” and “schools are buying devices that could emit ozone at levels above the limit 

recommended by [ASHRAE],” even referring to products like GPS’s NPBITM as “gimmicks” and 

their suppliers “almost criminal.” The NBC News article also specifically references Zaatari’s 

“Open Letter” and other news articles published in reliance upon the “Open Letter” (such as the 

Kaiser Health News article). See Exhibit GG.  

120. As discussed above, GPS’s NPBITM product achieved the UL 2998 zero ozone 

emissions certification—which Zaatari and enVerid have expressly acknowledged. As such, 

Zaatari’s statements regarding ozone emission in the article published by NBC News are 

demonstrably false and clearly intended to steer GPS’s existing and prospective customers away 

from GPS and to D Zine and enVerid.  

121. There can be no question that the articles discussed above are the direct result of 

Zaatari’s repeated publication of false, misleading, disparaging, and defamatory information about 

GPS and GPS’s products. Not only do these articles specifically cite Zaatari and her false, 

misleading, disparaging, and defamatory statements, they prominently feature Zaatari and rely 

upon her perceived status in the industry, claiming Zaatari to be an “air quality expert.” Indeed, 

Zaatari is at the heart of the NBC article:  
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122. Notably absent from these articles is any mention of Zaatari’s obvious conflict of 

interest based on her roles with D Zine and enVerid.  

123. As a result of Defendants’ baseless and relentless attacks, GPS is suffering 

irreparable harm.  

124. Defendants’ false, misleading, disparaging, and defamatory statements have caused 

substantial damage to GPS and irreparable harm to GPS’s reputation.  

125. In fact, multiple of GPS’s actual and prospective customers have paused or ceased 

doing business with GPS as a direct result of Defendants’ baseless smear campaign conducted 

through Zaatari’s numerous social media postings, speaking engagements, and mainstream media 

articles.  

126. One such example was reported by The Mercury News on May 20, 2021. As 

detailed in the article, the Newark, California Unified School District decided to cease using 556 

GPS NPBITM devices—valued at over $350,000—as a direct result of the false and misleading 

statements published by Zaatari. The article quotes Zaatari and repeats many of the false and 
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misleading statements described above. A true and correct copy of the article is attached as Exhibit 

HH.  

127. Defendants had actual knowledge of GPS’s existing and prospective contracts, 

agreements, and business relations with potential customers and knew and/or intended that their 

misstatements would interfere with these relationships.  

128. Other existing and prospective customers of GPS, which Defendants had actual 

knowledge of, have ceased doing business with GPS as a direct result of the false and misleading 

information spread by Defendants as detailed in the paragraphs above. 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

Count I: Federal False Advertising, Product Disparagement, and Unfair Competition  
(15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)) 

129. GPS incorporates the preceding paragraphs of the Second Amended Complaint by 

reference as if fully set forth herein.  

130. As described above, Defendants have made false and misleading statements in 

commercial advertisements, presentations, and publications in violation of the Lanham Act, 15 

U.S.C. § 1125 that have deceived existing and potential customers of GPS.  

131. These false and misleading statements were made in an effort to damage GPS’s 

business and reputation and to sell products and services that directly compete with GPS for 

customers and air purification solutions.  

132. Defendants’ statements are false and misleading descriptions of fact that have or 

are likely to cause confusion, mistake, or deception and misrepresent the nature, characteristics, 

and qualities of GPS’s products and the efficacy of Defendants’ own products.  

133. The statements made by Defendants have or are likely to materially influence 

purchasing decisions at least in part because the public, those in the air quality industry, and GPS’s 
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customers and prospective customers are misled to incorrectly believe that GPS is disreputable 

and untrustworthy, and that GPS’s products are dangerous, ineffective, and/or of inferior quality 

and that Defendants’ products are of superior quality.  

134. Defendants knew or should have known that their commercial advertisements, 

presentations, and publications were false and/or misleading, or acted with the intent to deceive or 

in reckless disregard of the truth of such statements.  

135. Defendants’ false and misleading descriptions of fact have caused, and will 

continue to cause, the loss of goodwill and the loss of current and prospective customers who, but 

for Defendants’ actions, would begin or continue to do business with GPS.  

Count II: Defamation (Texas Law) 

136. GPS incorporates the preceding paragraphs of the Second Amended Complaint by 

reference as if fully set forth herein.  

137. Defendants have intentionally published false statements to the public at large 

through publicly available social media platforms, to actual and prospective customers of GPS, 

and to members of the industry directly and indirectly by virtue of, among others, the numerous 

inaccurate, misleading, disparaging, and defamatory statements described and identified in the 

paragraphs above. Each of these statements are unambiguously defamatory based on the context.  

138. The false statements made by Defendants refer to GPS and, in many instances, 

specifically purport to convey untrue facts about GPS and/or GPS’s NPBITM air purification 

system.  

139. These false statements expressly or impliedly asserted facts that are objectively 

verifiable, such as Defendants’ inaccurate, misleading, disparaging, and defamatory statements 

about the characteristics, efficacy, safety, and quality of GPS’s products.  
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140. Defendants’ written statements are also libel per se as defined by Section 73.001 of 

the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code. In particular, Defendants’ numerous statements 

impeach GPS’s honesty, integrity, virtue, and reputation by either directly stating or indirectly 

implying that GPS’s products are not only inadequate for the intended purpose, but also pose 

significant safety risks to the public. These statements are reasonably calculated to produce such 

results, and imply that GPS knowingly or intentionally disregards the safety and wellbeing of its 

customers and the public at large in developing, promoting, and selling its products.  

141. Defendants’ written statements are defamatory per se under Texas common law 

because they have injured GPS in its occupation. Among other things, Defendants have made 

inaccurate, misleading, disparaging, and defamatory statements to the public, including GPS’s 

customers and prospective customers, regarding the characteristics, efficacy, safety, and quality of 

GPS’s products.  

142. Upon information and belief, Defendants published these statements with actual 

malice. Defendants knew or reasonably should have known that the statements in question were 

false. Defendants are aware that omitting certain facts from its statements could leave a reader, 

including but not limited to GPS’s current and prospective customers, with a substantially false 

impression. Upon information and belief, Defendants purposefully avoid the truth by refusing to 

consult sources that can objectively verify the truth (or falsity) of its statements. At the very least, 

Defendants are negligent in determining whether its statements are true.  

143. Defendants’ false statements are defamatory per se, entitling GPS to a presumption 

of general damages. Additionally, Defendants’ false statements directly and proximately injured 

GPS, and will continue to do so. As a result, GPS has suffered and will continue to suffer general 
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damages, including injury to its character, reputation within the industry, and the goodwill it has 

developed over many years.  

144. Defendants’ false statements directly and proximately injured GPS, and will 

continue to do so, resulting in special damages, including loss of earning capacity and loss of past 

and future income.  

Count III: Business Disparagement (Texas Law) 

145. GPS incorporates the preceding paragraphs of the Second Amended Complaint by 

reference as if fully set forth herein.  

146. As described above, Defendants have published false and disparaging written 

statements about GPS’s products, including the NPBITM air purification system. Defendants’ 

statements were directed to, among others, GPS’s customers, prospective customers, and 

individuals and businesses throughout the industry. 

147. D Zine’s website is integral to its business, and includes—on the website 

homepage—a link to Zaatari’s Twitter page. Each time a customer or prospective customer 

accesses Zaatari’s Twitter page, they are confronted with Zaatari’s inaccurate, misleading, 

disparaging, and defamatory statements about GPS and GPS’s products.  

148. Defendants’ statements were and continue to be disparaging because they cast 

doubt on the characteristics, efficacy, safety, and quality of GPS’s products, including the NPBITM 

air purification system. Defendants accomplish this by making direct statements about GPS and 

GPS’s products, often false even though they are couched as factual statements.  

149. Defendants’ statements create a substantially false and disparaging impression by 

omitting and misrepresenting material facts. 

150. The context of these statements demonstrates that Defendants intend to cast doubt 

on the characteristics, efficacy, safety, and quality of GPS’s products. These statements 
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demonstrate an intent to paint GPS as a producer of dangerous and unhealthy products and a 

company with whom its existing and prospective retailers and customers should sever ties. 

151. The statements concern GPS’s economic interests because the statements go to the 

heart of GPS’s character as a business, its trustworthiness, and the quality of its products. These 

statements not only directly bear on the core purpose of GPS’s products, but also falsely indicate 

to customers the nature of GPS’s products, including without limitation that they “may cause 

serious diseases,” generate “potentially dangerous byproducts,” and “add pollutants to the space.”  

152. Upon information and belief, Defendants published their statements with malice. 

Defendants knew the statements in question were false, acted with reckless disregard for whether 

the statements were true, acted with ill will, and intended to interfere with GPS’s economic 

interests. 

153. Defendants’ false and misleading statements have caused, and will continue to 

cause, the loss of goodwill and the loss of current and prospective customers who, but for 

Defendants’ actions, would continue to do business with GPS. These direct pecuniary losses are 

attributable to Defendants’ false communications because, on information and belief, those false 

statements have played a substantial part in causing irreparable harm to GPS’s reputation in the 

industry.  

Count IV: Tortious Interference with Prospective Business (Texas Law) 

154. GPS incorporates the preceding paragraphs of the Second Amended Complaint by 

reference as if fully set forth herein.  

155. As described above, Defendants have made inaccurate, misleading, disparaging, 

and defamatory statements regarding GPS and GPS’s products.  

156. Defendants had actual knowledge of GPS’s prospective contracts, agreements, and 

business relations with potential customers.  
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157. Upon information and belief, these statements were made willfully and 

intentionally in order to interfere with GPS’s prospective business relationships and have resulted 

in the loss of prospective contracts and other business with existing and additional prospective 

customers.  

158. Defendants’ intentional interference with GPS’s prospective contracts, agreements, 

and business relations, which was independently tortious and unlawful, proximately caused GPS 

injury in the form of actual harm, including without limitation, lost revenue, profits and sales, and 

loss of future income.  

Count V: Common Law Unfair Competition 

159. GPS incorporates the preceding paragraphs of the Second Amended Complaint by 

reference as if fully set forth herein.  

160. Defendants’ false and misleading descriptions of fact in commercial 

advertisements, presentations, and promotional materials are likely to cause mistake and deception 

among consumers as to the characteristics, efficacy, safety, and quality of GPS’s products.  

161. Defendants’ false and misleading descriptions of fact were made intentionally and 

willfully, in actual or reckless disregard for GPS.  

162. GPS has been and will continue to be irreparably harmed unless Defendants are 

enjoined from further false and misleading descriptions of fact about GPS’s products and required 

to retract prior false and misleading statements.  

JURY DEMAND 

GPS hereby demands a trial by jury on all claims and issues so triable.  

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

GPS respectfully requests that the Court enter judgment in its favor and against Defendants 

as follows:  
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A. a preliminary and permanent injunction restraining Defendants, along with their 

officers, agents, servants, employees, and attorneys from making, publishing, or 

otherwise distributing false, misleading, or disparaging statements about GPS or 

any of GPS’s products;   

B. an award of Defendants’ profits and GPS’s damages;  

C. an award in an amount that will enable GPS to engage in corrective advertising at 

a level that will effectively counter Defendants’ unlawful activity;  

D. an award of GPS’s reasonable attorneys’ fees and the costs of this action;  

E. exemplary damages in a sum to be determined by the trier of fact;  

F. pre- and post-judgment interest as allowed by law;  

G. an order requiring Defendants to retract their false statements and engage in 

corrective advertising; and  

H. such other and further relief to which GPS may be entitled.   
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Dated: August 5, 2021   Respectfully submitted,  
 
      MCGUIREWOODS LLP 
 
      /s/ Justin Opitz      . 

Justin Opitz 
Texas State Bar No. 24051140 
Matthew W. Cornelia 
Texas State Bar No. 24097534 
Addison Fontein 
Texas State Bar No. 24109876 
2000 McKinney Avenue, Suite 1400 
Dallas, TX 75201 
Tel: (214) 932-6400 
Fax: (214) 932-6499 
jopitz@mcguirewoods.com 
mcornelia@mcguirewoods.com 
afontein@mcguirewoods.com  
 
Robert A. Muckenfuss (admitted pro hac vice) 
North Carolina State Bar No. 28218 
Kelly A. Warlich (admitted pro hac vice) 
North Carolina State Bar No. 51053 
201 North Tryon Street, Suite 3000 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
Tel: (704) 343-2000 
Fax: (704) 343-2300 
rmuckenfuss@mcguirewoods.com 
kwarlich@mcguirewoods.com 
 
Lucy Jewett Wheatley 
(admitted pro hac vice) 
Virginia State Bar No. 77459  
800 East Canal Street 
Richmond, VA 23219 
Tel: (804) 775-4320 
Fax: (804) 698-2017 
lwheatley@mcguirewoods.com 
 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
Global Plasma Solutions, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that the foregoing document was electronically filed on 

August 5, 2021, using the Court’s CM/ECF system, which will send notice of such filing to all 

counsel of record who are deemed to have consented to electronic service.  

 
  /s/ Justin Opitz           . 
Justin Opitz 
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4/18/2021 Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization Test Results

https://globalplasmasolutions.com/independent-testing 1/6

PERFORMANCE VALIDATION

Third-party testing confirms: GPS
gets the job done

Independent Testing
We put our needlepoint bipolar ionization (NPBI®) technology to the test: Third-party testing confirms it limits the spread of
viruses.

RESULTS-DRIVEN TECHNOLOGY

A proven process to clean the air
The air around us is filled with particles such as dust, dander, pollen, smoke, odors and even pathogens including mold,
viruses and bacteria. Our patented NPBI technology cleans the air by introducing ions into the space via the airflow in your
ventilation system. Our technology delivers indoor air that’s free of ozone and other harmful byproducts. Through NPBI ,
GPS products improve the air by reducing airborne particulates, odors and pathogens.
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Our results-driven technology fights pathogens and limits
the spread of viruses.

SENSITIVITY TESTING
 
SIMULATION TESTING

 
SPECIALTY TESTING

 
FIELD TESTING

Sensitivity Testing
A petri dish containing a pathogen is placed underneath a
laboratory hood, then monitored to assess the pathogen’s
reactivity to NPBI over time. This controlled environment
allows for comparison across different types of pathogens.
Sensitivity Testing is not a measure of pathogen
inactivation in the air.

View Disclaimers

Pathogen Time in Chamber Rate of Reduction Test Agency 

Norovirus† 30 minutes 93.5% ATS Labs 

Human Coronavirus 

229E* 

60 minutes 99.0% Analytical 
Lab Group 

Legionella 30 minutes 99.7% EMSL 

Clostridium Difficile 30 minutes 88.9% EMSL 

†Surrogate for Norovirus; actual strain tested was Feline Calicivirus, ATCC VR-782, Strain F-9 
*Human Coronavirus 229 is not SARS-CoV-2

Simulation Testing
Simulation testing measures in-air inactivation of
pathogens. Counts of an airborne pathogen are taken
before and after aerosolizing that pathogen into a sealed,
unoccupied laboratory environmental room

View Disclaimers

Pathogen Time in Chamber Rate of Reduction Test Agency

SENSITIVITY TESTING SIMULATION TESTING SPECIALTY TESTING FIELD TESTING 

93.5% 

99.0% 

99.7% 

88.9% 

• 
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Pathogen Time in Chamber Rate of Reduction Test Agency 

Pathogen Time in Chamber Rate of Reduction Test Agency 
Tuberculosis 60 minutes 69.1% EMSL 

MRSA 30 minutes 96.2% EMSL 

Staphylococcus 30 minutes 96.2% EMSL 

E.coli 15 minutes 99.7% EMSL 

Specialty Testing
Unoccupied laboratory test environments are designed to
evaluate NPBI performance in conditions unique to
particular industries or customers and may include special
circumstances such as higher-than-average ion
concentrations. Review individual test results for details.

View Disclaimers

Pathogen Time in Chamber Testing Methodology Rate of Reduction Test Agency

SARS-CoV-2 60 minutes In-Air 98.33% Innovative 
Bioanaylsis

SARS-CoV-2 60 minutes Surface 99.98% Innovative 
Bioanaylsis

Please note that testing the reduction rate of SARS-Cov-2 with the GPS NPBI product is an evolving process and additional testing is anticipated to be

conducted in the future. GPS NPBI products are not marketed as, nor cleared by the FDA as a medical device.

Field Testing
Measurement at actual customer locations can be
compared in rooms with and without NPBI or the same
room before versus after NPBI. Measurement variables
and test criteria are determined by the customer. Pathogen
findings occur as part of the customers’ normal course of
business and are not introduced specifically for testing
purposes.

View Disclaimers

96.2% 

96.2% 

99.7% 

• 

99.98% 

• 
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F

View Disclaimers

Location Comparison Results

Major Medical Center 6 Test Rooms vs.  
6 Control Rooms

Gram negative rods reduced to 0 

Isolated pathogens 64–99% less per day 

Lower average CFU throughout test period

Air Travel Command Center Before vs. After 1 month of particle reduction 

0.3um – 87.2% 
0.5um – 95.4% 
1.0um – 95.8%

CONTACT US

Use this form to get the answers you want and need
fast.

• Have an indoor air challenge?

• Need answers to questions about a product or
service?

• Want more information on the science of ionization?

* Required

First Name *

Last Name *

Email *

Phone Number *

Region *

Select a Region

City *

Company *

Gram negative rods reduced to O 

Isolated pathogens 64-99% less per day 

Lower average CFU throughout test period 

1 month of particle reduction 

0.3um - 87.2% 

O.Sum - 95.4% 
1.0um - 95.8% 
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About Us

Products

How It Works

Schools & Universities

Health Care

Office Buildings

Transportation

Large Spaces

Downloads

Independent Testing

Articles

FAQs

Submit

What Best Describes You? *

Architect

How Can We Help You? *

More Product Information

Message *

Markets Served

Resources
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GPS Canada

Pathogen Reduction

Rep Login

GLOBAL PLASMA SOLUTIONS

3101 Yorkmont Road 
Suite 400 
Charlotte, NC 28208

Phone: (980) 279-5622

© 2021 Global Plasma Solutions Inc.

GPS, GPS-iMOD, GPS-iRIB, Global Plasma Solutions and its logos are registered

trademarks of Global Plasma Solutions, Inc. GPS-FC24-AC, GPS-FC24-S, GPS-FC48-

AC, GPS-DM48-AC, GPS-NEMA4-OE, GPS-iMEASURE, GPS-iMEASURE-D, GPS-iDETECT,

GPS-iDETECT-P are trademarks of Global Plasma Solutions Inc.

Patents Terms of Use Privacy Policy Disclaimers

*DISCLAIMER: Global Plasma Solutions (GPS) uses multiple data points to formulate performance validation statements. GPS technology is used in a wide range

of applications across diverse environmental conditions. Since locations will vary, clients should evaluate their individual application and environmental

conditions when making an assessment regarding the technology’s potential benefits.

The use of this technology is not intended to take the place of reasonable precautions to prevent the transmission of pathogens. It is important to comply with

all applicable public health laws and guidelines issued by federal, state, and local governments and health authorities as well as official guidance published by

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), including but not limited to social distancing, hand hygiene, cough etiquette, and the use of face masks.
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Message 

From: 

Sent: 
Marwa Zaatari [mzaatari@enVerid.com] 
4/22/2021 7:42:08 PM 

To: Sherri Simmons [ssimmons@duffey.com]; Bahnfleth, William P [/o=Exchangelabs/ou=Exchange Administrative 
Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c729e145c64e4340b46f3401229f5fcc-wpb5] 

CC: 
Subject: 

McGee, Erin [EMcGee@ashrae.org]; Gupta, Vanita [VGupta@ashrae.org]; Sherri Simmons [ssimmons@duffey.com] 
Re: Email address for Marwa Zataari for ETF article Review 

Hello! 

It is good to go from my end. 

Please use the following e-mail for future emails 

Marwa.zaatari@gmail.com 

Thank you! 

Marwa 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Sherri Simmons <ssimmons@duffey.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2021 8:11 AM 

To: Bahnfleth, William P; Marwa Zaatari 

Cc: McGee, Erin; Gupta, Vanita; Sherri Simmons 

Subject: FW: Email address for Marwa Zataari for ETF article Review 

Hi Bill and Marwa, 

Below is the article in Engineering News-Record for you review. Let us know if it is ok to post on the COVID-19 Resource 

Page. 

Thanks much, 

Sherri 

Engineering News - Record I April 21, 2021 

Indoor Air Quality Expert: Many Air Cleaner Technologies Are Still Unproven 

Indoor Air Quality Expert: Many Air Cleaner Technologies Are Still Unproven 

A member of ASHRAE's epidemic task force has launched an initiative to set up independent, peer-reviewed testing of 

indoor air-treatment systems for their efficacy against viruses and for any negative impacts on indoor air quality. The 

campaign has already raised its goal of $25,000 to underwrite the tests. 

While systems using filters that meet the HEPA MERV-13 rating are well studied, there are also "active-treatment" air

cleaning systems, some of which emit particles into the air to reduce impurities and pathogens, says Marwa Zataari, a 

consultant with a PhD in indoor air quality, who helped write the ASH RAE 62.1 IAQ standard. 

Zataari says many of these systems have never been subjected to peer-reviewed testing. Also, there are no standards for 

these devices that mechanical engineers can refer to when designing or retrofitting air-handling systems. 

BAHN001062 
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"I noticed there are a lot of these electronic air-cleaner companies that claim to clean the air enough [so] you don't need 

outside air anymore," Zataari says. "They present themselves as a one-stop shop, the magic bullet to all [air-related] 

problems." 

Her concern is that products using a range of technologies other than HEPA filters, from plasma to ionization to 
generation of airborne hydrogen peroxide, have not been subject to enough scrutiny of their efficacy and side effects. 

"The marketing is really good, 99% effective sounds really great," she says. "But I want to make the standard more 

stringent, so these companies need to show more proof before their [products] are installed in buildings." 

Mechanical engineer William Bahnfleth, the task force chair, agrees. "Some air cleaners are simply not as effective as 

claimed," says Bahnfleth, a professor of architectural engineering at Pennsylvania State University. "But others work by 

introducing reactive substances into the air we breathe indoors, and [they] have the potential to cause a range of 

adverse effects, from direct impact on health to formation of harmful by-products." 

Zataari is particularly concerned about school districts and other less savvy customers currently buying into systems they 

don't fully understand. "In these uncertain times, we need certain solutions," she says. 

The next step is testing, set to begin soon at the Illinois Institute of Technology. 
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Message 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Marwa Zaatari [marwa.zaatari@gmail.com] 
6/21/2021 5:47:09 PM 
Sherri Simmons [ssimmons@duffey.com] 

CC: McGee, Erin [EMcGee@ashrae.org]; Gupta, Vanita [VGupta@ashrae.org]; Bahnfleth, William P 
[/o=Exchangelabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c729e145c64e4340b46f3401229f5fcc-wpb5]; Buckley Washington, Karen 
[kbwashington@ashrae.org]; Sherri Simmons [ssimmons@duffey.com] 

Subject: Re: TV Story on ionizers 

Hi Sherri, 

I am interested and happy to talk to the producer. 

Best, 

Marwa 

512-203-2204 

From: Sherri Simmons <ssimmons@duffey.com> 

Date: Monday, June 21, 2021 at 4:38 PM 
To: marwa.zaatari@gmail.com <marwa.zaatari@gmail.com> 

Cc: McGee, Erin <EMcGee@ashrae.org>, Gupta, Vanita <VGupta@ashrae.org>, Bahnfleth, William P 

<wbahnfleth@psu.edu>, Buckley Washington, Karen <kbwashington@ashrae.org>, Sherri Simmons 

<ssimmons@duffey.com> 

Subject: FW: TV Story on ionizers 

Hi Marwa, 

Below is an interview request from WSB-TV here in Atlanta. They are working on an investigative story about bipolar 

ionization systems in Georgia schools. Josh, the producer, told me they have some lead time on the story and would like 

to do an interview the week of July 12. 

Let me know if you are interested and I can connect you with the producer. He's already working on a list of schools 

here in Georgia that have purchased the systems. 

Also, when you read the email below, you can see that Josh is requesting an interview here in Atlanta with some cool 

visuals at the new HQ. When we spoke, I gave him more information about ASH RAE and he understands that it will most 

likely need to be a Zoom interview, unless you are planning to visit Atlanta ©. 

As a little background, WSB-TV is the highest ranking network here in Atlanta. They are also part of the Cox Media Group 

which publishes the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, so the TV stories often are published by the AJC - and vice versa. 

Thanks much, 

Sherri 

Sherri Simmons I Duffey Communications, Inc. 
Office: 404.446.1660 I Cell: 404.216.4193 

Privileged/confidential information may be contained in this message. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message or responsible for delivery of the 
message to such person, you may not copy or deliver this message to anyone. In such case you should destroy this message and notify us immediately. If you or your 
employer does not consent to Internet e-mail messages of this kind, please advise us immediately. Opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this 
message are not given or endorsed by my firm or employer unless otherwise indicated by an authorized representative independent of this message. 
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From: Josh Wade <joshwadewsb@gmail.com > 
Sent: Monday, June 21, 202112:03 PM 

To: Buckley Washington, Karen <kbwashington@ashrae.org>; Justin Gray <justin.graywv@gmail.com> 

Subject: TV Story on ionizers 

Hi Karen, 

Greetings from just down the road at WSB-TV in Atlanta. 

I am a producer working with investigative reporter Justin Gray on the installation by Georgia school systems of Bi-Polar 

Ionization systems. 

We've read ASHRAE's "Open letter to address the use of electronic air cleaning equipment in buildings" and we are 

interested in doing an on-camera interview with Dr. Marwa Zaatari in the coming weeks. Is she in the Atlanta area? 

We'd love to steer clear of yet another zoom interview! 

We have some time to work on this story -- wondering if ASHRAE's new headquarters offers any unique lab/testing etc 

visuals? 
I look forward to hearing from you! 

Josh Wade 
WSB-TV 

404-502-7994 
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From: Jim Noe
To: Israel Biran; Marwa Zaatari; Anurag Goel
Subject: ASHRAE 62 IAQ GPS Spreadsheet Version 1-6
Date: Saturday, June 23, 2018 10:08:52 AM

I just found this from Global Plasma.  It’s very well done. I suspect you all have already seen it.  If you haven’t, you
need to watch it.

If Henderson and other engineering firms have this spreadsheet for their calculations, I’m curious as to why they are
not using it more?

In any case, we need to surpass their spreadsheet.

Your thoughts?

https://youtu.be/lpp6tCUfrVg

Jim Noe
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Israel Biran
To: Udi Meirav
Cc: Marwa Zaatari
Subject: Re: issue with Chris from Trane
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2018 6:09:49 AM

I will ask Trane that we will review and approve this before they release it.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 26, 2018, at 6:19 AM, Udi Meirav <umeirav@enVerid.com> wrote:

lets discuss today. Its not the end of the world if he says that IAQP is not always
applicable, but We need  him less supportive of the GPS storyline

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 25, 2018, at 4:56 PM, Marwa Zaatari <mzaatari@enVerid.com> wrote:

Chris from Trane was in the IAQP meeting yesterday. He spoke to one of
my colleagues and asked him few questions. Chris is writing a white paper
about IAQP that he intend to distribute it internally and exernally.
Attached is his draft (still very early draft) – draft based on the exisitng
IAQP.
 
Below is a snapshot from his article that I did not find it good for enVerid
(in general it is a useless article so far). I am holding up on helping him
with the many questions he is sending me until I figure out the mess he
wrote below.
 
Can you advise?
 
<image001.png>
 

From: Hsieh, Chris <CHSIEH@TRANE.COM> 
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2018 4:34 PM
To: Marwa Zaatari <mzaatari@enVerid.com>
Subject: Re: white paper?
 
It is geared towards both inside and outside engineering community.

Best regards,
Chris

From: Marwa Zaatari <mzaatari@enVerid.com>
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2018 3:31:42 PM
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To: Hsieh, Chris
Subject: RE: white paper?
 
Chris, is the white paper meant to be an internal document?

 
 

From: Hsieh, Chris <CHSIEH@TRANE.COM> 
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2018 10:17 AM
To: Marwa Zaatari <mzaatari@enVerid.com>
Subject: RE: white paper?
 
Yes, I am working on it. I have many things tied back to the User’s Manual
example (PDF attachment). I am still in a rough draft mode (attached
Word document). That’s why I am asking for your assistance earlier. Do
you have time answering my questions?
 
Our approach is to make sure we can help our internal sales people know
how to comply with IAQP so they can be comfortable educating the
design engineering community across the nation and beyond.
 
Best Regards,
Chris.
 

From: Marwa Zaatari <mzaatari@enVerid.com> 
Sent: Sunday, June 24, 2018 1:44 PM
To: Hsieh, Chris <CHSIEH@TRANE.COM>
Subject: white paper?
 
Hi Chris,
 
Are you wrting a white paper on IAQP. Do you mind sharing the paper or
the outline.
 
Thanks,
Marwa
 
 

The information contained in this message is privileged and intended only for the recipients named. If
the reader is not a representative of the intended recipient, any review, dissemination or copying of
this message or the information it contains is prohibited. If you have received this message in error,
please immediately notify the sender, and delete the original message and attachments.
 

The information contained in this message is privileged and intended only for the recipients named. If
the reader is not a representative of the intended recipient, any review, dissemination or copying of
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this message or the information it contains is prohibited. If you have received this message in error,
please immediately notify the sender, and delete the original message and attachments.

<IAQp White Paper.docx>
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From: kathleenowen@att.net
To: Marwa Zaatari; deantompkins45@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Request regarding electronic air cleaners mapping
Date: Monday, February 10, 2020 1:31:34 PM

My focus has been more on what do they make and or get rid of.  Dean and Antonios are looking
more at the how.  I personally think that many of the devices claim certain processes, but that they
don’t actually have them.  So, the answer is more complex that how is ionization supposed to work.
 
Do you hear surface irradiation mentioned with regard to gaseous contaminant removal?  I hear it a
good bit in 2.9 but it’s UV irradiation of surfaces to kill microorganisms.  In that case, it should be the
light (UV) not ions.  Same question for precipitators – I only know of them for particle removal.
 
Right now, we are kind of stuck in that anything we find out while being paid to do 1838-RP is
considered not public unless we get ASHRAE permission.  We are supposed to be done in April, so
not a long wait.
 
I don’t have a current contact at Cosatron.  I think I have the rest, but I will check.
 
Although they may be active at ASHRAE, we haven’t done well at getting them involved at 145 or 2.3
research.  I wish they would be.
 
Kathleen
 

From: Marwa Zaatari <mzaatari@enVerid.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2020 2:04 PM
To: kathleenowen@att.net; deantompkins45@gmail.com
Subject: Request regarding electronic air cleaners mapping
Importance: High
 
Kathleen and Dean,
 
We have an urgent need to understand what is the cleaning mechanism of the  following companies.
They are all heavily involved in ASHRAE. What will be mostly useful is to understand what is the
reactant or the agent that they use.
 
 
Companies are:

Top product innovation
Plasma Air
GPS
Dynamic air quality solutions
Cosatron
Bioclimatic

 
If you need contact info let me know.
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I hear of many names:

Photocatalytic Oxidation (PCO)
Photocatalytic Activation
Ionization
Bi-polar ionization (BPI)
Needlepoint ionization
Plasma
Ozone generator
Activated Oxygen
Surface irradition
High voltage coronas
Hydroxlation
Precipitators

 
What are the type of ions they used?
What mechanism to generate these ions?
 
Best
Marwa
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From: Stephanie Kadow
To: Marwa Zaatari
Cc: Douglas Engel; Anurag Goel
Subject: RE: Onboarding Reps- How to Sell Against Electronic Air Cleaners
Date: Friday, May 1, 2020 4:43:47 PM

Sorry I was looking at the wrong week! The last session is Tuesday May 19th from 1-3 PM EST. That’s
when I’m hoping to have this info presented.
 
Stephanie Kadow
Regional Sales Manager

enVerid Systems
Energy savings. Air quality.

 

m: +1 619 823 5064
skadow@enVerid.com
www.enverid.com
 

 

From: Stephanie Kadow 
Sent: Friday, May 1, 2020 1:21 PM
To: Marwa Zaatari <mzaatari@enVerid.com>
Cc: Douglas Engel <dengel@enVerid.com>; Anurag Goel <agoel@enVerid.com>
Subject: Onboarding Reps- How to Sell Against Electronic Air Cleaners
 
Hi Marwa,
Hope your doing well.
 
AG and I are working on a formal training program to start onboarding new reps and Mechanical
Products South West in Arizona is going to be the first one to go through the training. In our new rep
agreement we are requiring the rep’s sales engineers to sit through ~6 hours of training to make
them successful in selling our product. MPSW has decided to split that into [3] two-hour sessions
over three weeks.
 
I was telling AG the biggest issue I see coming in Arizona is that GPS has a pretty good footprint in
the market there already. Would you be able to be a part of the last training session where we are
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going to talk about code and compliance and do a presentation on how to sell against electronic air
cleaners? I think it would be a great addition to that section.
 

It’s going to be on Wednesday May 13th from 1-3pm eastern time. Does that fit in your schedule?
You can take either the first hour or the second hour.  
 
Stephanie Kadow
Regional Sales Manager

enVerid Systems
Energy savings. Air quality.

 

m: +1 619 823 5064
skadow@enVerid.com
www.enverid.com
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From: Christian Weeks
To: Ted Vergis; Douglas Engel
Cc: Marwa Zaatari; Israel Biran; Udi Meirav
Subject: RE: enVerid HLR Virus Removal - Test Results
Date: Friday, June 19, 2020 7:19:44 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Thanks for sharing Ted. I will review and work with Doug and Israel on some sort of internal response that we can decide if/how to share externally.
 
Israel – please review what Ted shared so that we can discuss next steps during our 1x1 Monday. Thanks.
 

From: Ted Vergis <tvergis@enVerid.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2020 1:47 PM
To: Douglas Engel <dengel@enVerid.com>
Cc: Christian Weeks <cweeks@enVerid.com>; Marwa Zaatari <mzaatari@enVerid.com>; Israel Biran <ibiran@enVerid.com>; Udi Meirav
<umeirav@enVerid.com>
Subject: RE: enVerid HLR Virus Removal - Test Results
 
+additional document “Filter data with Ionization”
 

From: Ted Vergis 
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2020 1:35 PM
To: Douglas Engel <dengel@enVerid.com>
Cc: Christian Weeks <cweeks@enVerid.com>; Marwa Zaatari <mzaatari@enVerid.com>; Israel Biran <ibiran@enVerid.com>; Udi Meirav
<umeirav@enVerid.com>
Subject: RE: enVerid HLR Virus Removal - Test Results
 
In case you have not seen, here are the GPS documents and lab tests associated with COVID.
 
Since they are our largest IAQP competitor (due to receiving UL2998 certification), we really need to create and post something like the below table to
hit these issues head on in our presentations:
 

 
Ted Vergis, C.E.P.
VP of Business Development, North America

enVerid Systems
Energy savings. Air quality.

 

m: +1 925 699 0511
tvergis@enVerid.com
www.enverid.com
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· Jan 18Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari

Which portable air cleaner do I need to buy ? 
#SARSCoV2 

Factors: mechanism of filtration, airflow + efficiency (CADR), purchase price, 
replacement cost + filter life, and noise. 1/5 

6 21 38

· Jan 18Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
Air Cleaner Selection: 
- Start by the area of the room to be cleaned (y axis) 
- Consider cost (x axis) and noise (look at color of the dot; <55 db at highest 
setting is probably a good level) 
- Consider multiple air cleaners to keep noise level down. 
2/5 

7 5 28

· Jan 18Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
Choose only air cleaners that have mechanical filtration ( particulate filter 
media) with MERV 13 or higher or HEPA designation.  
In graph above * means that there is an electronic piece to the filtration but 
it can be turned off. 3/5

1 12

· Jan 18Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
Be aware of false marketing: 
HEPA-like 
HEPA-style 
99% HEPA 
HEPAsilent 
HEPA Ultra 
Ionic HEPA 
HEPAFast 
HEPA Efficiency 
HEPA Functions 
HEPA Action 
Plasma HEPA 
Super HEPA 
HyperHEPA 

are ALL subpar versions of what constitutes a HEPA air filter. 

Either HEPA or NOT HEPA. 4/5
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Marwa Zaatari
@marwa_zaatari

Replying to @marwa_zaatari

Stay away of fancy technology marketing: 
Plasma wave 
Fragrance Sponge 
UV Light Sanitizer Eliminates  
NCCO technology  
Active oxygen generator 
ionic purifier + composite catalyst 
cold catalyst layer 
negative ion generator 
Bi-polar 
PECO 
PCO 
Plasma 
Cold Plasma 
etc... 5/5
3:25 PM · Jan 18, 2021 · Twitter Web App

 Retweet1  Quote Tweets4  Likes16

· Jan 18King | UFC @Kingcurrency85
Replying to @marwa_zaatari
Thank you for the education
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Here is a collection of cheating techniques of ionizers 
when reporting test results  @jljcolorado
9:55 PM · Feb 7, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

 Retweets26  Quote Tweets7  Likes71

· Feb 7Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
Replying to @marwa_zaatari
1) Use a small chamber or position their equipment above a tiny surface 
(example Petri dish) when reporting efficiency to exaggerate the %.

2 1 11

· Feb 7Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
For example, reported  efficiency of an equipment positioned above a tiny 
surface is 93%. Applying to real conditions (duct, with appropriate surface 
area and contact time), this efficiency will be 0.0016%.

2 2 15

· Feb 7Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
2) Run for a long duration not relevant for air flow/speed when installed in 
ducts. 
 3) Only report the efficiency in %. Do not report CFM or CADR. 
4) Compare results to guidelines that are NOT relevant to indoor settings.

1 1 15

· Feb 7Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
5) Do not report by-products (ozone, formaldehyde, ultrafine particles). If 
they do, they use less than x ppb rather than report the actual value and 
again choose guidelines that are not relevant to indoor conditions. Or 6) 
Use a large chamber when reporting by-products.

2 1 17

· Feb 7Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
7) Do not use a continuous emission source. For example, they use a single 
spray of pollution and stop during the test to exaggerate the effects.

1 1 15

· Feb 7Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
8) Mislead by using a reputable lab and pseudo scientists to report the data 
of ill-designed experiments. 
9) When branding their product, they make sure to add new fancy 
technologies. Bonus if they add words like “magic” “competing with Denver 
mountains” etc.

1 1 17

· Feb 8Parents4HealthyIAQ @Parents4IAQ
Replying to  and @marwa_zaatari @jljcolorado
It’s as if you read my mind. I assume this also applies to devices that use 
oxidant/ plasma + ion tech?

1 6

· Feb 8Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
Yes!

4

· Feb 8Javier (mascarilla  ventilación  CO2 ) @ni…
Replying to  and @marwa_zaatari @jljcolorado
Agree!

2

· Feb 8Nora Traviss @NoraTraviss
Replying to  and @marwa_zaatari @jljcolorado
Excellent explanation! The chamber studies on cells drives me nuts but you
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Excellent explanation!  The chamber studies on cells drives me nuts, but you 
did a much better job deconstructing the flaws.  Thank you 

1

· Feb 9Josh Pascoe @joshpascoe
Replying to  and @marwa_zaatari @jljcolorado

 Unroll@threadreaderapp

1

· Feb 9Thread Reader App @threadreaderapp
Saluti, here is your unroll: Here is a collection of cheating techniques of 
ionizers when reporting test results   1) Use a small… 
threadreaderapp.com/thread/1358625… Have a good day. 

@jljcolorado

Thread by @marwa_zaatari on Thread Reader App
Thread by @marwa_zaatari: Here is a collection of cheating techniques 
of ionizers when reporting test results  @jljcolorado 1) Use a small …

threadreaderapp.com

1 1
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From: Christian Weeks
To: Marwa Zaatari
Subject: FW: Ionizer Critic
Date: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 12:04:43 PM

FYI
 

From: Heather Robb <hrobb@enVerid.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 12:57 PM
To: Douglas Engel <dengel@enVerid.com>
Cc: Christian Weeks <cweeks@enVerid.com>; Israel Biran <ibiran@enVerid.com>; Helen Fairman
<hfairman@enVerid.com>
Subject: Ionizer Critic
 
Hi all
Sharing a terrific interview with Delphine Farmer, an atmospheric chemist at Colorado State, where
she is highly critical of schools utilizing bipolar ionizers, hydroxyl generators and foggers.  (Generally
supportive of UV, touches quickly on HEPA filters.) She is a coauthor of a forthcoming study on
bipolar ionization.
 
3/1/21 - Mother Jones
Are Schools' Fancy New Air Scrubbing Devices Really Effective-And Safe?
 
"what I would politely call 'creative solutions' that take advantage of chemistry and developing new
technology. But this is also where there’s a lot of potential unintended consequences, and
unintended chemistry that can play a role.”

“...these ionizers that are being incredibly aggressively marketed, especially toward schools. … Ions
will react with other molecules in the air in a series of reactions, and, again, they’ll generate some
oxidized organic compounds. Some of those are potentially more toxic than what you had in the first
place. The problem with those ionizers is that we just don’t understand the chemistry of them. … I
think this rush to market these air cleaning devices is very concerning. I think we’re creating devices
that might—not guaranteed—but they might create some some dangerous byproducts. And they
certainly haven’t been proven to be effective."
 
 
A quick search finds she has been outspoken about ionizers before. 
2/2/21 - Colorado Sun
Delphine Farmer, an associate professor of chemistry at Colorado State University, said schools
should be cautious about any technology that purports to use a chemical reaction to kill the virus in
the air, since any chemical reaction will produce byproducts.  In particular, Farmer is concerned
about the use of bleach fumigation, ion-generating systems, and ozone-generating systems.
Study
I contacted Delphine to see when her study might be published, and shared with her the Trane
whitepaper as an FYI. If this is the study, looks like Marwa’s friend Brent Stephens is a co-author as
well.
93. Y. Zeng, P. Manwatkar, A. Laguerre, M. Beke, I. Kang, A. Ali, D. Farmer, E. Gall, M. Heidarinejad, and B. Stephens.
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https://coloradosun.com/2021/02/02/colorado-school-districts-air-coronavirus-synexis/
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.est.0c04702


Evaluating a commercially available in-duct bipolar ionization device for pollutant removal and potential byproduct
formation. Accepted at Building and Environment
 
Helen and I are putting our heads together later this week to discuss ideas on a school campaign.
 Perhaps two-pronged:  helping to cultivate/amplify a bit of “bipolar backlash” while highlighting new
AP customers wins.  Would be awesome to layer in some research/anecdotal 3rd party support for
ceiling mounted HEPA units.
 
Delphine Farmer contact info:
Farmer Group
Tel: (970)491-0624
delphine.farmer@colostate.edu
 
Best
Heather
 
Heather Robb
Communications
enVerid Systems
Energy savings. Air quality.
 
m: +1 978 985 7447
enverid.com
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Marwa Zaatari
@marwa_zaatari

The defeat of ions. 

Thread about Needle Point Bi-polar Ionization.  

What the manufacturer claims versus what independent 
studies report. 

  @ShellyMBoulder @jljcolorado @JimRosenthal4
5:19 PM · Mar 9, 2021 · Twitter Web App

 Retweets36  Quote Tweets10  Likes82

· Mar 9Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
Replying to @marwa_zaatari
What the manufacturer claims? 
I will focus on three claims: reduction of PM count by agglomeration, 
surface inactivation of COV-2, removal of VOCs + formaldehyde.  
-GPS+MERV 8 reduced particle count concentration by 89.7% 
-GPS report 99.8% SARS-COV-2 surface inactivation

1 5 16

· Mar 9Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
What the independent studies by subject matter experts found (device 
tested is produced by GPS). 

Claim of reduction of particulate matter concentration: False. 

Source: sciencedirect.com/science/articl… 
 @stephensbrent @etgall

1 6 21
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Terms of Service Privacy Policy Coo

Ads info © 2021 Twitter,MoreSearch Twitter· Mar 9Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
What the independent studies by subject matter experts found (device 
tested is produced by GPS). 

Claim of very high efficiency regarding viruses: not verified. 

Picture below show very little effect - you will need to subtract the natural 
decay + the filter impact.

3 4 20

· Mar 9Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
What the independent studies by subject matter experts found (device 
tested is produced by GPS). 

Surface inactivation of virus: not different than letting the virus naturally 
decay. 

Source: jp.trane.com/content/dam/Tr…

1 6 21

· Mar 9Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
What the independent studies by subject matter experts found (device 
tested is produced by GPS). 

Claim of no by-products: False. The device increased some VOCs.  

Source: sciencedirect.com/science/articl…

2 6 19

· Mar 9Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
What the independent studies by subject matter experts found (device 
tested is produced by GPS). 

Claim of formaldehyde (a known human cancerogenic) removal: False.
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Highlights
Laboratory and field tests conducted to characterize bipolar ionization device.

Evaluated impacts on gas and particle removal and byproduct formation.

Ionization decreased some hydrocarbons but increased others.

Ionization minimally impacted particles, ozone, and nitrogen dioxide.

Ionization shifted particle size distribution but did not impact PM  mass.

Abstract
We conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the gas and particle removal effectiveness and potential for byproduct formation resulting
from the operation of a commercially available in-duct bipolar ionization device. Laboratory tests were conducted with the ionizer installed in a
small air handler serving a large semi-furnished chamber. Chamber experiments were conducted under (i) normal operating conditions to
characterize the impact of the ionizer on concentrations of particles (0.01–10 μm), ozone (O ), nitrogen dioxide (NO ), volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), and aldehydes, and (ii) particle injection and decay conditions to characterize the impact of the ionizer operation on
particle loss rates. The field test involved air sampling of particulates (0.01–10 μm), O , and VOCs upstream and downstream of an operating
ionizer device installed in an air handling unit serving an occupied office building. Both the chamber and field tests suggested that the use of
the tested bipolar ionization unit led to a decrease in some hydrocarbons (e.g., xylenes) among the lists of compounds we were able to analyze,
but an increase in others, most prominently oxygenated VOCs (e.g., acetone, ethanol) and toluene. Ionizer operation appeared to minimally
impact particle, O , and NO  concentrations during normal operating conditions. Particle injection and decay experiments in the chamber
suggest that operation of the ionizer unit led to a small increase in loss rates for ultrafine particles (<0.15 μm) and a small decrease in loss rates
for larger particles (>0.3 μm), but with negligible net changes in estimated PM  loss rates.
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1. Introduction
As a result of recent global air quality challenges, including smoke from historically large wildfires in the U.S [1] and the increasing recognition
of the potential for aerosol transmission of COVID-19 in poorly ventilated indoor environments [2], there has been an unprecedented level of
interest and investment in indoor air cleaning technologies. The marketplace for air cleaning devices has become inundated with an array of
technologies to meet the demand, including high-efficiency fibrous-media filters, disinfectant misters, and a variety of electronic air cleaners
including ultraviolet germicidal irradiation (UVGI) lights, plasma generators, hydroxyl radical generators, ionizers, and more [3,4,5,6,7]. While
fibrous media filters are routinely tested for their ability to remove particles [8,9], many electronic air cleaning technologies are not evaluated
by any federal agency or industry standards organizations for their efficacy or their potential for unintended consequences, including the
generation of chemical byproducts [10].

One such air cleaning technology that has garnered significant interest is air ionization, which involves the introduction of ions to a space. Air
ionization devices include those that generate only negative ions (i.e., unipolar ionizers) and those that generate both positive and negative ions
(i.e., bipolar ionizers). Air ionization has been shown in some peer-reviewed studies to decrease bacterial deposition to surfaces [11], inactivate
airborne bacteria [12,13], remove airborne particles [14], and increase submicron particle deposition to surfaces [15]. While the efficacy for some
of these constituents has been demonstrated in some peer-reviewed studies, the literature remains sparse and limited to a narrow range of
technologies.

More commonly, efficacy is demonstrated in test reports provided by commercial laboratories, although these tests commonly have limitations
such as multiple ionizers in small (or unreported) volume test chambers or with high (or unreported) ion concentrations. Moreover, the
potential for byproduct formation resulting from ionizer operation has been investigated in much less depth. Early tests on ionizer devices
revealed the potential to form harmful byproducts such as ozone during operation [16], but manufacturers have since developed other forms of
ionization technologies that have been shown to avoid ozone emissions [13]. However, a limited number of other studies have shown the
potential for ionization to form other products, including nitrogen oxides (NO ) and VOC oxidation intermediates [17], although little peer-
reviewed literature exists on byproduct formation in either laboratory or field settings.

Two recent studies evaluated the impacts of air ionization on markers of human health. One study investigated the short-term effects of a
negative ion generating air purifier on cardiovascular and respiratory outcomes in healthy adults in Beijing [18]. The study concluded that
exposure to negative ions (~60,000 ions/cm ) was associated with increased systemic oxidative stress levels (a biomarker of cardiovascular
health), and even though the use of the ionizers decreased indoor particulate matter concentrations, there were no beneficial changes in other
markers of respiratory health. This phenomenon was hypothesized to be due to byproducts formed from reactions with negative ions, although
byproducts were not measured. Another recent study found similar outcomes in 11–14 year old children resulting from the use of air ionizers
in school classrooms in Beijing, whereby some positive effects on respiratory health were measured at elevated ion concentrations of ~13,000
#/cm , albeit at the expense of negative effects on cardiac health [19]. These studies demonstrate the potential for air ionization to be effective in
reducing particulate matter, but also suggest the potential for ionization to generate potentially harmful byproducts during their operation.

One of the most widely used ionization approaches currently in the U.S. appears to be bipolar ionization, which is commonly reported to (i)
reduce airborne particulate matter by causing them to cluster or agglomerate and form larger particles that can settle out of the air more
rapidly or be filtered more effectively, (ii) neutralize odors and break down volatile organic compounds (VOCs), (iii) inactivate or kill viruses and
other microorganisms, and (iv) reduce the amount of required outdoor air. Many engineers have been recommending bipolar ionization
devices because of relatively low upfront costs for purchase and installation, low maintenance and materials costs, and they do not introduce
additional pressure drop to air handling units. In fact, the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA) currently recommends to
“explore the possible use and efficacy of bi-polar ionization and other technology for the HVAC system that are effective against COVID” [20].

Conversely, ASHRAE summarizes the literature on electronic air cleaners, including ionizers, in their Epidemic Task Force (ETF) Filtration and
Disinfection Guidance, as well as in their most recent position document on filtration and air cleaning, as ranging from “ineffective” to “very
effective” in reducing airborne particle concentrations [[21], [22]]. ASHRAE's COVID-19 resources also cite a statement from a representative
from the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) that recommends consumers “request efficacy performance data that
quantitatively demonstrates a clear protective benefit under conditions consistent with those for which the consumer is intending to apply the
technology” and that “the documented performance data under as-used conditions should be available from multiple sources, some of which
should be independent, third party sources.” Recent guidance from the CDC considers ionization and other air disinfection technologies as
“emerging” technologies “in the absence of an established body of peer-reviewed evidence showing proven efficacy and safety under as-used
conditions” [23]. We are not aware of investigations of the effectiveness or potential for byproduct formation of bipolar ionization devices used
in realistic settings, which presents a knowledge gap that this work intends to fill.

2. Methods
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We conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the gas and particle removal effectiveness and potential for byproduct formation resulting
from the operation of a commercially available bipolar ionization device in two different test settings: one laboratory (large chamber) setting in
Chicago, IL, USA and one field setting in a city in Eastern Oregon (OR) USA. The same make and model ‘needlepoint’ bipolar ionization device
(Global Plasma Solutions, GPS-FC48-AC, Charlotte, NC USA) was tested in each location. We did not assess efficacy in inactivating microbes orGPS
potential pathogens.

2.1. Laboratory (large chamber) experiments (Chicago, IL)

Because ions added to indoor environments can react with other compounds present in indoor air, potentially leading to the formation of
intermediates and oxidation byproducts, we conducted a series of experiments in a large (36.7 m ) aluminum environmental chamber recently
constructed on the main campus of Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago, IL USA (Fig. 1). The chamber is located in a large laboratory
space and was not directly heated or cooled, but was served by a small custom-built air-handling unit supplying air from the surrounding
conditioned laboratory space. Laboratory air was pulled through a charcoal fiber filter (Hydrofarm IGSCFF4, Petaluma, CA USA) on the return
side and ducted into the chamber via a flexible aluminum duct. The air handler and ductwork were operated in a single pass-through mode to
provide approximately 40–120 m /h, depending on the fan speed setting, of filtered air from outside the chamber into the chamber without any
recirculation. The surrounding laboratory space was minimally occupied by researchers during testing.

Download : Download high-res image (595KB) Download : Download full-size image

Fig. 1. Photos of the environmental test chamber: (a) exterior with instruments set up outside and (b) inside of the chamber with mock-up
furnishings and materials.

A variety of (mostly aged) material emission sources were introduced into the chamber prior to testing to simulate a partially furnished office or
similar environment with a variety of relatively constant VOC emission sources that introduce a ‘challenge’ indoor VOC mixture with which
ions generated by the tested ionizer would conceivably interact. Materials introduced to the chamber included a used table, rug, plastic and
metal chairs, suit jackets, a scarf, window shades, paper posters, foam packaging materials, multiple boxes of dissertations ranging in
publication date from the 1960s–1990s, a used painting tray, and more. Several dissertations were also left open on the table to encourage
emissions. Transient VOC emission sources were specifically avoided in order to ensure reasonably steady-state conditions could be achieved. A
small fan was placed in the corner of the chamber to encourage mixing throughout testing. A CO  injection and decay test with three CO
monitors (calibrated via co-location tests) located in three different locations within the chamber confirmed reasonably well-mixed conditions
(Fig. S1).

A single GPS-FC48-AC bipolar ionization unit was installed inside the small air-handling unit serving the chamber, positioned upstream of theGPS
fan in a small custom-fabricated return plenum. The ionizer was secured to the bottom surface of the return plenum and connected to a 120
VAC power source. The on/off switch for the device extended to the outside of the air handler to allow for powering on the ionizer without
disrupting airflow conditions. The manufacturer data sheet for the GPS-FC48-AC unit states that it is designed to accommodate airflows fromGPS
0 to 4800 ft /min (~8155 m /h) and generates >400 million ions/cc/sec [24].

The goal of this test setup was to deliver ions into the chamber space at an ion concentration that followed our understanding of manufacturer
recommendations as closely as possible and at an air change rate with the surrounding environment that was (i) similar to that commonly
observed in offices and other commercial buildings (e.g., 1–1.5 per hour [25,26]) and that also (ii) allowed for reasonably rapid approaches to
steady-state conditions for air sampling and for comparisons of pollutant concentrations between ionizer off and on conditions. Air change
rates with the surrounding lab air were measured periodically inside the chamber using CO  injection and decay to ensure these conditions
were met. Repeated CO  injection and decay experiments before and after testing confirmed a typical chamber air change rate with air from the
surrounding lab area of ~1.2–1.6 per hour (1/h). The system was a single pass system without recirculation.

Initial measurements of total volatile organic compound (TVOC) concentrations inside and outside the chamber, both before and after
introducing furnishing and materials, were made using a ppbRAE 3000 photoionization detector (PID) monitor (RAE Systems, San Jose, CA
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USA), which confirmed that the introduction of furnishings and materials led to an increase in TVOC concentrations (reported as isobutylene
equivalents) inside the chamber compared to background conditions and that approximately steady-state conditions could be reached within
~2-3 h (Fig. S2). Additionally, measurements of ion concentrations were made periodically inside and outside the chamber, both with and
without the ionizer operating, using an AlphaLab Air Ion Counter (Gerdien Tube meter) prior to testing (AlphaLab, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT
USA). Background ion concentrations inside the laboratory (outside the chamber) and inside the chamber typically ranged between ~300 and
~700 ions/cm . Operation of the ionizer increased ion concentrations inside the chamber to steady-state concentrations of ~1400–2000
ions/cm , which is consistent with the manufacturer recommended target of 1500–2000 ions/cm  in spaces in which they are installed [27],
albeit lower than ~13,000 ions/cm  and ~60,000 ions/cm  reported in the recent studies of short-term health outcomes associated with using a
different type of ionizer as previously mentioned [11,21] and much lower than the high concentrations (i.e., >10  ions/cm ) that have been
associated with lower depression scores [28]. While this installation and setup is not the same as a real-life installation in an occupied building,
the resulting combination of ion concentrations, ventilation conditions, and, to an extent, indoor VOC concentrations, reasonably represent
conditions of a realistic unoccupied indoor space with this ionization unit installed in the air handler serving the space.

Once the chamber, air handler, and ionizer were set up, a series of experiments were conducted over multiple test days to evaluate the gas and
particle removal effectiveness and potential for byproduct formation resulting from ionizer operation. The experimental design was intended
to capture the effects of ionizer operation under (i) normal operating conditions and (ii) particle injection and decay conditions.

2.1.1. Normal operating conditions

First, a series of experiments were conducted under normal operating conditions (i.e., without any particle or pollutant injection other than
from the supplied laboratory air and the materials and furnishings inside the chamber) to measure a variety of constituents inside and outside
the chamber with the air handler operating, once with the ionizer powered on and once with the ionizer powered off. We repeated the same
normal condition experiments on multiple days under similar conditions, once on October 15, 2020 to primarily focus on measurements of
VOCs inside and outside of the chamber (which required sampling and offline analysis at a commercial laboratory), followed by another test
day on October 24, 2020 to focus on measurements of particles, ozone, and nitrogen oxides inside and outside of the chamber.

During these experiments, we measured the following constituents inside and/or outside the chamber: (i) airborne particles using a TSI Model
3910 NanoScan Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS; ~0.01–0.4 μm; TSI Shoreview, MN USA) and a TSI Model 3330 Optical Particle Sizer
(OPS; 0.3–10 μm), (ii) ozone (O ) using a 2B Technologies Model 211 ozone analyzer (2B Technologies, Boulder, CO USA), (iii) nitrogen oxides
(NO ) using a 2B Technologies Model 405 NO  analyzer, and (iv) CO  using Extech SD800 CO  monitors located inside and outside the chamber
(Extech, Nashua, NH USA). After the October 15, 2020 test day, the particulate matter (PM) and NO  sampling instruments were each connected
to automated switching valves (Swagelok Model SS-43GXS4-42DCX electrically actuated three-way ball valves; one each for PM and NO ;
Swagelok, Solon, OH USA) to alternately measure concentrations inside and outside the chamber at 20-min intervals throughout the duration
of testing [29,30,31]. The switching valve was controlled automatically by an electronic timer (Sestos B3S-2R-24; Hong Kong). The O
instrument was not connected to a switching valve.

On the October 15, 2020 sampling day conducted to characterize gas-phase organics, we sampled for (i) VOCs using SUMMA canisters (Entech
1.4L Silonite Coated stainless steel Minicans with a flow restrictor providing approximately 30 min fill duration), with off-line analysis
conducted via EPA method TO-15 as well as a NIST library compound search to tentatively identify compounds not on the TO-15 list, and (ii)
aldehydes and carbonyls following EPA method TO-11A using 2,4-Dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) sampling tubes connected to sampling
pumps (Buck Libra Model L-4) with off-line analysis conducted via high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Off-line chemical
analysis was conducted at a commercial laboratory (STAT Analysis, Chicago, IL), as described in more detail later in this section. Sampling
pump flow rates for TO-11A sampling were confirmed after sampling to be ~1.6–1.7 L/min prior to sampling using a Sensidyne Gilian
Gilibrator-2 bubble flow meter (Sensidyne, St. Petersburg, FL USA). Time-integrated VOC and aldehyde samples were collected using the
SUMMA canisters and DNPH tubes, respectively, beginning at least 2 h after perturbation of the chamber (i.e., both before and after the ionizer
was switched on) such that the chamber should have approached steady-state conditions by the time of sampling. All sampling devices (except
for one CO  monitor) were located outside the chamber with sampling lines running into the chamber through openings approximately 0.36 m
off the floor, which were sealed with cardboard and tape. Particle instruments were connected to rigid stainless steel sampling lines ~1.5 m in
length and ~0.5 cm in diameter via TSI conductive tubing; O , NO , and SUMMA canisters were connected to flexible polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) tubing for sampling. Temperature and relative humidity were measured continuously both inside and outside the chamber using a
combination of Onset HOBO U12-012 (Onset, Bourne, MA USA) and Extech SD800 CO  monitors.

The timeline of the normal operating condition experiments on the single VOC sampling day (October 15, 2020) is shown in Fig. 2. The air
handling unit serving the chamber was turned on around 9:45 a.m. local time, with the ionizer off for the first several hours of measurements.
The chamber operated at this condition for nearly 3 h to allow for approaching steady-state baseline conditions inside the chamber. VOCs were
then sampled inside and outside the chamber during these baseline (ionizer off ) conditions beginning around 12:30 p.m. The SUMMA canister
valves were opened for approximately 30 min and the DNPH samplers were operated from about 12:30 p.m. to 2:57 p.m. for inside sampling
and 1:10 p.m. to 2:57 p.m. for outside sampling. After VOC sampling with the ionizer off was completed, the ionizer was turned on at 3:16 p.m.
The ionizer remained on for the duration of the rest of the tests. After approximately 2 h of operating the system, around 5:16 p.m., we again
began sampling for VOCs and aldehydes inside and outside the chamber using new SUMMA canisters and DNPH tubes, respectively. Again,
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the SUMMA canister valves were opened for approximately 30 min and the DNPH personal air sampling pumps were operated with new
DNPH tubes from ~5:16 p.m. until ~7:45 p.m. A blank DNPH tube was placed outside the chamber throughout testing to serve as our blank
control sample. Finally, CO  injection and decay was conducted around 7:45 p.m. to measure the air change rate in the chamber.

Download : Download high-res image (164KB) Download : Download full-size image

Fig. 2. Timeline of the VOC sampling day experiments conducted during normal operating conditions (October 15, 2020).

After sampling, the DNPH cartridges and field blanks were individually capped and wrapped in aluminum foil and kept in a refrigerator held
at ~4 °C. The following day, a total of five DNPH tubes (placed in a thermally insulated box) and four SUMMA canisters were returned to a
commercial laboratory for chemical analysis (STAT Analysis, Chicago, IL), including two inside chamber samples (one with ionizer off; one with
ionizer on); two outside chamber samples (one with ionizer off; one with ionizer on); and one blank. STAT Analysis originally supplied the
evacuated SUMMA canisters for VOC sampling and DNPH cartridges for aldehyde sampling. The SUMMA canisters were analyzed via a purge
and trap volatile autosampler on an Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph (GC) with an Agilent 5973 mass selective detector (MS). This results in a
chromatogram that shows mass spectral data for any detected compound as well as retention time. The commercial laboratory has a calibrated
list of compounds that it can quantitate against. The MS also allowed for an assessment of tentatively identified compounds (TICs), which have
peaks and spectrum show up in the chromatogram, but are not a part of the calibrated list. These TICs were reported from comparing the MS
data to a known NIST library of compounds; library compound search reports were provided by the lab for subsequent analysis. DNPH
cartridges were also acquired from the same commercial laboratory and returned for analysis, which involved extraction in solvent and analysis
on an Agilent 1100 HPLC system against a list of known compounds from the TO-11A list. Concentrations from DNPH sampling were
calculated by dividing mass values provided by STAT Analysis by the volume of the sample (calculated as the pump flow rate times the sample
time). STAT Analysis calibrates their analytical systems to the list of compounds in TO-15 and TO-11A; the TICS allow for some semi-
quantitative assessment of additional TICs not in these lists. Full lists of compounds from the TO-15 and TO-11A analysis are provided in
Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. Method blanks were included with each run and verified that target compounds were below reporting limits (RL).

On the October 24, 2020 sampling day, which was designed to characterize impacts on particles , O , and NO  during normal operating
conditions, all instruments were set to log data at 1-min intervals. To analyze the resulting measurements of particulate matter and NO
concentrations from the instruments connected to automated switching valves, we noted the time that initial sampling began with the
automated valves sampling from inside the chamber, and then flagged the data points in each 20-min sampling interval as either inside or
outside the chamber in alternating fashion. Transition points between inside and outside sampling periods were identified visually in the data
and excluded from analysis. Ratios of the concentrations of constituents inside and outside of the chamber (i.e., I/O ratios) were calculated
using summary statistics (mean, standard deviation) from each 20-min interval of inside chamber sampling, lagged by the previous 20-min
interval of outside chamber sampling.

2.1.2. Particle injection and decay

After conducting experiments during normal operating conditions, a series of particle injection and decay experiments were conducted to
explore the impact of ionizer operation on particle decay rates in the chamber. These experiments were conducted on two separate days: one
day with the ionizer operating (October 31, 2020) and one day without the ionizer operating (November 8, 2020). The chamber was maintained
at approximately the same airflow and environmental conditions for both days of testing, which were also similar to the normal operating
condition experiments. Particles were generated by burning two sticks of incense placed on a shelf on the desk inside of the chamber. Incense
sticks were allowed to burn to completion to avoid researcher entry into the chamber, extinguishing after approximately 30 min, and then
particle concentrations were allowed to decay for 2–4 h under each test condition.

Measurements of particle concentrations during these experiments were made again using a TSI NanoScan SMPS and TSI OPS to measure
particle number concentrations in size ranges from ~0.01 μm to ~10 μm at 1-min intervals, again connected to the sampling system with an
electronically controlled automated switching valve, alternating between 20-min periods sampling inside the chamber and 20-min periods
sampling outside the chamber. CO  was also injected into the chamber at the same time as incense burning to simultaneously measure the air
change rate with the surrounding lab.

2.1.3. Data analysis and parameter estimation
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Particle injection and decay data were first visually explored on a size-resolved basis (up to 13 bins for SMPS and up to 16 bins for OPS). For
simplicity in making comparisons, integral measures total particle number concentrations measured by each instrument were used in the
analysis. The Nanoscan SMPS has known issues with counting efficiencies, especially in size ranges >0.15 μm, during some conditions due to
the method used to fit distributions required because of the use of a unipolar charger in the instrument [32,30]. Total number concentrations
measured by each instrument (SMPS and OPS, respectively) were calculated at each 1-min measurement interval as the sum of the
concentrations measured in each size bin measured by each instrument (i.e., 0.01–0.15 μm for the SMPS and 0.3–10 μm for the OPS).
Additionally, integral measures of PM  mass concentrations were estimated at each time interval by calculating the mass concentration in
each size bin smaller than 2.5 μm from combination of the SMPS and OPS, assuming spherical shape and constant unit density m [33,34]. We
acknowledge that the assumption of unit density may result in an underestimate of PM  mass [35] but it does not affect loss rate estimates.

We used a dynamic mass balance approach to model the time-varying inside particle concentration for all SMPS and OPS size bins in the well-
mixed chamber after the incense sticks extinguished (i.e., in the absence of indoor particle sources), as shown in following Equation (1).

where P is penetration factor (−),  is the air change rate of the chamber (1/hr), k is the particle deposition loss rate constant (1/hr),  and 
are the outside and inside particle concentrations at time t, respectively (#/cm  or #/m ).

To solve for the total particle loss rate constant (  + k), we used a first-order linear regression solution to the natural logarithm of the particle
concentration data measured inside the chamber minus that measured inside the chamber during background conditions applied only to the
decay period, as shown in Equation (2).

where  and are the inside particle concentrations at time t and t=0, respectively. is the average particle concentration measured
inside the chamber during approximately steady-state conditions either immediately prior to or after the particle injection and decay periods.

For each test using CO  as a tracer gas, the air change rate ( ) was estimated by regressing the natural logarithm of the inside and outside CO
concentrations versus time, as shown in Equation (3).

where and  are the CO  concentrations (ppm) measured inside the chamber at time t and t = 0, respectively.  is the average CO
concentration (ppm) measured outside the chamber using a second monitor during the test period. The two CO  monitors had been previously
calibrated to each other via co-location tests.

2.2. Field measurements (Oregon, USA)

A separate set of measurements were made at a field site in Oregon, USA with an operating 'needlepoint' bipolar ionization system (again, GPS-GPS
FC48-AC) installed in the air handling unit (AHU). The study site was a 360 m  office building that was occupied during the measurements.
Between five and eight people were present for the duration of monitoring, and two other individuals also entered the space for short
durations. The building was served by two AHUs and an ionizer unit was installed into both air handlers. We conducted sampling upstream
and downstream of the ionizer unit in the AHU that served a conference room, two offices, a restroom, and an archive room, consisting of
~178 m  of floor area. The supply duct was approximately 0.61 m × 0.53 m and the design supply air flow rate was 1000 ft /min (1700 m /h).

We conducted air sampling in four locations in the building: 1) ~0.75 m upstream the ionizer unit in the supply duct, 2) ~0.75 m downstream
the ionizer unit in the supply duct (Fig. 3), 3) in the outdoor air supply duct, and 4) inside an 11.5 m  office served by the AHU where upstream
and downstream sampling occurred. At each location, we measured particulate matter, size-resolved in 27 bins between 0.01 μm and 10 μm
using a TSI Model 3910 Nanoscan SMPS and a TSI Model 3330 OPS, O  using a 2B Technologies Model 106-OEM-L, and VOCs sampled onto
AirToxic glass sorbent tubes (PerkinElmer), packed with 180 mg of Carbotrap B followed by 70 mg of Carboxen 1000, and analyzed by thermal
desorption–gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (TD-GC-MS). Details regarding the TD-GC-MS method are provided in Appendix 3. In all
locations except the location downstream of the ionizer, temperature and relative humidity were measured continuously (Onset, S-THB-M002).
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the AHU in the field site with sampling locations marked. Arrows indicate the direction of airflow through the AHU.
MERV = Minimum efficiency reporting value, NPBI™ = needlepoint bipolar ionizer, O  = ozone, T = temperature, RH = relative humidity.

The ionizer unit in the field location was turned on at the beginning of the workday, ~8:00 a.m. local time, with measurements beginning at
approximately 11:30 a.m. local time. The ionizer remained on for the duration of the tests. For measurements made in the supply duct, we
measured air pollutant concentrations over a 1 h period. For particle measurements, we sampled air upstream and downstream of the ionizer
through two runs of ~1.5 m of ⅜” conductive tubing (bev-a-line) that was installed through a sampling port drilled into the aluminum duct.
Every 5 min, we manually switched the line attached to the instruments from the upstream to downstream (or vice versa), recording the
timestamp of the switch in a laboratory notebook. For ozone, we similarly sampled from air upstream and downstream the ionizer through two
runs of ~1.5 m of ¼” perfluoroalkoxy (PFA) tubing, switching every 5 min manually. Upstream of the ionizer system, we inserted the
temperature and relative humidity (RH) probe into the center of the supply air duct. Particles, ozone, temperature, and RH were all recorded in
a 1-min interval. VOC measurements were time-integrated in each location upstream and downstream the ionizer, with two sampling pumps
drawing air through two runs of ~0.5 m of ⅛” diameter PFA tubing with a target flow rate of ~50 mL/min for each pump. VOCs were sampled
in duplicate at each location for 1 h, for a total sample volume of ~3 L in each sorbent cartridge. In outdoor air and inside the office, we
sampled particles, ozone, temperature and RH, and VOCs in two 30-min sampling events occurring in series. VOC samples were made with
single replicate during outdoor sampling and in duplicate during indoor air sampling.

We sampled in the supply duct upstream and downstream of the ionizer to isolate and observe immediate impacts of the ionization unit.
Additional measurements made in the indoor space and outdoor space were made to compare supply, indoor, and outdoor concentrations.
Note that we did not have capability to control the indoor space, including occupancy, behaviors, and activities. We also did not have access to
the mechanical systems such that we could shut off the ionizer system; therefore, we do not have field data that include a control where the air
handling system is operating but the ionization system is off.

3. Results

3.1. Laboratory (large chamber) experiments (Chicago, IL)

In this section, we present data from the large chamber laboratory experiments in Chicago, first for the normal operating condition
experiments, then followed by the particle injection and decay experiments. Table 1 summarizes the chamber test days and their measurement
focus, and also provides average (standard deviation, SD) temperature and relative humidity values measured during each experiment, as well as
the measured air change rate with the surrounding laboratory air. Air change rates of 1.2–1.6 per hour were achieved during the test periods
approximately as intended, including ~1.25 per hour with the air handling unit set to low fan speed and ~1.6 per hour with the air handling
unit set to medium fan speed.

Table 1. Large chamber test condition summary, with average temperature and RH inside and outside the chamber during each test condition.

Oct 15, 2020 Normal operation VOCs Inside 23.4 (1.2) 26.5 (4.4) 1.25

3

Date Condition Target Sample Temperature (°C) RH (%) Air Change Rate (1/hr)
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Outside 24.2 (1.2) 25.0 (4.5)

Oct 24, 2020 Normal operation PM, O , NO Inside 26.9 (2.7) 26.2 (1.3) 1.59

Outside 23.9 (0.1) 25.6 (0.8)

Oct 31, 2020 Injection & Decay PM Inside 24.3 (1.0) 29.8 (0.6) 1.26

Outside 22.1 (0.7) 31.2 (1.3)

Nov 8, 2020 Injection & Decay PM Inside 25.7 (0.3) 39.0 (1.7) 1.26

Outside 24.3 (0.1) 48.4 (0.5)

3.1.1. Normal operating condition experiments

This section summarizes particle concentrations, select VOC concentrations, O , and NO  concentrations measured during the normal
operating condition experiments conducted in the large chamber.

3.1.1.1. Particle concentrations

Fig. 4 shows particle concentrations measured inside and outside the chamber on the October 24, 2020 test day under normal operating
conditions with periods of ionizer on and off marked in time. Each data point represents a 1-min interval reading, and readings alternate from
20-min sampling periods inside followed by 20-min sampling periods outside. Fig. 4a shows total number concentrations measured by the
SMPS (Total SMPS: ~0.01–0.3 μm); Fig. 4b shows total number concentrations measured by the OPS (Total OPS: 0.3–10 μm); and Fig. 4c shows
estimates of PM  concentrations made using data from both the SMPS and OPS. Particle concentrations inside the chamber were lower than
concentrations outside the chamber, but closely tracked outside chamber concentrations over time. There was a spike in OPS-measured and
estimated PM  mass concentrations outside the chamber immediately prior to and immediately after switching on the ionizer, likely due to
the movements and activities of research personnel. Comparing ionizer on and off periods visually, there were no obvious periods of particle
generation or removal inside the chamber for any of the particle measures.
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Fig. 4. Particle concentrations measured inside and outside the chamber, alternating every 20 min, on the October 24, 2020 sampling day with
the ionizer on and off periods marked: a) total number concentrations measured by the TSI NanoScan SMPS (~0.01–0.3 μm), b) total number
concentrations measured by the TSI OPS (0.3–10 μm), and c) estimated PM  mass concentrations made using both the SMPS and OPS data.

Fig. 5 shows inside/outside (I/O) chamber concentration ratios measured throughout the October 24, 2020 test day. I/O ratios are calculated for
each of the three particle measures (total SMPS, total OPS, and PM ) using the mean inside chamber concentration in a given 20-min
sampling interval divided by the mean outside chamber concentration in the prior 20-min interval. Uncertainty in I/O ratios at each 40-min
combined I/O sample interval is estimated by adding the relative standard deviations of the inside and outside concentrations at each interval
in quadrature. I/O ratios are important to use for comparison purposes because Mann-Whitney U tests revealed significant differences in the
absolute number concentrations of all particle measures (total SMPS, total OPS, and PM ) measured outside the chamber between the ionizer
on and off periods (p < 0.05, Fig. 4), as well as inside the chamber between the ionizer on and off periods (p < 0.05, Fig. 4). Normalizing inside
chamber concentrations to outside chamber concentrations accounts for these variations over time that are likely unrelated to ionizer usage.
Fig. 5a shows I/O ratios for each 40-min combined I/O sample interval over time, with periods of ionizer on and off marked in time. Fig. 5b
shows mean (SD) I/O ratios from the same data, grouped by ionizer on and off periods.

Download : Download high-res image (339KB) Download : Download full-size image

Fig. 5. Inside/outside (I/O) chamber concentration ratios calculated for three particle measures (total SMPS, total OPS, and PM ) on the
October 24, 2020 sampling day under normal operating conditions with the ionizer on and off periods marked: a) I/O ratios for each 40-min
combined I/O sample interval over time, and b) mean (SD) I/O ratios, grouped by ionizer on and off periods. I/O ratios are calculated for each of
the three particle measures using the mean inside chamber concentration in a given 20-min sampling interval divided by the mean outside
chamber concentration in the prior 20-min interval. Uncertainty in I/O ratios at each 40-min combined I/O sample interval is estimated by
adding the relative standard deviations of the inside and outside concentrations at each interval in quadrature.

Large standard deviations in I/O ratios were apparent immediately before and after switching on the ionizer, driven by large fluctuations in
particle concentrations (OPS, >0.3 μm) outside the chamber. Otherwise, I/O ratios were relatively steady throughout the test day with both the
ionizer on and off. The mean (±SD) I/O ratio for the total SMPS concentrations was 0.41 ± 0.04 with the ionizer off and 0.37 ± 0.02 with the
ionizer on (~10% decrease), but differences in these values were not statistically significant (p = 0.09, Mann-Whitney U test). The mean (±SD) I/O
ratio for the total OPS concentrations was 0.72 ± 0.05 with the ionizer off and 0.70 ± 0.03 with the ionizer on (~3% decrease), but differences in
these values were not statistically significant (p = 0.39, Mann-Whitney U test). The mean (±SD) I/O ratio for estimated PM  concentrations was
0.40 ± 0.10 with the ionizer off and 0.38 ± 0.08 with the ionizer on (~5% decrease), but differences in these values were also not statistically
significant (p = 0.67, Mann-Whitney U test). These results suggest that while I/O ratios for each measure of particulate matter were slightly
lower with the ionizer on than with the ionizer off, the differences were not statistically significant, and may have been affected by variations in
concentrations outside the chamber during the test period. Note that the Mann-Whitney U tests applied to these data are also underpowered,
with small sample sizes of n = 6 intervals with the ionizer on and n = 4 intervals with the ionizer off.

3.1.1.2. VOC and aldehyde concentrations

Table 2, Table 3 show results for the detection and quantification of organic compounds on the VOC sampling day (October 15, 2020). Table 2
shows compounds identified and quantified using the TO-15 and TO-11A target list of compounds; confidence in both detection and
quantification in Table 2 is high given the analytical laboratory's calibrations for these target analytes. Table 3 shows concentrations of organic
analytes tentatively identified and pseudo-quantified in the library compound search of spectral peaks detected outside of the TO-15 target list
from the SUMMA canister samples.
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Table 2. Organic compound analysis for the TO-15 and TO-11A analyte lists applied to samples collected inside (I) and outside (O) the chamber
during ionizer on and off conditions on October 15, 2020.

TO-11A Formaldehyde 30 11.4 5.9 1.95 10.6 5.3 1.98 +2%

TO-11A Acetaldehyde 44 5.9 5.4 1.10 5.7 4.6 1.25 +13%

TO-15 Acetone 58 23 36 0.64 41 37 1.11 +73%

TO-11A Butyraldehyde 72 2.1 2.0 1.06 2.2 1.6 1.35 +28%

TO-15 Toluene 92 2.6 4.5 0.58 3.4 5.1 0.67 +15%

TO-15 1,2-Dichloroethane 99 4.1 <2.4 >1.7 <2.4 <2.4 n/a At least −42%

TO-15 Ethylbenzene 106 7.5 <2.7 >2.8 <2.7 <2.7 n/a At least −64%

TO-15 m,p-Xylene 106 24 <5.2 >4.6 <5.2 <5.2 n/a At least −78%

TO-15 Dichlorodifluoromethane 121 3.6 <3.0 >1.2 <3.0 <3.0 n/a At least −17%

Total Summed TOC n/a 84.2 58.9 1.43 68.0 58.8 1.16 −19%

1

Inside/outside (I/O) chamber ratios are calculated for each ionizer on and off period. The % change in I/O ratio shows comparisons between all

inside/outside (I/O) chamber values when possible. When an analyte was reduced inside the chamber below reporting limit (<RL) and/or when the outside

chamber concentration of an analyte also found inside the chamber was < RL, then the % change in I/O ratio for that analyte was estimated to be “at least”

the shown percent change.

2

The summation of total organic compounds (TOC) is the sum of the concentrations of each of the analytes shown for each sample. The I/O ratio for

summed TOC is calculated as the summed TOC value for inside chamber values divided by the summed TOC value for outside chamber values for each of

the ionizer on and off conditions.

Table 3. Organic compound analysis for analytes tentatively identified in a compound search (TICS) of the GC-MS analysis of SUMMA canister
samples collected inside (I) and outside (O) the chamber during ionizer on and off conditions on October 15, 2020. (ND = not detected).

TICS Acetonitrile (<10) 44 ND 6 ≪ 1 ND 17.3 ≪ 1 n/a

TICS Ethanol (<10 ionizer off; >50 ionizer on) 46 13.8 15.9 0.87 12.8 8.3 1.54 +78%

TICS 3-Butenamide (10) 85 ND ND n/a 1.9 ND >1 ↑

TICS 4-Penten-1-ol (27) 86 ND 1.8 <1 ND ND n/a n/a

TICS Hexanal (40) 100 ND 2.1 <1 ND 2.5 n/a n/a

TICS Hexane, 3,3-dimethyl- (64) 114 3.8 ND >1 2.5 ND >1 ↓

TICS Hexane, 2,3,5-trimethyl- (50) 128 2.8 ND >1 ND ND n/a ↓

TICS 1R-.alpha.-Pinene (76) 136 ND 2.2 <1 ND ND n/a n/a

TICS Cyclohexene, 4-ethenyl-1,4-dimethyl (50) 136 ND ND n/a 1.9 ND >1 n/a
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TICS 3-Phenyl-1-butanol (<10) 150 2 ND >1 ND ND n/a ↓

TICS Nonane, 4,5-dimethyl (64) 156 1.8 ND >1 ND ND n/a ↓

TICS Decane, 4-ethyl- (59) 170 ND ND n/a 9.2 ND ≫ 1 ↑

TICS Undecane, 4,6-dimethyl- (72) 184 ND ND n/a 5.7 ND ≫ 1 ↑

TICS Undetermined  (<10) und. ND ND n/a 17.9 ND ≫ 1 ↑

Total Summed TOC – 24.2 28.0 0.86 51.9 28.1 1.85 +114%

1

Inside/outside (I/O) chamber ratios are calculated for each ionizer on and off period. The % change in I/O ratio shows comparisons between all

inside/outside (I/O) chamber values when possible. Given the uncertainties in both identification and quantification of the compounds from the TICS, the %

change in I/O ratios is shown for only a limited number of constituents, and otherwise shows qualitative increases or decreases with an up or down arrow.

2

Tentatively identified compound possibilities include: ethylene oxide (44 g/mol; quality <10), carbon dioxide (44 g/mol; quality <10), octodrine (129 g/mol;

quality <10), or 2-Heptanamine, 5-methyl- (129 g/mol; quality <10).

Table 2 reveals several key observations regarding air composition inside and outside the chamber during testing. First, the summation of total
organic compounds (TOC) from the combination of TO-15 and TO-11A analyses shows that summed VOC concentrations were higher in the
chamber (84 μg/m ) than outside of the chamber (59 μg/m ) during baseline (ionizer off ) conditions (i.e., an I/O chamber ratio of ~1.4). Present
in the indoor challenge mixture in the greatest amounts were: m,p-Xylene (~24 μg/m ), acetone (~23 μg/m ), and formaldehyde (~11 μg/m ).
These compounds and their magnitudes are reasonably consistent with medians and means observed in the US EPA Building Assessment
Survey and Evaluation Study (BASE) study of office buildings [36] and in a recent study of a variety of commercial retail buildings in California
[37]. Second, summed TOC values for these targeted analytes in Table 2 were similar outside the chamber during both ionizer on and off
conditions (~59 μg/m ), suggesting reasonably constant conditions during testing in the lab area surrounding the chamber.

Third, summed TOC values for these targeted TO-15 and TO-11A analytes were lower during the ionizer on period than the ionizer off period,
with summed TOC concentrations inside chamber decreasing from 84 μg/m  to 68 μg/m  (19% decrease in I/O chamber ratio). However, the
ionizer operation appeared to lead to varying responses for individual compounds, with some increasing in concentration and others
decreasing. For example, concentrations of higher molecular weight compounds (>95 g/mol) 1,2-dichloroethane, ethylbenzene, m,p-xylene, and
dichlorodifluoromethane were each reduced from above detection limits prior to ionization to below detection limits during ionization, with
percent reductions in I/O chamber ratios ranging from at least 17% to >78% for these compounds. Conversely, concentrations of some of the
lower molecular weight compounds identified in the TO-15 and TO-11A analyte lists increased during ionizer operation, including acetone
with a ~73% increase in I/O ratio (and from 23 μg/m  to 41 μg/m  inside the chamber with fairly constant concentrations outside the chamber),
butyraldehyde (i.e., butanal) with a ~28% increase in I/O ratio (with some potential attribution to variations in concentrations outside the
chamber), and toluene with a ~15% increase in I/O ratio (from 2.6 μg/m  to 3.4 μg/m  inside the chamber).

These data suggest that while ionization led to a decrease in some hydrocarbons, the ionization process appears to have led to partial
decomposition of some hydrocarbons, resulting in the observed increases in some oxygenated VOCs. This proposed phenomenon of
incomplete VOC degradation is consistent with the ionization process charging VOCs, and then those VOC ions (VOC+ or VOC-, depending on
ionization mechanism) either decomposing to a smaller VOC and an accompanying ion, or going on to react with molecular oxygen (O ). The
resulting ion-molecule cluster (e.g., [VOC·O2]+) could then undergo a rearrangement to form a carbonyl group (C O), producing the observed
enhancements in some oxygenated VOCs (oVOCs). Some of the carbonyl-containing compounds did not increase, but that may be a function of
analytical detection limits and the original concentration of precursors to form those aldehydes. The observed increase in toluene from use of
the ionizer was unexpected, as toluene is an oxygen-free hydrocarbon, but we hypothesize that it is a decomposition or fragmentation product
following ionization of larger aromatics. Further, the net formation of acetone provides further insight on potential VOC degradation - and
oVOC production - mechanisms. Acetone has an ionization energy (IE) of 9.7 eV, so ambient acetone should be ionized in the bipolar ionization
device. However, the net formation of acetone indicates that it is also being produced, either as a decomposition product of other, larger
ketones, or as an oxidation product following the charged VOC + ions binding with O  and undergoing subsequent rearrangement and/or
decomposition reactions.

Table 3 further demonstrates some compound-specific effects of the ionizer operation, albeit with much less certainty in identification and
quantification than the TO-15 and TO-11A results in Table 2 because of high uncertainties in the TICS process. Quality values from the NIST
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library compound search are reported in Table 3 and should be interpreted as general indicators of quality that primarily serve to distinguish
between highly uncertain identification (i.e., lower quality values < 20) and more certain identification (i.e., higher quality values > 50) (but these
are not well-defined thresholds). Several tentatively identified compounds were detected only in outside chamber samples and not inside
chamber samples with both low and high quality values. Ethanol was detected in all samples and appeared to lead to an increase in I/O
chamber ratio of more than 50%, with inside chamber concentrations remaining fairly constant during both ionizer on and off periods, while
outside chamber concentrations decreased during ionizer operation.

Several tentatively identified compounds with higher identification confidence (i.e., quality >50) were reduced from some level of identification
and quantification to no identification or quantification during ionizer operation, including potentially 3,3-dimethyl-Hexane, 2,3,5-trimethyl-
Hexane, and 4,5-dimethyl-Nonane, each with likely identified MW > 100 g/mol. Conversely, several tentatively identified compounds were
detected during ionizer operation that were not originally identified without ionizer operation, including potentially 3-Butenamide (small
increase, low quality), 4-ethenyl-1,4-dimethyl-Cyclohexene (small increase, moderate quality), 4-ethyl-Decane (larger increase, higher quality),
and 4,6-dimethyl-Undecane (larger increase, higher quality), each with MW > 80 g/mol. There was also an increase in an indeterminable
compound, with mass spectral peaks at either 44 g/mol or 129 g/mol, that could not be identified with high enough quality to yield further
insight. While these TICS comparisons should be interpreted with caution (i.e., tentative in identification and even less confidence in
quantification), these results further support findings in Table 2 of varied responses in individual compounds in the chamber presumably due
to the ionization process, including some being detected or increasing only with the ionizer on and some only with the ionizer off.

3.1.1.3. O  and NO  concentrations

Fig. 6 shows O  and NO  concentrations measured inside the chamber during one of the normal operating condition experiments with and
without the ionizer operating, conducted on October 24, 2020. Concentrations of both constituents inside the chamber were low (i.e., median of
~1.5–2 ppb for O  and ~4 ppb for NO ) both with and without the ionizer operating, as is fairly typical for an indoor environment with no
known sources of either constituent [[38], [39], [40]], and with moderate gas-phase filtration on the air intake. There were no significant
differences (i.e., neither an increase nor a decrease) in NO  concentrations measured inside the chamber with or without the ionizer operating
(Mann-Whitney U test p = 0.29). There was a small, statistically significant decrease in O  concentrations inside the chamber with the ionizer
operating compared to ionizer off conditions (Mann-Whitney U test p < 0.05), with median values of ~2 ppb and ~1.5 ppb, respectively.
However, this difference was within instrument uncertainty and O  concentrations outside the chamber were not measured but could have
varied as well. Operation of the ionizer as described in the chamber clearly did not generate detectable O  or NO  emissions, nor did it appear
to substantially decrease concentrations of either O  or NO  at these low concentrations. A time-series of O  concentration in the chamber is
shown in Fig. S3, which illustrates this small decrease, as well as a lack of detectable O  emissions. Our finding of no O  emissions is consistent
with publicly available reports of standardized testing of this same technology using UL Standards 867 and 2998.
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Fig. 6. Concentrations of (a) O  and (b) NO  measured inside the chamber during the normal operating condition experiment with the ionizer
on and off on October 24, 2020.

3.1.2. Particle injection and decay experiments

This section details results from the particle injection and decay experiments conducted on October 31, 2020 (with the ionizer on) and
November 8, 2020 (with the ionizer off ). Fig. 7 shows profiles of integral measures of particle number concentrations (i.e., total SMPS for
particle sizes ~0.01–0.15 μm and total OPS for particle sizes 0.3–10 μm) during the entire injection and decay process. Burning of incense in the
chamber increased total particle concentrations in the 0.01–0.15 μm size range from less than 10,000 #/cm  during baseline conditions to
~160,000 #/cm  at peak concentrations, and subsequently decayed back to baseline values over time. Similarly, burning of incense in the
chamber increased total particle concentrations in the 0.3–10 μm size range from less than 200 #/cm  during baseline conditions to ~2500
#/cm  at peak concentrations, and also subsequently decayed back to baseline values over time. There were no major differences in the injection
and decay process with the ionizer on or off conditions, although the ionizer off test period was shorter than the ionizer on period. The
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estimated PM  concentrations averaged ~4–5 μg/m  during baseline conditions on both test days and peaked between ~750 and ~900 μg/m
during the height of the injection period. Fig. S4 shows results from air change rate measurements using CO  injection and decay made during
the particle injection and decay experiments conducted on October 31, 2020 (with the ionizer on) and November 8, 2020 (with the ionizer off ).
On both days, the air change rate with the surrounding space was estimated to be ~1.26 1/h, demonstrating the ability to achieve consistent
chamber test conditions on different days of experiments.
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Fig. 7. Time-series profiles of total particle concentrations measured by the SMPS (0.01–0.15 μm) and OPS (0.3–10 μm) during particle injection
and decay experiments: (a) total SMPS and (b) total OPS on the ionizer test day (October 31, 2020), and (c) total SMPS and (d) total OPS on the
test day without the ionizer operating (November 8, 2020). Vertical dashed line in (a) and (b) demonstrate when the ionizer was switched on and
off.

Fig. 8 shows estimated total particle loss rates (  + k) resulting from the particle injection and decay experiments conducted on October 31, 2020
(with the ionizer on) and November 8, 2020 (with the ionizer off ) for three integral particle measures of (a) PM , (b) total number
concentrations in the 0.01–0.15 μm size range measured by the SMPS (i.e., “Total SMPS”), and (c) total number concentrations in the 0.3–10 μm
size range measured by the OPS (i.e., “Total OPS”). Deposition loss rate constants (k) can be estimated by subtracting the air change rate ( ) from
the total loss rate (  + k), although since the air change rate was the same in each condition, total loss rates can be used for direct comparison
between ionizer on and off conditions.
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Fig. 8. First-order loss rate constants (  + k) with the ionizer on and off for the following: (a) PM  mass concentrations, (b) total number
concentrations measured by the SMPS (0.01–0.15 μm), and (c) total number concentrations measured by the OPS (0.3–10 μm). Chamber air
change rates were measured to be ~1.26 1/h on both test days.
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Fig. 8a demonstrates that the operation of the ionizer did not meaningfully increase PM  loss rates in the chamber, as loss rates were ~1.27 1/h
with the ionizer off and ~1.28 1/h with the ionizer on. The difference of ~0.01 1/h (<1%) between ionizer on and off conditions is within the
uncertainty of the regression approach. Fig. 8b demonstrates that the loss rates of the integral measure of total particles 0.01–0.15 μm measured
by the SMPS apparently increased from ~1.31 1/h with the ionizer off to ~1.45 1/h with the ionizer on (an increase in total SMPS loss rates of
~11%). Conversely, Fig. 8c demonstrates that the operation of the loss rates of the integral measure of total particles 0.3–10 μm measured by the
OPS apparently decreased from ~1.16 1/h with the ionizer off to ~1.13 1/h with the ionizer on (a small decrease in total OPS loss rates of ~3%).
For reference, multiplying these differences in loss rates by the volume of the chamber yields equivalent clean air delivery rate (CADRs) in this
test configuration of approximately 0.7 m /h (0.4 cfm), 5.2 m /h (3 cfm), and −1.3 m /h (−0.8 cfm) for PM , Total SMPS, and Total OPS
particulate matter metrics.

These results suggest that although the operation of the ionizer appeared to have led to some differences in particle loss rates between the
ultrafine (i.e., 0.1–0.15 μm measured by the SMPS) and fine and coarse (0.3–10 μm measured by the OPS) size ranges, the net impacts on
estimates of total PM  loss rates were negligible. This observation of an increase in loss rates for ultrafine particles (<0.15 μm), a decrease in
loss rates for larger particles (>0.3 μm), and no net change in PM  loss rates is conceivably explained in a way that could be consistent with
agglomeration of small particles into larger particles, as smaller particles could have grown out of the <0.15 μm size range (thus increasing loss
rates in the range) but then appeared in the >0.3 μm size range (thus decreasing loss rates in the range), yet did not grow large enough to
encourage more rapid deposition to surfaces in the test chamber. In other words, while these results suggest that the reported mechanism of
action of the ionizer (agglomeration or particle growth) may be working, particle mass was still conserved and the ionizer function contributed
to shifting the size distribution slightly in the direction of larger particles.

3.2. Field measurements (Oregon, USA)

Fig. 9 shows monitoring results for particle size distributions (Fig. 9a), total particle number concentration from 0.01 to 10 μm (Fig. 9b), and
ozone concentrations (Fig. 9c) measured in the four locations in the office building described in Section 2.2. Particle number and size
distributions upstream and downstream of the ionization unit are similar; it does not appear that particle agglomeration occurred over the
short length (~0.75 m) from the ionizer to the downstream sampling location in the supply duct. This finding is not unexpected, given the short
residence time in the duct from the upstream to downstream sampling location. However, if an ionization system is installed with the intent to
increase the single-pass particle removal efficiency of a filter [41,42] by agglomeration, agglomeration would need to occur within the time-scale
of transport from the ionizer to the filter. Data shown in Fig. 9 demonstrate that particle size distributions are not substantially altered in the
timeframe of transport from the ionization unit to the downstream sampling location. Further testing is warranted, e.g., following ASHRAE
Standard 52.2, to determine the impacts of upstream ionization on mechanical filtration particle removal efficiency. We observe an increase in
particles >1 μm in indoor air compared to measurements made downstream of the ionizer, though we cannot discern whether this effect is due
to the ionization unit or the presence of occupants in the indoor space. We also observed similar ozone concentrations upstream and
downstream of the ionizer, implying the system is not generating ozone.
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Fig. 9. a) Particle size distributions, b) particle number concentrations, and c) ozone concentrations in an office building with operating
needlepoint bipolar ionization (NPBI™) system. Upstream is the sampling location ~0.75 m upstream the ionizer in the supply air duct, while
downstream is ~0.75 m downstream the ionizer in supply air duct. Note that both upstream and downstream sampling locations follow a
MERV 8 filter, as described in Section 2.2 of the text.

In contrast with the particle and ozone measurements, Fig. 10 shows that chemistry initiated by the ionizer appears to impact VOC
concentrations within the duct (i.e., from upstream to downstream the ionizer unit). In particular, we observe increases in lower molecular
weight, oxygenated species which are expected to be reactive intermediates of the degradation processes initiated by the ionization unit.
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Ethanol, isopropanol, and acetone increased by approximately 133%, 213%, and 168% respectively, from upstream to downstream of the
ionizer. As discussed previously, the ionization energies of these compounds indicate they should be ionized by the unit; net production of
these compounds indicates they are also generated as a result of decomposition or rearrangement reactions. We also observed increases in
heptane (230%) and methyl methacrylate (429%) and decreases in larger molecular weight fluorinated compounds. Interestingly, and consistent
with the observations in the chamber studies, we observed an increase in toluene and a decrease in xylene levels downstream of the ionizer unit
(see Appendix 4).

Download : Download high-res image (344KB) Download : Download full-size image

Fig. 10. Summary of VOC monitoring in an occupied office building with an operating needlepoint bipolar ionization system. Upstream is the
sampling location ~0.75 m upstream the ionizer in the supply air duct, while downstream is ~0.75 m downstream the ionizer in supply air duct.
“*” denotes concentrations extrapolated from the calibration curve.

We also semi-quantified select aldehydes, acids, alcohols, and other compounds, shown aggregated in Fig. 10, as we are less confident in
quantification and identification than those compounds present in our calibration standard (explained in Appendix 3). Full reporting of
compounds shown is shown in Appendix 4. Indoor concentrations of VOCs (labeled “Office”) are higher than downstream the ionizer,
primarily due to substantial increases in ethanol, isopropanol, and acetone. These compounds may be generated in the space by ion-initiated
chemistry, although they are also are emitted from humans [43,44] and other indoor sources [45] such as hand sanitizers and other alcohol-
based products. We are unable to discern the relative contribution of the ionizer-initiated chemistry vs. indoor sources to the observed the
elevated indoor concentrations in this field study.

4. Discussion and conclusions
Results from the chamber experiments conducted under normal operating conditions described herein suggest there were small reductions in
inside/outside chamber ratios for three particle measures of total SMPS (~0.01–0.3 μm) number concentrations, total OPS (0.3–10 μm) number
concentrations, and PM  mass concentrations, but the differences were not statistically significant and were partially impacted by
simultaneous changes in the surrounding laboratory. Results from the particle injection and decay experiments in the same chamber suggest
that the operation of the ionization unit in the test chamber appeared to have led to a slight increase in loss rates for ultrafine particles
(<0.15 μm) and a slight decrease in loss rates for larger particles (>0.3 μm), resulting in a negligible net change in PM  loss rates. This
observation is conceivably explained by agglomeration of smaller particles that grew out of the <0.15 μm size range and appeared in the >0.3 μm
size range but did not grow large enough to encourage more rapid deposition to surfaces in the test chamber. In other words, while these
results suggest that the reported mechanism of action of the ionizer (agglomeration or particle growth) may be occurring, estimated particle
mass was still conserved, and the ionizer function shifted the size distribution slightly in the direction of larger particles. Results from the field
study revealed similar particle number and size distributions upstream and downstream of the ionization unit, suggesting there were minimal
impacts within the short duct length in this installation (which occurred after a MERV 8 particle filter).

O  was not observed as a byproduct of operation of the tested device. The ionizer used in this study is designed to ionize molecules with
ionization energies <12.07 eV [46], which is below the ionization energy of molecular oxygen (O ). This criterion is important, as ionizing O  is a
key method for generating ozone (O ), a known air pollutant, and, as mentioned, a common drawback to many ionizer devices in the past. This
approach appears to successfully prevent O  formation as tested here.
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Both the laboratory and field data collected herein suggest that other unintended byproduct formation (e.g., of smaller, potentially oxidized
VOCs) is likely occurring, with some consistencies observed in both constituent reductions (e.g., xylenes, ethylbenzene, and 1,2-dichloroethane)
and increases (e.g., acetone, ethanol, and toluene), with some consistencies observed between both the chamber tests and field tests. The
concept behind ionization with respect to VOCs is that if the ionization energy is below that of the system, the VOCs will lose an electron and
become positively charged ions, VOC+. These VOC+ ions could then be removed through electrostatic interactions with surfaces or to a
negatively charged plate (if present). Negatively charged VOC ions could be produced through reactions with electrons or other anions in the
system. However, between initial ionization and removal, many chemical reactions can occur, producing uncharged, neutral products that
would no longer be easily removed. If the ionizer were able to sequentially ionize these neutral daughter products, then these products would
not influence indoor air. However, if the residence time in the ionizing region is insufficient to fully ionize not only the parent VOCs initially
in the indoor air, but also the multiple generations of daughter products, then the unintended consequence of ionizers may be to enhance
concentrations of smaller, potentially oxidized daughter VOCs.

VOC ions formed in an ionizer have several possible fates in the indoor environment: they may (i) be removed to surfaces or (ii) react with
neutral molecules in the gas phase to form an array of products. These ion-molecule reactions include adduct formation, charge transfer, and
hydride transfer, and the mechanism of reaction determines the product and potential for formation of ultrafine particles versus oxygenated
VOC or other products. Adduct formation, or clustering, can lead to new particle formation if additional molecules or ions continue to cluster
to the initial adduct. Researchers have shown that ion-molecule reactions are central to new particle formation: clusters of ions and molecules
rapidly grow to form small particles and are clearly correlated to particle growth events in the atmosphere [47].

This work is not without limitations and future directions for improvement. For one, this work was limited to a small number of field and
laboratory experiments of a single bipolar ionization device, without replicates. Second, we relied on a limited set of analytical approaches,
especially for gas-phase organics detection and quantification. Third, we did not evaluate efficacy for microbiological constituents, despite the
high level of interest in these types of technologies for inactivating opportunistic pathogens such as SARS-CoV-2. Regardless of these
limitations, this work highlights the need to improve and standardize methods of testing air cleaning technologies to capture the net effects of
contaminant removal and/or generation on indoor air.

Given the rapid acceleration in the use of these types of electronic air cleaning technologies and many others, additional work should strive to
expand and ultimately standardized test methods for evaluating the efficacy and potential for byproduct formation of these devices, especially
those that rely on chemical interactions to remove or inactivate pollutants from air. Ionizer products in particular should be tested in greater
quantity and variety, and under other realistic operating configurations (e.g., different ion concentrations, recirculating air configurations, non-
well-mixed spaces with varying vertical or horizontal ion distributions). Further efficacy and byproduct testing should explore the impact of
other indoor VOC challenge mixtures, including the impact of occupants, perhaps specific to building use types or occupancy scenarios. Test
approaches should consider the use of a broader array of analytical approaches, such as additional organic analysis beyond the GC-MS and
HPLC approaches and analyte lists used herein, including but not limited to real-time organics analysis, semi-volatile compounds, and
especially inactivation of pathogens or surrogate organisms.
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Read text below  

Replace “cigarettes” with “ionisers” and “smokers” with 
“students” 

“There is no safe cigarette. Cigarettes may cause 
serious diseases in smokers. For those concerned about 
the health risks of cigarettes, the best thing to do is to 
stop using cigarettes. “

9:40 PM · Apr 7, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

 Retweets6  Quote Tweets3  Likes35

· Apr 7Regina Phalange @GinasPhalanges
Replying to @marwa_zaatari
Ugh. My kids’ district just said they got ionizers instead of hospital 
grade/HEPA filters and are planning to double class sizes starting next week.

1

· Apr 8Parents4HealthyIAQ @Parents4IAQ
What district are you in?

1

Show replies

· Apr 9BrandyOldFashioned @old_brandy
Replying to @marwa_zaatari
Ionizers aren't good now, but do you think these technologies could ever be 
perfected in the future?  Flocculating air particulates seems like a good thing 
and electrostatic effects resuspend particles.  Generated formaldehyde can 
be cut with carbon filters.

1

· Apr 9BrandyOldFashioned @old_brandy
Because I think the alternative is top-down airflow with raise floors with 
negative pressurization.   Trust me, I've been thinking about this kind of 
system a lot for a variety of reasons and I have deep insight into 
construction regulations & economics in commercial buildings

1
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Hand grenade anyone? 

You have a parking lot full of cars and you need those 
cars removed. 

 Pick a solution:  
1-  Using a tow truck is like using filtration to remove 
the virus 

2- Using a hand grenade to remove cars is like using 
ionizers, UV-PCO, etc. 

Well said by @gcmorr

 · Apr 13Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
“How to Prevent "Snake Oil" Sales from the IAQ Industry” seminar on April 15, 1 
pm ET 
@gcmorr  healthyindoors.com/2021/04/how-to… via @IAQnetLive

1:46 PM · Apr 15, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

 Retweets5  Quote Tweet1  Likes29

· Apr 15David Elfstrom @DavidElfstrom
Replying to  and @marwa_zaatari @gcmorr
Or, removing a dead whale on a beach with explosives?

Fifty years ago, Oregon exploded a whale in a burst that ‘blasted blubb…
Unfortunately, the explosion did not go as planned.

washingtonpost.com

1 10

· Apr 15Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari

2

· Apr 15Parents4HealthyIAQ @Parents4IAQ
Replying to  and @marwa_zaatari @gcmorr
This show was phenomenal! Perfect for non-industry non-academics. Just 
what every parent needs to see.

1

· Apr 15Glenn Morrison @gcmorr
Replying to @marwa_zaatari
Thanks Marwa, and thank you for your leadership and outreach! Everybody 
should see  and  in their webinar on air cleaners:@marwa_zaatari @seemab

Navigating Air Purification Technologies during CO…
The COVID-19 pandemic has increased interest in 
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1 4 8

· Apr 15Parents4HealthyIAQ @Parents4IAQ
Great job today @gcmorr

3

· Apr 15erdinc uslu #HavanıTemizle Yenile @eerdin…
Replying to  and @marwa_zaatari @gcmorr
Foam Bomb 

 Spraying something in the indoor air will not clean the air

1 1 3

· Apr 15Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
Great analogy! Except this one looks so much Fun!!

1 2

Show replies

· Apr 15Andrew Henry @AwsHenry
Replying to  and @marwa_zaatari @gcmorr
I suggest a space battle where the exploding spaceships' detritus is left 
suspended in space.  

But  wins it with the exploding whale.@DavidElfstrom

· Apr 17nidal @energyoutput
Replying to  and @marwa_zaatari @gcmorr
One study showed that UV-PCO did basically nothing to clean the air. But 
when I did use my Luftqi cube purifier on my desk, it did seem like it's 
cleaner/fresher air. Air exchange rate is so low that I just put it in my closet 
to reduce smells/mold
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· 1hMarwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
 here is my riff: 

Title: "Ion Justification" 

A preposterous proposition, 
Presented in opposition, 
To expert recommendation 
An inherent contradiction, 
To Chemical composition
Subtraction equals addition?

@CorsIAQ

 · 21hDr. Richard Corsi @CorsIAQ
Do not rely on 
Production of an ion 
To keep from dyin 

#Haiku4IAQ (jump in everyone)

2 2 7

· 1hMarwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
The claim is the rationalization, 
Of snake-oil presentation, 
Shoe-box experimentation, 
To “damper-off” ventilation, 
Shun mechanical filtration, 
Just to sell ionization…

1 2

· 1hMarwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
What is your current position? 
On childhood appropriation, 
Cancer, asthma ‘sphyxiation… 
What majesty I petition? 
To get some sort of remission…  
Time to break down inhibition.

1 2

· 1hMarwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
No to Ozone generation 
No to Bipolar ionization 
No to PC oxidation 
No to Radicals formation  
No to Magic disinfection 
Chemical vaporization…

1 2

· 1hMarwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
My advice? 
Don’t fall for the cheap temptation 
The incessant provocation, 
Stick with the prime presentation 
Of science origination  

  education 
  inspiration 
  position  
  explanation

@CorsIAQ
@jljcolorado
@DrEricDing
@linseymarr

1 2

· 1hMarwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari
  persuasion  

  action 
    publication 

  direction  
  vision 

  mission

@ShellyMBoulder
@kprather88
@stephensbrent @ChemDelphine @etgall
@IAQinGWN
@WBahnfleth
@j_g_allen

1 4
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Open Letter to address the use of
Electronic Air Cleaning
Equipment in Buildings

Marwa Zaatari Follow

Apr 12 · 12 min read

by Dr. Marwa Zaatari, Dr. Marcel Harmon

Reviewed and supported by: Dr. Linsey Marr, Dr. Jose Luis Jimenez, Dr.

William Bahnfleth, Dr. Shelly Miller, Dr. Jeff Siegel, Mr. Hoy Bohanon, Dr.

Elliott Gall, Dr. Kim Prather, Dr. Delphine Farmer, Dr. Brent Stephens, Dr.

Richard Corsi, Dr. Wayne Thomann.

We appeal to school district facility managers and administration

leadership, as well as the relevant national and international bodies and

Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry consultants and

professional organizations, to recognize the unproven nature of many

electronic air cleaning devices. Such devices are typically electrically

powered air-cleaners intended to remove particles from airstreams or to

inactivate pathogens. As they are unproven, it is critical to avoid wasting

valuable emergency COVID relief aid dollars installing them within school

district facilities.

Studies (ref: 1,2,3,4,5) indicate a much lower degree of effectiveness in

real-world conditions than typically claimed by manufacturers. Studies

(ref:1,3,4,5,6,7,8) also indicate that chemical compounds at harmful

concentrations can be produced in real-world settings, directly as a part of

the process or as byproducts created from the chemical reactions occurring

within the space. In the absence of regulation and with presently very little

peer-reviewed research, significant questions remain regarding

effectiveness and the potential impacts on human health.

Following the precautionary principle, we must advocate for schools not to

use electronic air cleaning devices. The proven measures that should be

taken to address airborne transmission risk include properly sized and

maintained ventilation (mechanical and natural), mechanical filtration

(including portable HEPA filter units), and germicidal ultraviolet light
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systems. Such measures are practical and often can be easily implemented;

many are not costly, particularly when assessed on a per student basis. Even

without the relief aid dollars many are inexpensive enough to be funded

with capital outlay dollars instead of passing a bond.

Many districts, constrained by varying degrees of limited budgets, deferred

maintenance, and pressure to get kids back in school, have already

implemented electronic air cleaning devices, relying on incomplete data

and exaggerated claims to make a well-intended, but incorrect decision.

Despite the resources invested, we recommend that these districts strongly

consider turning off or disabling these electronic air cleaners to prevent

unintended harm to building occupants. These districts should also

recognize that the intended COVID safety benefits have not been provided,

putting students, teachers, staff, and their communities at greater risk, and

consider what applications of the above proven measures, along with other

strategies, can be implemented to truly mitigate risk.

Overview of Electronic Air Cleaning Equipment

Electronic air cleaning equipment includes a variety of electrically powered

air-cleaning devices intended to remove particles from airstreams or to

inactivate pathogens. The widely used removal mechanisms occur by

electrically charging particles using corona wires, pins or needles, with

plasma (positive and/or negative ions formed by charging major

components of air as well as pollutant molecules), or by photocatalytic

oxidation. The design of the system may create one or more reactive oxygen

species (ROS), ozone, hydroxyl radicals, superoxide anions, gaseous

hydrogen peroxide, and others.

Effectiveness: The peer reviewed research on the effectiveness of electronic

air cleaning technology is limited. The independent and peer reviewed

studies (ref: 1,2,3,4,5) that have been conducted indicate levels of

effectiveness below that reported by manufacturers for the elimination of

pathogens, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (including aldehydes), and

particulate matter. The lab testing performed by manufacturers (directly or
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through contract) often is not reflective of real-world settings like actual

classrooms. Manufacturers and distributers commonly apply these lab

results in a blanket manner to a variety of building conditions, over-

estimating the technology’s effectiveness in a variety of real-world

situations. The highly variable physical environmental conditions that exist

outside of a laboratory (space configurations, system types, surface/finish

material types, etc.), combined with the variability in mix of contaminants

and associated chemical reactions, will result in pathogen, VOC, and/or

particulate matter elimination efficiencies that can vary significantly from

space to space and from the lab results (ref: 9).

For example, one recent independent test (ref:2) of needlepoint bipolar

ionization (NPBI) technology found that the strength of the ions produced

appears insufficient to effectively clean the air, and the device also

produced VOCs. Another study (ref: 4), conducted by The Bureau of Toxic

Substance Assessment (BTSA), monitored indoor air quality (IAQ) in a high

school classroom and characterized changes in IAQ resulting from a bipolar

ionization (BPI) unit operating in the air handling unit serving the

classroom. Higher levels of ozone and ultrafine particles were measured,

indicating that IAQ worsened with the ionization device in operation. Both

of these studies also raise serious concerns about the unintended

byproducts produced from these electronic cleaning devices, which are

typically neither studied nor reported by the device manufacturers.

Impact on health: Relevant to health impacts, peer reviewed studies

indicate the potential of electronic air cleaners to produce ozone, VOCs

(including aldehydes), and ultrafine particles (ref:1,3,4,5,6).

Ozone, classified as a lung irritant (ref: 10,11) is produced by some

electronic air cleaning technology at levels harmful to human health (ref:

5,6), potentially contributing to respiratory disease, cancer, and auto-

immune disease (ref:12,13). Some of these technologies do comply with

CARB/FDA/UL 867 (ozone emissions resulting in concentrations of less

than 50 ppb in a test chamber). However, experts believe any level of

exposure is potentially harmful (ref:14) and ASHRAE Standard 62.1 2019

added requirements that ozone levels resulting from an air cleaner should

not exceed 5 ppb (ref:15). Some air cleaners also comply with UL 2998 (5

ppb). However, we know of no third-party research, white papers, or case

studies verifying ozone emissions do not start or do not increase in a variety

of installation conditions over time, either as a result of equipment aging,

incorrect usage, or changing environmental chemistry conditions. Some

manufacturers have anecdotally indicated such data has been collected to

verify this. Others have indicated the nature of the technology makes such
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increases in ozone production over time highly unlikely if not impossible.

However, we have yet to see data supporting these statements. In the

previously referenced CDC/FEMA study (ref: 5), it was found that a certain

bipolar ionization device increased the level of ozone to more than 1,000

ppb even though the device has published test data showing zero ozone

production and has obtained UL867 certification.

As with ozone, exposure to the oxygen free radicals, or reactive oxygen

species (ROS), produced deliberately by electronic air cleaning technology’s

applications or unintentionally as a result of the chemistry occurring within

the space, can potentially contribute to respiratory disease, cancer, and

auto-immune disease (ref:12,13,16). In addition, targeted contaminants

(including many VOCs) are generally not completely converted into benign

CO2 and H2O and instead actually transformed into other harmful

byproducts (ref:1,6,17,18,19). Whether or not this occurs depends on the

other chemicals present within the space. Researchers recognize that we

still need to improve our overall understanding of the impact that indoor air

chemistry has on human health and wellness (ref: 16).

Except for comments along the lines of occupants being exposed to “less

hazardous reactants and byproducts” (ref:20) manufacturers provide little

information on a) the amount of potential exposure to either free radicals

or potential byproducts in real world conditions, b) what risk such exposure

may present given the research cited above, or c) how that risk might vary

by demographic factors (age, pre-existing conditions, etc.). The lack of

reported potentially harmful byproducts is also likely due in part to

manufacturer funded lab tests not commonly making use of the

instruments needed to assess their potential formation, which speaks in

part to the need for more standardization of testing protocols (ref: 1,6,9).

The research conducted on the human health impacts of direct exposure to

the ions produced by some electronic air cleaning technology, like BPI, is

contradictory and incomplete. One literature review from 2018 (ref:21)

found studies with results indicating positive or no health impacts as a

result of exposure to negative air ions. However, the authors of the review
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indicated these results needed further verification. Nor was it clear how

many, if any, of these studies considered a) long-term and/or repeated

exposure and b) variation in impact by age group and those with pre-

existing conditions.

A few recent studies, however, have found potential negative health

consequences. One of these examined the impacts on college students in a

dormitory setting (ref: 7) and found increases in exposure to negative air

ions (potentially along with their reaction products) resulted in systemic

oxidative stress which can lead to cell and tissue damage. Another study

(ref: 8) of school children found exposure to negative air ions resulted in a

negative impact on heart rate variability. The authors of both studies

concluded that such results warrant further study before using this

technology to reduce particulate matter (or exposure to pathogens) in

occupied settings.

Manufacturers have also stated that by “cleaning the air” this technology

allows for a reduction in energy consumption by reducing minimum

required ventilation rates as much as 70% or down to 5 cfm per person.

They claim to comply with ASHRAE 62.1’s indoor air quality procedure

(IAQP) (ref:15) which allows for additional means of contaminant removal

or dilution other than that provided by the introduction of outside air.

However, as has been discussed above, the effectiveness of electronic air

cleaning technology in real-world conditions is questionable at best,

meaning contaminant concentration levels are likely not, in fact, reduced.

Reducing outside air below the levels dictated by ASHRAE 62.1’s

prescriptive design procedures will eliminate one of the most effective

protection layers available to schools for diluting the SARS-CoV-2 virus

(and other contaminants).

Call to Action

The slick marketing materials and white papers/test results proclaiming

over 90% pathogen elimination can be hard to resist by districts struggling

with limited budgets and neglected buildings to demonstrate to their

communities that buildings and classrooms are safe. The fine print, if it

exists, may be overlooked with everyone’s focus on the promise of a silver

bullet. All this smoke and mirrors is possible because of the general lack of

regulations and standards for both the manufacturing and testing of

electronic air cleaning technology (ref:1). It has created a marketplace that

some liken to the “wild west,” making it a challenge for most engineers and

consultants to discern fact from fiction, let alone school district facilitators,

administrators, and board members.
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All of this is why the CDC encourages (ref:22) consumers “… to exercise

caution and to do their homework” before purchasing BPI technology (with

ASHRAE referencing this statement in lieu of taking a formal position). It’s

also why the U.K.’s Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies states (ref:9)

that electronic air cleaning technology has a “… limited evidence base that

demonstrates effectiveness against SARS-CoV-2 and/or may generate

undesirable secondary chemical products that could lead to health effects

such as respiratory or skin irritation.” They do not recommend using it

unless “… their safety and efficacy can be unequivocally and scientifically

demonstrated by relevant test data.” The Spanish Ministry of Science states

in a recent report (ref:23) that “Public funds should not be used in the short

term for the purchase of air cleaners based on plasmas, oxidation,

photocatalysis, or ions, unless their safety can be first confirmed [by

investigating] the potential formation of toxic chemical products.”

We agree with this recommendation. None of the $176 billion approved

over the last several months by the Federal government for K-12 COVID

relief aid should be spent on this unproven technology. Particularly when

other proven and safe technologies and strategies are available to mitigate

the risk from SARS-CoV-2 and other pathogens while also improving the

learning environment and health and wellness overall. Given the evidence

for the ineffectiveness of electronic air cleaning equipment in addressing

the risk of infection from SARS-CoV-2 in real-world conditions, its use

creates a false sense of security. We ask that school district facility managers

and administration leadership, as well as the relevant national and

international bodies and Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC)

industry consultants, recognize the unproven nature of electronic air

cleaning equipment and avoid wasting valuable emergency COVID relief

aid dollars installing it within school facilities.

Notes
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Many pathogens (including the SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19) are transmitted through droplets emitted 
when a person breathes, talks, sings, coughs or sneezes. Larger droplets tend to fall on the ground or other surfaces 
within a few seconds because of gravity; smaller droplets or aerosols can remain airborne for longer periods. A 
person can become infected when they inhale droplets emitted by a sick person or when they touch a contaminated 
surface and then their face and expose the mucous membranes of their eyes, nose or mouth. Although there is still 
some debate, the scientific community is increasingly accepting that, in addition to transmission through larger 
droplets, COVID-19 can be spread by airborne transmission of aerosolized particles1.

There are four major approaches to manage indoor air quality and reduce the transmission of pathogens in an indoor 
environment:

•       DILUTE & EXHAUST. These two approaches are typically used in combination to relocate pathogens 
gradually from the occupied space to the outside space. Increasing outdoor air ventilation, i.e., increasing 
the amount of fresh air (with an assumed lower concentration of pathogens) that is brought in from the 
outside, dilutes the concentration of pathogens in the indoor air. Increasing the amount of indoor air (along 
with the pathogens it carries) that is exhausted to the outside maintains building pressure and increases 
the rate at which pathogens are removed from the occupied space. This combined approach is effective for 
reducing the concentration of airborne pathogens, but it does not address contaminated surfaces and it may 
lead to increased energy consumption from the need to condition the outdoor air. In addition, uncontrolled 
ventilation can increase humidity levels in the room, which may contribute to the creation of mold and, under 
certain conditions, potentially facilitate the transmission of other pathogens. Furthermore, depending on the 
airflow within a room, vortices may be formed and some pathogens may find refuge in areas of the room with 
reduced airflow and stagnant air.

•       CONTAIN. The third element is to manage indoor humidity as it can support growth of surface-bound 
and airborne microbes like certain viruses, bacteria and fungi. Keeping relative humidity levels within 
the ASHRAE®-recommended range of 40%-60% maximizes occupant comfort and can reduce the risk of 
microbial growth.

•       CLEAN. The last and very important pillar includes either: 

○       “Detaining” pathogens so that they cannot reach the occupants of the space. This is what filters do 
– as the air circulates through a filter, the filter retains a portion of the pathogens that reach the filter; 
the portion depends on the rating of the filter. Like the dilute and exhaust approach, the detention 
approach does not address contaminated surfaces or pockets of stagnant air. With respect to energy, 
filters that act at a microbial level (e.g., MERV 13 or HEPA) typically cause a higher pressure drop and 
thus increase energy consumption; however, this increase is usually smaller than the one associated 
with increased outdoor air ventilation.

○       Or “attacking/inactivating” the pathogen. For example, ultraviolet (UV) light or a chemically reactive 
antimicrobial substance can inactivate pathogens. There are two general ways of achieving 
inactivation:

§       Bring the air to the inactivating agent. For example, ultraviolet germicidal irradiation (UVGI), 
bipolar ionization (BPI) or photocatalytic oxidation (PCO) systems can be installed in an air 
handling unit and inactivate the pathogens as the air passes through the air handling unit. 
This approach does not address surface contamination or pockets of stagnant air.

§       Bring the inactivating agent to the room. The approach is similar to the previous one, but 
the inactivating agent (e.g., UV light, antimicrobial substance) is brought into the room. Some 
of these solutions allow the inactivation of pathogens on surfaces as well as in areas with 
reduced airflow.

With respect to the last approach mentioned above (bringing the inactivating agent to the room), we can identify two 
subcategories: solutions for unoccupied rooms and solutions for occupied rooms.
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Unoccupied Spaces

Solutions for unoccupied rooms are able to use UV power levels and wavelengths that are potentially harmful 
to humans or chemicals that are potentially harmful/toxic to humans. Because of the potential harm to humans, 
these solutions can be applied only on an episodic basis when the room is not occupied, so they are unable to offer 
continuous protection during periods of occupancy.

Occupied Spaces

Solutions for occupied rooms can only use technologies that are within acceptable safety limits for humans. In 
terms of UV, there are upper-room UV technologies; these use UV light at wavelengths (usually 254 nm) and power 
levels that can be harmful to humans (just like solutions for unoccupied rooms) but shine the light along the ceiling 
so that humans are out of harm’s way (i.e., not in the light path). The UV light inactivates a portion of the airborne 
pathogens that find themselves in the light path (the portion generally depends on the light energy)2; however, since 
the light cannot reach areas where humans may be located, it cannot clean surfaces. Some emerging products are 
starting to use Far-UVC light (e.g., 222 nm), which is purported to be both effective in inactivating pathogens3 and 
within acceptable safety limits for humans, so it can be used for air and surfaces in occupied rooms. The Far-UVC 
technology is being validated – it does not have the established track record of products operating at 254 nm UV (but 
which can harm human eyes and skin).

Another technology for occupied rooms is Synexis®. Synexis devices produce hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in a pure 
gaseous form (referred to as dry hydrogen peroxide or DHP, to distinguish it from other forms of hydrogen peroxide 
like aqueous solution, aqueous vapor or mist). Hydrogen peroxide has well-known antimicrobial properties. Synexis 
devices create DHP from ambient humidity using a proprietary variant of photocatalytic oxidation process. As a 
gas, DHP can disperse everywhere in a room and inactivate pathogens in the air and on surfaces through oxidation 
chemical reactions. Similar reactions can also reduce volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The non-aqueous nature 
of DHP allows it to be effective even at very low concentrations that are 50 (or more) times lower than the safety limit 
established by OSHA. Thus, DHP is both safe for humans in occupied spaces and effective4.

Bipolar ionization is yet another technology for occupied spaces. It produces ions that act as an antimicrobial agent. 
We discuss this technology in detail in the following section.

Bipolar Ionization (BPI)
What is Bipolar Ionization? Ionization has been studied for almost a century and air ionization products have been 
available in the market for decades, although the technology has evolved significantly over the years. Despite the 
length of time in the market and the familiarity of many consulting engineers with the technology, there is still limited 
understanding of some of the phenomena related to ionization and there are diverging opinions about the efficacy 
of the technology. The underlying science5 is complex to begin with and this complexity is compounded by the 
existence of many variants of the technology (i) across manufacturers and (ii) across time, as the technology has 
evolved.

Bipolar ionization uses ions as antimicrobial agents. Ions are atoms or molecules that have gained or lost one or 
more electrons, so they are electrically charged. Ions form naturally in the environment from such energy sources 
as UV light, frictional charging by the wind, water droplet breakup (waterfalls, sea waves), electrical discharge from 
lightning, etc. Bipolar ionization (BPI) refers to technologies that use an artificial source of energy to produce both 
positively charged ions (cations) and negatively charged ions (anions). The ions are typically produced by applying 
voltage to electrodes to create an electric field; as the air passes through the electric field, some atoms or molecules 
in the air stream may lose or gain electrons and become ions. Different electrical arrangements give rise to different 
variants of bipolar ionization devices, e.g., corona discharge, dielectric barrier discharge, needlepoint bipolar 
ionization (NPBI®), etc. There are BPI devices that can be installed in an air handling unit or in a duct and stand-alone 
BPI devices (usually portable) that operate in a room.
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Bipolar ionizers can have an effect both in the vicinity of the device, where the electric field is applied, and in 
the occupied room, as ions disperse throughout the space. One manufacturer that offers both tube-style and 
needlepoint-style products states6 that “the tube-style has a plasma field around the tubes, but it also creates 
ions, absolutely creates ions and goes into the space; … the needlepoint, of course, only makes ions and those are 
delivered into the space as well.” Air ions may be involved in four processes: (i) attachment to particles; (ii) contact 
with a surface; (iii) recombination with other ions; and (iv) reaction with gaseous molecules.

How Bipolar Ionization Reduces Contaminants. Bipolar ionization has been proven effective in removing 
particulates through a process called agglomeration. Ions attach to particles (dust, pollen, dander, etc.); the charged 
particles attract other particles of potentially opposite polarity to form larger particles. The particles eventually 
become large enough to fall on the floor, be captured by a filter or be attracted to other surfaces. This agglomeration 
phenomenon has been verified through direct observation of higher accumulation of dust on filters, floors, walls, etc. 
when the bipolar ionizer is in operation.

When it comes to inactivating pathogens and reducing volatile organic compounds (VOCs), the processes are more 
complex and not fully understood. The amount of energy required to remove an electron from an atom or molecule 
is called ionization energy or ionization potential; different atoms and molecules have different ionization potentials. 
Thus, the types of ions produced by a BPI device depend on the composition of the air and on the energy applied. At 
high energy levels, ionization generates, among other things, a complex mix of reactive oxygen species (superoxides, 
peroxides, hydroxyls, etc.), which are highly reactive and can remove hydrogen atoms from carbon chains directly 
or through a series of chemical reactions. The result is that the carbon chains in pathogens and volatile organic 
compounds break down, so the pathogen cells can be inactivated and the VOCs can be decomposed, ultimately 
becoming CO2 and H2O.

The complication in the process described above is that, at high energy levels, ozone is also produced. Ozone 
(O3 – an oxygen molecule with an extra atom of oxygen) used to be a popular substance produced by air cleaners 
(ozone generators); however, it is now widely accepted that ozone is toxic and can cause harm to humans. Thus, the 
ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2019 Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality requires that air-cleaning devices comply 
with the UL 2998 standard, which limits ozone emissions to 5 parts per billion (ppb). Many BPI products, particularly 
older device models, do not meet the UL 2998 requirements; they can only meet the older and less stringent UL 
867 standard, which allows ozone emissions up to 50 ppb. Some newer BPI products limit the input energy below 
the level at which ozone is produced, so these products comply with UL 2998. However, the resulting ion cloud may 
be composed of less reactive ions. Thus, it is important to verify the compliance of a BPI product with UL 2998 and 
consider the test parameters under which any test results on efficacy were obtained.

Experimental results. To validate the efficacy of the BPI technology, Trane® conducted experiments at an 
independent laboratory (LMS Technologies, Inc.) in fall 2020. The experiments were conducted in a 1,007 cubic foot 
chamber with both airborne and surface-bound pathogens and under a variety of airflow conditions. The device 
tested was a needlepoint bipolar ionizer (NPBI)7 intended for in-duct installation; the device utilizes the airflow of the 
HVAC system and is rated for airflows up to 6,000 cfm.

The following graphs illustrate the results from an indicative sample of tests conducted with the MS2 Bacteriophage 
virus in the air and on surfaces. The NPBI device demonstrated efficacy for air but not for surfaces. It should be noted 
that the MS2 virus is a small, non-enveloped virus; as such, it is more difficult to inactivate than an enveloped virus8. 
In laboratory tests, the MS2 is often used as a surrogate for the SARS-CoV-2, since SARS-CoV-2 is an enveloped virus 
and is expected to be inactivated faster than MS2.

Airborne pathogens. Figure 1 illustrates the reduction in airborne MS2 that the NPBI device achieved. The horizontal 
axis shows the time elapsed since the injection of the MS2 virus in the air of the test chamber; the vertical axis shows 
the reduction in the virus concentration as a percentage of the initial concentration of the virus in the chamber at 
the time of injection. The graph shows three curves for BPI, one for each of three different filter arrangements: filter 
upstream of the device (MERV 8 filter upstream), filter downstream of the device (MERV 8 filter downstream), and 
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no filter at all. Most BPI manufacturers recommend placing the filter upstream of the BPI device. For comparison 
purposes, the graph shows also the natural decay (percent reduction in virus concentration without any technology 
applied). In this experiment, the airflow from the HVAC system was 101 cfm or 6 ACH (air changes per hour). Similar 
results (not shown in the graph) were obtained for Staphylococcus Aureus (staph), which was used as representative 
of bacteria; the staph reduction was slower than the MS2 reduction for both natural decay and BPI, which was 
expected, since bacteria are generally more difficult to inactivate than viruses.

Figure 1: Inactivation of MS2 virus in air  
by NPBI device with airflow of 6 ACH.

Figure 2: Ion concentration in the test  
chamber during MS2 in-air test at 6 ACH.

Figure 2 illustrates the ion concentration in the chamber during the test mentioned above. The device had been 
operating for an hour before the injection of the contaminant. The injection of the MS2 started at time -12 min and 
lasted until time 0. As can be seen in the graph, the concentration of ions was about 6,000 ions/cc before the start 
of the MS2 injection; in the experiment where the filter was placed downstream of the device, the pre-injection 
ion concentration was much lower, which is expected, since ions stick to filters. Upon injection of the MS2, the 
concentration of ions in the chamber dropped quickly, which shows that ions were interacting with the contaminant. 
It should also be noted that the amount of ozone produced during the experiment was not significant, although our 
measurement was incidental and not in accordance with the procedure prescribed in UL 2998.
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The left graph in Figure 3 illustrates the reduction in airborne MS2 that the NPBI device achieved with an HVAC 
airflow of 336 cfm or 20 ACH (air changes per hour). The axes and the curves have the same interpretation as in the 
previous test (Figure 1). The concentration of ions in this experiment followed a pattern very similar to that shown in 
Figure 2, except that the pre-injection concentration of ions in the chamber was much higher (between 20,000 ions/
cc and 40,000 ions/cc); once again, the ion concentration dropped significantly upon injection of MS2. The higher 
concentration of ions under the higher HVAC airflow can potentially be explained by the fact that the ions are spaced 
farther apart as they are generated by the device, so the neutralizing recombination of positive and negative ions is 
reduced. The right graph in Figure 3 shows a comparison of the MS2 inactivation rates achieved by the NPBI device 
for different HVAC airflows. Given the much higher number of ions that reach the chamber under the higher HVAC 
airflow, it was unexpected that the rate of reduction in MS2 did not exhibit a corresponding increase.

Figure 3: Inactivation of MS2 virus in air by NPBI device with airflow of 20 ACH (left);  
comparison of MS2 inactivation in air for different airflows (right). 

Surface-bound pathogens. Figure 4 illustrates the results of an experiment with MS2 on surface. The horizontal 
axis shows time in hours. The vertical axis shows relative MS2 concentration, i.e., the concentration of MS2 on the 
surface divided by the initial concentration of MS2 on the surface when the experiment started. The HVAC airflow 
during this experiment was 101 cfm or 6 ACH. As can be seen in the graph, the NPBI device did not exhibit faster 
reduction compared to natural decay. It should be noted that the concentration of ions in the chamber remained 
stable throughout the test and was at the same level as the pre-injection concentration for the in-air MS2 test with 
the same HVAC airflow (6 ACH) mentioned earlier, which confirms that the device was operating properly. Thus, it 
appears that the NPBI device was ineffective against MS2 on surface under these test conditions.

Figure 4: Testing of NPBI device against  
MS2 virus on surface with airflow of 6 ACH.
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The inability of the needlepoint bipolar ionization device to reduce VOCs (formaldehyde, toluene) has serious 
ramifications for the applicability of the technology to the Indoor Air Quality Procedure (IAQP) in ASHRAE Standard 
62.1: if the technology cannot reduce VOCs, it cannot supplant outdoor air ventilation, so it cannot conserve energy.

Discussion of results and hypotheses. The inefficacy against VOCs also raises questions about the mechanisms 
through which NPBI reduces contaminants. It should be noted that the concentration of ions observed in the 
chamber (about 6,000 ions/cc) is considered abundant by the BPI manufacturers. A basic stoichiometric calculation 
shows that, at 100 ppb, formaldehyde molecules outnumbered the ions in the chamber by about 400,000,000:1. 
Thus, the ions had plenty of “targets” to react with and the fact that the ion concentration during the test remained 
stable at the pre-injection level strongly suggests that the ions do not interact with formaldehyde. BPI manufacturers 
often mention the ionization energy of formaldehyde (10.87 eV) and the fact that this energy is below the purported 
energy limit of their devices (12.7 eV) as evidence that their devices can ionize formaldehyde. What is the result of 
that ionization? Cation CH2O⁺? If so, what happens to this cation next? Does it reclaim its electron and revert to an 
uncharged formaldehyde molecule? What is the mechanism through which a chemical reaction would take place to 
break down CH2O (presumably oxidize it to HCOOH first and eventually to CO2)?

Figure 5: Testing of NPBI device against  
formaldehyde with airflow of 6 ACH.

We are aware of claims by BPI manufacturers that they have achieved reduction of SARS-CoV-2 on surfaces. At 
this time, Trane has not been provided enough information to reconcile the results of the various tests. Numerous 
potential factors could explain the different outcomes. MS2 is a small non-enveloped virus, so it is harder to inactivate 
than SARS-CoV-2 (which is enveloped). The experimental setup may have been different – parameters such as the 
size of the chamber, the distance from the device, the airflow, the sample preparation method, etc. may have been 
different.

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Figure 5 illustrates the results of an experiment with formaldehyde (CH2O) in 
the air. The horizontal axis shows time in minutes and the vertical axis shows the formaldehyde concentration in ppb. 
The HVAC airflow during the test was 101 cfm (or 6 ACH). The concentration of ions in the chamber remained stable 
during the entire test (i.e., even after the injection of formaldehyde) and at a level consistent with levels observed 
during previous tests with the same HVAC airflow (i.e., around 6,000 ions/cc). As can be seen in the graph, the decay 
of formaldehyde with the NPBI device is practically indistinguishable from the natural decay. Very similar results 
were also obtained with toluene (C7H8), another VOC: the decay with the NPBI device was indistinguishable from the 
natural decay and the concentration of ions in the chamber remained stable during the entire test.
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The inefficacy of NPBI for MS2 on surface and for formaldehyde in air gives rise to the hypothesis that the ions 
produced by this device may not have the strength to extract hydrogen atoms from carbon chains. If the ions were 
able to inactivate MS2 in the air by breaking the carbon chains, why wouldn’t they be able to do the same on surface, 
even if at a slower pace? Is it possible that the reduction of MS2 in the air happened through agglomeration of the 
aerosolized particles (which would be consistent with the observed reduction of ions in the chamber upon injection) 
rather than through a chemical reaction? It should be noted that a well-known BPI manufacturer has stated9, “So we 
never ionize oxygen and, therefore, we don’t generate ozone as a byproduct.” Was the manufacturer referring to any 
kind of oxygen (including dioxygen) or possibly only to atomic oxygen? If there is no form of reactive oxygen, how 
will formaldehyde break down? Is it possible that, in an effort to reduce ozone and meet UL 2998, BPI manufacturers 
reduced the production of reactive oxygen species to the point where the effectiveness of the technology was 
reduced? Validation of these hypotheses will require further investigation.

Conclusions
In the tests that Trane conducted, NPBI demonstrated efficacy for in-air pathogens like MS2 (virus) and 
Staphylococcus Aureus (bacteria). In the tests conducted, we did not see efficacy for pathogens on surface and 
for VOCs (volatile organic compounds), so we are inconclusive about the applicability of the technology to these 
situations and feel that further investigation is needed. 

Our overall conclusions are in line with the following comment10 by ASHRAE regarding Bipolar Ionization / Corona 
Discharge / Needlepoint Ionization and Other Ion or Reactive Oxygen Air Cleaners and the response provided by the 
CDC to an inquiry from the ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force:

•       Air cleaners using reactive ions and/or reactive oxygen species (ROS) have become prevalent during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. New devices that are not mentioned elsewhere in this guidance likely fall into this 
category.

•       Technologies utilize various methods to create reactive ions in air that react with airborne contaminants, 
including viruses. The design of the systems can be modified to create mixtures of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS), ozone, hydroxyl radicals and superoxide anions.

•       Systems are reported to range from ineffective to very effective in reducing airborne particulates and acute 
health symptoms.

•       Convincing scientifically-rigorous, peer-reviewed studies do not currently exist on this emerging technology; 
manufacturer data should be carefully considered.

•       Systems may emit ozone, some at high levels. Manufacturers are likely to have ozone generation test data.

Response to the ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force from the CDC:

Thank you for your question. Although this was pointed out in the earlier CDC responses, it is important 
for me to re-emphasize that CDC does not provide recommendations for, or against, any manufacturer or 
manufacturer’s product. While bi-polar ionization has been around for decades, the technology has matured 
and many of the earlier potential safety concerns are reportedly now resolved. If you are considering the 
acquisition of bi-polar ionization equipment, you will want to be sure that the equipment meets UL 2998 
standard certification (Environmental Claim Validation Procedure (ECVP) for Zero Ozone Emissions from Air 
Cleaners) which is intended to validate that no harmful levels of ozone are produced. Relative to many other 
air cleaning or disinfection technologies, needlepoint bi-polar ionization has a less-documented track record 
in regard to cleaning/disinfecting large and fast volumes of moving air within heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning (HVAC) systems. This is not to imply that the technology doesn’t work as advertised, only that 
in the absence of an established body of evidence reflecting proven efficacy under as-used conditions, the 
technology is still considered by many to be an “emerging technology.” As with all emerging technologies, 
consumers are encouraged to exercise caution and to do their homework. Consumers should research 
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the technology, attempting to match any specific claims against the consumer’s intended use. Consumers 
should request efficacy performance data that quantitatively demonstrates a clear protective benefit under 
conditions consistent with those for which the consumer is intending to apply the technology. Preferably, the 
documented performance data under as-used conditions should be available from multiple sources, some of 
which should be independent, third party sources.

DISCLAIMER: There is evidence from ASHRAE and other sources that HVAC technologies can mitigate the risk of exposure to 
infectious aerosols in built environments; however, the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 and mitigation of COVID-19 in buildings is  
yet to be tested and confirmed.

1 For more information on the transmission of SARS-CoV-2, see https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/how-covid-spreads.html.

2 The 254 nm light damages the DNA or RNA of the pathogens, so that they cannot reproduce. A dose of 40 mJ/cm2 of 254 nm light is considered sufficient to 
inactivate 99.99% of any pathogenic microorganism.

3 The 222 nm light is believed to damage the proteins on the surface of a virion that bind to specific receptor proteins on the surface of host cells; this damage 
prevents viral infection.

4 For more information on air cleaning, including a white paper about Synexis and DHP, please visit https://trane.com/wellsphere. 

5 An introductory discussion of the physics and chemistry of ionization can be found in S. L. Daniels, ““On the ionization of air for removal of noxious effluvia”  
(Air ionization of indoor environments for control of volatile and particulate contaminants with nonthermal plasmas generated by dielectric-barrier discharge),”  
in IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science, vol. 30, no. 4, pp. 1471-1481, Aug. 2002, doi: 10.1109/TPS.2002.804211. A similar version of the paper can be found at 
https://www.plasma-air.com/resources/397. 

6 See webinar “A Deep Dive into Bi-Polar Ionization (BPI)” by Larry Sunshine of Plasma Air, https://www.usgbcwm.org/event/viewers-choice-a-deep-dive-into-bi-
polar-ionization-bpi/, at time 57’ 14’’ into the video clip, during the Q&A session.

7 The device was a Phenomenal Aire® Series C6.0 Cold Plasma Generator manufactured by Top Product Innovations (https://www.topproductinnovations.com/);  
the core NPBI component of the device is manufactured by Global Plasma Solutions® (https://globalplasmasolutions.com/).

8 Generally, enveloped viruses are more easily inactivated than large non-enveloped viruses and large non-enveloped viruses are more easily inactivated than small 
non-enveloped viruses.

9 Global Plasma Solutions (GPS®), https://www.achrnews.com/articles/143337-needlepoint-bipolar-ionization-can-it-mitigate-spread-of-covid-19-virus. 
10 https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/filtration-disinfection#bipolar.
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From: Monica Heltemes
To: marwa.zaatari@gmail.com
Subject: FW: Heltemes, Monica 03-02-21
Date: Monday, April 5, 2021 12:06:01 PM
Attachments: Idependent Lab Testing.pdf

Hello Ms. Zaatari,

You had kindly sent me a unroll thread of comments on Twitter about concerns regarding bipolar
ionization units in schools.   The particular unit our district choose, Global Plasma, has provided the
attached research to our district to show testing done on the Unit with SARS-CoV-2. It appears to be
air pathogen testing and seems to show good results at inactivating virus particles, but I’m not an
expert.

Any comment you have on limitations of this research or take-aways from it? This system has
been put into place at the Mayo Clinic, Cleveland Clinic, and airports, I am told.  So places, I would
think, that really studied it, before investing.

My main query right now is if it might actually have some efficacy on reducing airborne risk of
Covid. I understand that research is being done and coming out, about such units having potential
unintended air contaminants be produced. I can’t fight that fight right now, though, if it does, in fact,
reduce Covid risk. We have a high rate of B117 in our state and right now, schools are very risky
places.  I should add our district is also doing all the other ventilation recommendations, air
exchanges and max tolerated HEPA filters, so they really are mitigating, on multiple fronts.

Thanks for your help in deciphering the info.
Monica

 

 
 

MZ001895
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From: Christina Jewett
To: Marwa Zaatari
Subject: latest sheet?
Date: Thursday, April 15, 2021 11:27:28 AM
Attachments: image001.png

We got funding for a third reporter (Lauren Weber is great and working on this) to flesh out a list of
schools getting this stuff, adding in the $$ and some other details. We’ll credit you, of course. If you
have a more recent sheet, I’ll get the reporter started on that and if not, no worries. We’re working
on focusing this story on GPS, so I’m diving into that unpubbed study you sent me soon. THANKS.
Other one in this story will be ActivePure…

Thanks,
Christina

Christina Jewett
Senior Correspondent
Kaiser Health News
1800 I Street | Sacramento, CA 95811
christinaj@kff.org  |  916.202.0886
@by_Cjewett

MZ001927
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Ill health Food Fitness Wellness Parentirg Vital Signs LIVE TV Edition v Q @ 

Schools spending millions on air purifiers often sold 
using overblown claims 
By Lauren Weber and Christina Jewett, Kaiser Health News 

@ Updated 6:06 PM ET, Tue May 11, 2021 

Expert: Breakthrough Ex-astronaut stares Summer camps prep Dr Gupta Here's hOW CDCdrect 

Covid-19 cases are tips on hOw to for reopening with the media can he p a hOW klOS f~ 

expected readjust after months new sa•ety return to normal neNmask 

of iso~tion protectk>ns 

Editor's Note: Correction: Thts art/Cle has been revised to reflect that an Odorax distnbutor, not Pyure, comm1sskJned 

the ozone test on a Boss XL3. And the artJcle was revtsed to reflect that Pyure CEO Jean-Francois •JF" Hue saJd h,s 

company prOVldes stringent operating gwdel.nes tor use of the company's air purifiers but did not acknowledge that 

SChool staffers are often not wamed abOUt tile problems they could face if a tao-pa.vertul device iS used in a too-small 

room 

(KHN) - Last summer, Global Plasma Solutions wanted to test whether the company's air

purifying devices could kill Covid-19 virus particles, but could find only a lab using a chamber the 

size of a shoebox for its trials. In the company-funded study, the virus was blasted with 27,000 

ions per cubic centimeter. The company said it found a 99% reduction of virus. 

The report doesn't say how this reduction was measured, and in September, the company's 

founder incidentally mentioned that the devices being offered for sale would actually deliver a lot 

less ion power -- 13 t imes less -- into a full-sized room. 

The company nonetheless used the shoebox results in marketing its device heavily to schools as 

something that could combat Covid in classrooms far, far larger than a shoebox. 

School officials desperate to calm worried parents bought these devices and others with a flood 

of federal funds, installing them in rrore than 2,000 schools across 44 states, a KHN 

investigation found. They use the same technology - ionization, plasma and dry hydrogen 

peroxide - that the Lancet COVID-19 Commission recently deemed "often unproven" and 

potential sources or pollution themselves. 

Related Article: Open a window to 

reduce virus spread, CCX:: tells schools 

This tracker locates your belongings in 
seconds 
ea-..... 

Stayonropolyourdayandyour-""-.•TiaBlu«oothTracker 

In the frenzy, schools are buying technology that 

academic air-quality experts warn can lull them into a 

false sense of security or even potentially harm kids. 

And schools often overlook the fact that their trusted 

contractors - typically engineering, HVAC or consulting 

firms - stand to earn big money from the deals, KHN 

found. 

Academic experts are encouraging schools to pump in 

more fresh air and use tried-and-true filters, like HEPA. 

to capture the virus. Yet every ion- or hydroxyl-blasting 

air purifier sale strengthens a firm's next pitch: The device is doing a great job in the neighboring 

town. 
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"It's a self-fulfilling prophecy. The more people buy these technologies. the more they get 

legitimacy." said Jeffrey Siegel. a civl engineering professcr at the University of Toronto. "It 's 

really the complete w ild west out there." 

Marwa Zaatari. a member of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 

Engineers' (ASHRAE) Epidemic Task Force, tirst compiled a list of schools and districts using 

such devices. 

Schools have been "bombarded with persistent salespersons peddling the latest air and 

cleaning technologies, including those with minimal evidence to-date supporting safety and 

efficacy" according to a report released Thursday by the Center for Green Schools and ASHRAE. 

Zaatari said she was part icularly concerned that 

officials in New Jersey are buying thousands of devices 

made by another company that says they emit ozone. 

which can exacerbate asthma and harm developing 

lungs, according to decades of research. 

"We're going to live in a world where the air quality in 

schools is worse after the pandemic, after all of this 

money," Zaatari said. "It 's really sickening." 
Related Article: CDC must encourage 
better ventilation to stop coronavirus 

spread in schools. experts say 
The sales race is fueled by roughly $193 billion in 

federal funds allocated to schools for teacher pay and 

safety upgrades - a giant fund that can be used to buy air cleaners. And Democrats are 

pushing for $100 billion more that could also be spent on air cleaners. 

In April, Global Plasma Solutions said further tests show its devices inactivate Covid in the air and 

on surfaces in larger chambers. The company studies still use about twice the level of ions as its 

leaders have publicly said the devices can deliver. KHN found. 

There is virtually no federal oversight or enforcement of safe air-cleaning technology. Only 

Galifornia bans air cleaners that emit a certain amount of ozone. 

Related Article: A qym trainer exposed 

50 athletes to COvid-19, but no one else 
got sick because of a ventilation redesign 

U.S. Rep. Robert "Bobby" Scott (D-Va.). chair of the 

House Committee on Labor and Education. said the 

federal government typically is not involved in local 

decisions of what products to buy, although he hopes 

for more federal guidance. 

In the meantime. "these school systems are dealing 

with contractors providing all kinds of services." he 

said, "so you just have to trust them to get the best 

expert advice on what to do." 

These go-between contractors - and the air c leaner 

companies themselves - have a stake in the sales. While their names might appear in school 

board records, their role in selling the device or commission from the deal is seldom made 

public, KHN found. 

A Linkedln job ad with the logo for 01e air purifier company, ActivePure Technology, which 

employs former Trump adviser Dr. Deborah Birx as its chief medical and science adviser. 

recruited salespeople this way: "Make Tons of Money with this COVID-killing Technology!!" The 

commission. the post said, is up to $900 per device. 

"We have reps [who] made over 6-tigures in 1 month selling to 1 school district." the ad says. 

"This could be the biggest opportunity you have seen!" 

'A tiny bit of ozone' 

Schools in New Jersey have a particularly easy time buying air cleaners called Odorox: A state 

education agency lists them on their group-purchasing commodity list. with a large unit selling 

for more than $5,100. Originally used in home restoration and mold remediation, the devices 

have become popular in New Jersey schools as the company says its products can inactivate 

Covid. 

In Newark, administrators welcomed students back to class this month with more than 3,200 

Odorox units. purchased with $7.5 million in federal funds. said Steven Morlino. executive 

d irector of Facilities Management for Newark Public Schools. 
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said. "And so did the staff." 

Environmental health and air-quality experts, though, are alarmed by the district's plan. 

Related Article: Modern aircraft 

ventilation systems aren't spreading 

viruses, DoD study suggests 

ozone to developing lungs. 

The Pyure company's Odorox devices are on California 

air-quality regulators' list of "potentially hazardous 

ozone generators sold as air purifiers~ and cannot be 

sold in the state. 

A company distributor's research shows that its Boss 

XL3 device pumps out as much as Tl parts per billion 

of ozone, a level that exceeds limits set by California 

lawmakers for the sale of indoor air cleaners and the 

EPA standard for ground-level ozone - a limit set to 

protect children from the well-documented harm of 

That level exceeds the industry's self-imposed limit by more than 10 times and is "unacceptable," 

according to William Bahnfleth, an architectural engineering professor at Penn State who studies 

indoor air quality and leads the ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force. 

Jean-Francois "JF" Hue, CEO of the Pyure company, pointed out that the study was done in a 

space smaller than they would recommend for such a powerful Odorox device. He cautioned 

that it was done that way to prove t~at home-restoration workers could be in the room with the 

device without violating work-safety rules. 

Related Article: can the AC tilter in your 
home, office or local mall protect you 

from COVid-19? 

"We provide very stringent operating guidelines around 

the size of room that our different devices should be put 

in." he said. 

You can't see or smell ozone, but lungs treat it like a 

"foreign invader," said Michael Jerrett, who has studied 

its health effects as director of the UCLA Center for 

Occupational and Environmental Health. 

Lung cells mount an immune-like response, which can 

trigger asthma complications and divert energy from 

normal lung function, he said. Chronic exposure has 

been linked to more emergency room visits and can even cause premature death. Once 

harmed, Jerrett said, children's lungs may not regain full function. 

"Ozone is a very serious public health problem," Jerrett said. 

Newark has some of the highest chiklhood asthma rates in the state, affecting one in four kids. 

Scholars have linked outdoor ozone levels in Newark to elevated childhood ER visits and asthma 

is the lead ing cause of school abserteeism there. 

Related Article: Biden says schools 

'should probably all be open' in the fall 

Adding ozone into the classroom is "just nightmarish," 

Siegel, of the University of Toronto, said. 

Morlino said the district plans to monitor ozone levels in 

each c lassroom, based on the federal Occupational 

Safety and Health Administration level for working 

adults, which is 100 parts per billion. 

"In our research of the product,• he said, "we've 

determined it's within the guidelines the federal 

government produces." 

While legal for healthy working adults, the work-safety standard should not apply to developing 

children, said Michael Kleinman, an air-quality researcher at the UC Irvine Schoel of Medicine. 

"It's not a good device to be using ir the presence of children," he said. 

But the devices are going into schools throughout the state that will not be monitoring ozone 

levels, acknowledged Dave Matisoff, owner of Bio-Shine, a New Jersey-based distributor of 

Odorox. He said the main safeguard is informing schools about the appropriate-size room each 

device should be deployed to, a factor in ozone concentration. 

Hue, the CEO, said his team has measured levels of ozone that are higher outdoors in Newark 

than inside - with his company's units running. 

Related Article: Six-foot social distancin;J 

rule misses bigger risks. MIT experts say 

"There is a tiny bit of ozone that is introduced, but it's 

very, very low," he said. "And you get the benefit of the 

antimic robial effect, you get the benefit of reduction of 

pathogens, which we've demonstrated in a number of 

studies, and you get the reduction of voe [volatile 

organic compounds].• 

Meanwhile, despite expert concerns, the devices 

continue to pop up in classrooms and school nurses' 

offices across the state, said Allen Barkkume, an 

industrial hygienist for the New Jersey teachers union. 

News & Buzz 

Fired Florida data scientist 
Rebekah Jones turns herself 
in to jail and tests positive to ... 

Tallulah Willis is getting 
married 
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He doesn't blame schools for buying them, as they're a lot less expensive than overhauling 

ventilation systems. Teachers often push for the devices in their classrooms, he said , as they see 

them in the nurses' offic es and think it'll keep them safe. And superintendents are not well

versed in air quality's complex sciencitic concepts. 

"Nothing sounds better than somet~ing that 's cheap, quiet, small and easy to tind, and we can 

st ick them in every classroom," Barkkume said. 

Tested in shoebox, sold for classrooms 

While New York officials are "not permitting" the installation of ionization devices due to 

"potential negative health effects," schools across the state of New Jersey are installing ionizing 

devices. 

Ten miles away from Newark in Montclair, New Jersey, parents have been raising hell over the 

new Global Plasma Solut ions' ionizirg devices in their children's c lassrooms. The company 

website promises a product that emts ions like those "created with energy from rushing water, 

crashing waves and even sunlight." 

The devices emit positive and negat ve ions that are meant to help particles clump together, 

making them easier to tilter out. The company says the ions can also reduce the viral particles 

that cause Covid-19. 

But Justin Klabin, a building developer with a background in indoor air quality and two sons in 

the district, was not convinced. 

He spent hours compiling scientific evidence. He created YouTube videos that painstakingly pick 

apart the ionizers' viability and helped organize a petit ion signed by dozens of parents warning 

the school board against the installation. 

Related Article: Ultraviolet uvc sanitizers 
can be dangerous and have limited use 

against coronavirus. warns FDA 

Even so, the district spent $635,900 on installing 

ionizers, which would go in classrooms serving more 

than 6,000 kids. The devices are often installed in 

ducts, an important consideration, the company 

founder Charles Waddell said, because the ions that 

are emitted lose their power after 60 seconds. 

But the company's shoebox study and inflated ion blast 

numbers that helped sell the product last year leave a 

potential customer with little sense of how the device 

would perform in a c lassroom, Zaatari said. 

"It's a high cost for nothing," Zaatari said . The company has sued her and another air-quality 

consultant for criticizing their devices. Of the pending case, Zaatari said it is a David-versus

Goliath situation, but she will not be deterred from speaking on behalf of children. 

"Size of the [test) chamber has proved not to play a role in efficacy results but rather ion density," 

GPS spokesperson Kevin Boyle said in an email. The company notes by its Covid-inactivating 

test results that they "may include ... higher-than-average ion concentrations." 

He also said the company is proud to meet the ASHRAE "zero ozone" certification. 

Glenn Morrison, a professor of environmental science and engineering at the University of North 

Garolina, reviewed a March GPS study on a device combating the Covid virus in the air. The 

device appears to reduce virus concentrations, he said in an email, but noted it would not be 

very effective under normal building conditions, outside a test chamber. "A cheap portable HEPA 

tilter would work many times better and have fewer side effects (possibly ozone or other 

unwanted chemist ry)," he wrote. 

Other parents joined Klabin's campaign, including Melanie Robbins, the mom of a 

kindergartener and a child in pre-K. Armed with her background in nonprotit advocacy, she 

reached out to experts. She and other parents spoke at local government meetings about their 

concerns. 

In April, the superintendent told parents the school would turn off the devices, but parents say 

they haven't turned them all off. 

Related Article: If sunlight kills 
coronavirus, why not try W lamps? 

"As far as I understand, the district has relied only on 

informat ion from GPS, the manufacturer," Robbins said 

during a Montclair Board of Education meeting via 

Zoom on April 19. "This is like only listening to advice 

from Philip Morris as to whether smoking is safe or not." 

Dan Daniello, of D&B Building Solutions, an HVAC 

contracting company, defended GPS products during 

the meeting. He said they are even used in the White 

House, a selling point the company has made 

repeatedly. 

The catch: A GPS contractor installed its ionization technology in the East Wing of the White 
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House after it was purchased in 201B - before Covid emerged, according to GPS' Boyle. But the 

company was still using the White H:::iuse logo as a marketing image on its website w hen KHN 

asked the White House about the advertising in April. It was taken down shortly thereafter. 

Boyle said GPS was "recently informed that the White House logo may not be used for marketing 

purposes, and promptly complied." 

The Montc lair school d istrict d id not respond to requests for comment. 

"I want to bang my head against the wall, it's so black-and-white." Robbins said . "Admit this is a 

poor purchase. The district got played." 

Selling 'the Big Kahuna' 

Academic air-quality experts agree on what's best for schools: More outside air pumped into 

classes, MERV 13 tilters in heating systems and portable HEPA tilters. The solution is time-tested 

and effective, they say. Yet as common commodities, like a pair of khaki pants, these items are 

not widely flogged by a sales force chasing big commissions. 

After Covid hit, Tony Barron said the companies pitched air purifying technology nonstop to the 

Kansas district where he worked as a facil ity manager last fall. 

Pressure came from inside the school as well. Teachers sent links for air c leaners they saw on 

the news. His superintendent had him meet with a friend who sold ionization products. He got 

constant calls, mail and email from mechanical engineering companies. 

The hundreds of phone calls from air cleaner pitches were overwhelming, said Chris Crockett, 

d irector of facilities for Turner USD 202 in Kansas City, Kansas. While he wanted to trust the 

contractors he had worked with, he tested four products before deciding to spend several 

hundred thousand dollars. 

Related Article: What schools can do 

with their COvid stimulus money 

"Custodial supply companies see the writing on the 

wall, that there's a lot of money out there," he said. 

"And then a lot of money is going to be spent on HVAC 

systems." 

ActivePure says on its website that its air purifiers are in 

hundreds of schools. In a news release, the company 

said they were "sold through a nationwide network of 

several hundred franchises, 5,000 general 

contractors/HVAC specialists and thousands of 

individual distributors." 

Enviro Technology Pros, founded in January, is one company pitching ActivePure to HVAC 

contractors. In a You Tube video, the founders said contractors can make $950 for each air

cleaning device sold, and some dea ers can make up to $30,000 a month. Citing the bounty of 

the billions in federal relief, another sideo touted ready-made campaigns to target school 

principals directly. 

Get CNN Health's weekly 
newsletter 

Sign up here to get The Results Are In with 
Or. Sanjay Gupta e-Jery Tuesday from the 
CNN Health team. 

After KHN asked ActivePure for comment, the Enviro 

Technology Pros YouTube videos about ActivePure 

w ere no longer accessible publicly. 

ActivePure did not respond to requests for comment 

but has said its devices are effective and one is 

validated by the Food and Drug Administration. 

An Enviro Technology Pros founder, Rod Norman, told KHN the company was asked to take the 

posts down by Vollara, a company related to ActivePure. He called sales to schools "the big 

kahuna." 

Shortly after he spoke with KHN, the website for his own company was taken down. 

In an lnstagram post that also disappeared, the company had asked: "4000 classrooms 

protected w hy not your kids?" 

Correction: This article has been revised to reflect that an Odorox d1str,butor. not Pyure, 

comm1ss1oned the ozone test on a Boss XL3. And the article was revised to reflect that Pyure 

r.;1:0 Jean-1-ranco1s "JI-" Hue sa,a his company prov1aes stringent operating gwae1ines tor use or 

the company's a,r punflers but did not acknowledge that school staffers are often not warned 

about the problems they could face if a too-powerful device is used in a too-small room 
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Marwa Zaatari 
@marwa_zaatari 

Taking the word from manufacturers and ignoring the 
science "is like only listening to advice from Philip 
Morris as to whether smoking is safe or not." 

It Lauren Weber O @LaurenWeberHP • May 3 

,II ls your child in a classroom with ·unproven· air cleaner technology? 

Our investigation found over 2,000 schools across 44 states are using your 
taxpayer dollars to buy the tech. 

Middlemen are making big money along the way. 

w/@By_CJewett @KHNews cnn.com/2021/05/03/hea ... 

Show this lhread 

9:26 AM • M~y 3, 2021 • Twitter for iPhone 

7 Retweets 19 Likes 
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Master. 
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Marwa Zaatari 
@marwa_zaatari 

e stop the fogging 
e Stop the spraying 
e Stop the ionization 
e Stop the oxidation 

Stick to tried, true, and proven technologies. 
A Big Bonus: these solutions are practical, cheap, and 
wi ll work well beyond COVID. 
@MarceIHarmon1 

Thank you @Celia_LJ for writing about this. 

8 Celia Llopis-Jepsen ~ • @Celia_LJ • Apr 30 

The nat ior ',; experts are in agreement: Your school board should spend <;timulu<; 

funds on good air filters ~~ not on things that could inadvertently introduce 
hazards & make the air worse. kcur.org/ news/ 2021 -04-2 ... #ksleg #ksed 
@jljcolorado @EarthMechanic @marwa_zaatari @j_g_allen 

10:54 AM . Apr 30, 2021 . Twitter Web App 

20 Retweets 1 Quote Tweet 49 Likes 

o n Q 

Br~tt Little @Brett_A_little · May 1 

Replying to @marwa_zaatari @MarcelHarmonl and @Celra_U 
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News 

Kansas Suggested Schools Use 
Chemical Foggers To Fight COVID. 
Here's Why They Shouldn't 
KCUR I By Celia Llopis-Jepsen 
Published April 30, 2021 at 2:00 AM COT 

► LISTEN • 4:32 

Celia Llopis-Jepsen I X.msisNrw,~ 

The nation's experts worry schools blew stimulus 
money on foggers, bipolar ionizers and other gadgets 
and could unknowingly make classrooms unhealthier. 

State officials told Kansas schools they could fill the air with chemical mist to fight 
C0VID-19 in classrooms. 

The suggested gadgets coat doorknobs, tables and other su rfaces with disinfectant. 

But when the Kansas News Service showed the state guidance on electrostatic 
sprayers and loggers to scientists, one called it "su rprising and disappointing." Another 
classified it as "a huge error." 

The loggers and sprayers could actually make the air unhealthier, experts warned, 
without making people safer from C0VID-19. 

"It's very unfortunate; said Jose-Luis Jimenez an expert in air chemistry and disease 

transmission at the University of Colorado Boulder. 

The state's recommendation reflects, in part, lingering public confusion over how 
C0VID-19 spreads, and reluctance at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to 

back off of the idea that germs on surfaces fuel the pandemic. 

The CDC recently acknowledged that surfaces appear to pose ~ compared to air, 
catching up to scientists who have argued that for many months. 

Jose-Luis Jimenez 
@jljcolorado 

1/ TEN SCIENTIFIC REASONS IN SUPPORT OF AIRBORNE 
TRANSMISSION OF SARS-CoV-2 

Peer-reviewed publication in @Thelancet 

An honor to have collaborated in multidisciplinary team 
across medicine, infectious diseases, epidemiology, 
aerosol science, sociology 

Congrats, Class of 2021! 
... Now what? 

Discover • 
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Explore , 
your next steps · · 
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Missouri Worry 
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George Floyd's 
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by W-iO, published in March, 2021, as a preprint. .. 

& thelancet.com 

7:43 PM -Apr 17. 2021 <D 

C? 3.3K 0, See the latest COVJD~19 information on Twitter 

That undercuts the already questionable case for using electrostatic sprayers and 

loggers in classrooms. 

"The science is clear." said J=~ a professor at Harvard University's School of 

Public Health. 

"The idea that you have to cover e•,ery surface in the room with a disinfectant every day 

doesn't make sense; he said. 

The Kansas News Service took sc enl ists' concerns to the state education and health 

departments, both of which worked on the school guidance. A Kansas Department of 

Health and Environment spokeswoman said the advice on sprayers and loggers is 

outdated and not recommended. 

An education department spokeswoman said the state commissioner would confirm 

the matter with health officials. He could then recommend that the State Board of 

Education make changes to the part of it s 1,200-page RfillQfililii;_g~ that 

discusses the disinfectants. 

Trying to stay safe 

When the pandemic hit last year, panic over germs opened new markets for sellers of 

loggers, sprayers and (more below) electronic air cleaners. 

School leaders bombarded experts like professor Jimenez with emails asking for help 

making sense of the parade of ads they received. 

Manufacturers contacted Jimenez, too, seeking his blessing. He would ask to see 

details that verified the safety of their products, and especially the chemical side 

effects. 

"Most people don't write again; he said. ·some people proceed to insult me." 

Elect rostatic loggers and sprayers add a static charge to droplets of disinfectant to help 

the chemicals stick better to surfaces. The idea is to clean everything from walls and 

desks to nooks and crannies on a keyboard. 

The chemical content varies, but chemistry professor l&Yglll.s...C2!1in. of Bucknell 

University wouldn't want to breathe it. Collins says studies of the content focus on 

short-term health effects, not long-term toll. 

"Even if you're emitting a small amount; he said, "the cumulative exposure can be large 

because ... teachers and students are in the building for six hours a day, every day, five 

days a week." 

Schools could avoid the respiratory risk by using the devices properly, he said, such as 

spraying overnight and letting hours pass before anyone enters the building again. But 

he offers two caveats. 

First, trained professionals should operate them. Second, schools would do better to 

spend their time and money on methods that combat COVID's spread through the air. 

Lost opportunity? 

Experts agree that schools should stick to their normal cleaning practices, such as 

wiping tabletops by hand. 

They should teach proper hand washing and use of hand sanit izers, too. 

That's enough to curb surface trarsmission of COVID-19, and helps with other 

communicable diseases, too. 

So how to tackle iM.mgg~ of catching COVID-19 from part icles in the air? 

Buy good air fi lters and bring in more fresh air from outdoors. 

Those measures can also help against asthma attacks and chronic conditions, stop 

other airborne germs, and make people feel better and learn better at school. 

Congress sent billions of dollars in stimulus funds to schools during the pandemic, 

which Allen calls a "once-in-a-generation opportunity" to improve air quality after 

decades of underinvestment in what schoolkids breathe. 

But he and other scientists fear ccmpanies selling fancy-sounding but unproven devices 

will cost communities their chance to make common sense improvements that would 
help children for decades to come. 
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Marwa Zaatari 
@marwa_zaatari 

Check here for a Step-by-Step guidance how to choose an 
ionizer or a UV +catalyst device. Follow these simple 3 
steps for proper selection! 

6:38 AM· Mar 17, 2021 CD 

<:? 302 0 12 t!i Share this Tweet 

"We're going to end up somehow with ... worse air quality," said building scientist Marwa 

Zaatari a board member for the U S. Green Building Counci l. "And no one seems to son 

of grasp the extent of the problem." 

Schools in Kansas and elsewhere ponied up for electronic air cleaners that claim to 

defeat the vi rus with chemistry, but that Zaatari said may do little more than generate 

ozone formaldehyde ultraflne particles or other substances that cause cancer or other 

conditions. 

"I call it the an of selling nothing," Zaatari said. "They do nothing." 

Electronic air cleaners go by lUQ!Jg list of names such as bipolar ionizers. Government 

agencies never recommended the devices, but neither did they stop schools from 

buying them. 

Zaatari and Lawrence-based building scientist Marcel Harmon cowrote l!D.Jl~ 

cautioning against the devices. Other prominent researchers signed on. 

Zaatari also raised funds to have the Illinois Institute of Technology start testing the 

devices, which make dramatic and unproven claims about eliminating nearly 100% of 

COVID-19 virus from the airthrou£h chemical reactions with no health risks. 

Truly better air 

Scient ists at Harvard recommend the air in a classroom should change out fu lly about 

four to six times every hour. 

That means replacing it with outdoor air, properly filtered indoor air, or a combination of 

the two. 

Most schools likely don't hit that target, ~y_gye how close they are. Harvard 

offers ~Jl_gl.lli!_e to help them measure venti lation. 

Then they can supplement it by insta ll ing high-quality filters, such as M.Efil':Ll.s, in their 

heating and cooling systems, or placing ponable HEPA fi lter units in classrooms. 

Allen calls those the "tried and true· approaches. They're backed by solid science. 

With those, even schools hamstrung by less-than-ideal built-in vent ilation systems and 

windows that don't open can hit I re target of changing their air several times an hour. 

"There's always something you can do," he said. 

Celia Llopis-Jepsen reports on consumer health for the Kansas News Service. You can 

follow her on Twitter@celia_LJ or email her at celia (a t) kcur (dot) org. The Kansas 

News Service is a collaboration of KCUR, Kansas Public Radio, KMUW and High Plains 

Public Radio focused on health, the social determinants of health and their connection 

to public policy. Kansas News Service stories and photos may be republished by news 

media at no cost with proper attribution and a link to ksnewsservice.org. 

Tags ~ I Kan sas News Service 1 1 Coronavirus 11 school funding 11 publ!c health I ~ 

Celia Llopis-Jepsen 
Celia comes to the Kansas News Service after five years at the Topeka Capital-Journal. She brings in-depth 
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experience covermg scnooIs ana ecucauon po11cy m Kansas as wen as news at me !l1atenouse. m me Iast 
year, she has been diving into data reporting. At the Kansas News Service she will also be producing more 
rndio, a medium she's been yearning to return to since graduating from Columbia Univernity with a master's 

in journalism. 

See stories by Celia Llopis-Jepsen 

Hey, thanks for reading. 
KCUR serves the Kansas City region with essential news and information. 
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Kansas Schools 
Can Fight Covid-19 
With Fresh Air, But 
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Kansas Schools 
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Telehealth Visit 
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Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari • May 5 

I To HEPA or NOT? 

See here how portable HEPA air cleaners compare in CADR to bi-polar 
ionization. 

CADR: Clean Air Delivery Rate. 

0 9 

Marwa Zaatari 
@marwa_zaatari 

Replying to §>marwa_zaatari 

U l7 \J 98 

CADR of a need le point bipola r ionization was tested 
by ETL lab to AHAM protocol. The unit in question is 
rated by the manufacturer for ~3000 ft2. 

Result: Smoke CADR for the unit = 0.11 
-- > A CADR of 0.11 would be fi t for 0.18 ft2 (4'. ). 
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Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari • May 5 
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In contrast, many in-room HEPA air cleaners available on the market are 

effective and cheap. 
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Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari • May 5 

Lets compare HEPA versus the ionizer in question: 

· HEPA air cleaners on the left of the chart 
· lcnizer is on the right side of the chart 
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AtmosAir vs. Needlepoint Ionization (NP) S  O L U T I  O N S

1) Smart system with demand controlled capability (see AtmosSmart).
AtmosAir is the only ionization manufacturer to control based on real-time IEQ paramters. 

2) Measurement and Verification, Published Efficiency Results. 
AtmosAir has third party tested published contaminant reductions with many clients. NP 
OEM have yet to publish many third party findings or case studies. When asked they don't 
show anything.

3) NP has little effect on particulate matter.  
Tested third party CADR test at ETL shows an AtmosAir 125 Dust CADR rating vs. GPS' 1.36 
Dust CADR rating. AtmosAir BPI will ‘move’ and agglomerate bigger volumes and weights 
of particles.

4) Ion lifespan. 
AtmosAir ions have been tested to have longer persistence or half-lives due to interaction 
with the AtmosAir DBD field.

5) Size and design of NP systems lead to needle point tips being clogged or covered with 
particles, dirt, soot and debris.

6) Dynamic ionization adjustment capability. 
All AtmosAir systems have various control settings they can be run at. NP systems don’t, 
they run on (1) setting. 

7) Strength of AtmosAir BPI Ions vs. NP Ion Generation 
See Engineered Air third party test results. 

8) Physical Size and Dimensions of Tubes and Systems 
NP systems are in some cases a tenth the size of the AtmosAir systems) - Ionization 
discharge points (2-16 needle pairs vs. 75,000 discharge points on ONE AtmosAir F tube. 
One AtmosAir 508FC system = 600,000 ion emitter points. AtmosAir tube has much more 
surface air in airflow. 

9) Eventual wear of the needlepoints. 
Applying high voltage to NP wears the needlepoint tips out quickly. 

10) NP has much weaker Electron Volt Potential. 
Strength of ionization field can be measured.

11) Perceptual difference. 
There is no perceptual difference or impact versus odor when NP installed.

12) Placement
AtmosAir recommends systems be on the supply side of the air while GPS 
recommends I-Bar to be on return side of the air. The design and placement of the 
IBAR product that we’ve seen would only impact a portion of the HVAC 
conditioning coils as aerodynamics would push the ions through a small section 
where the IBAR is typically placed. 
An AtmosAir system designed and applied for coil cleaning benefit would more 
evenly saturate the coil with ions affecting a much larger area.

13) There is no published peer reviewed research on needlepoint ionization.

14) AtmosAir has been vetted and partnered with the largest AHU and controls 
OEM. NP technology when also vetted by JCI did not have third party measured
data to substantiate claims.

AtfnosA 
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The Difference Is The Technology 

AtmosAir vs. Competing IAQ Technologies 

 

A~• ™ 
SOLUT/0 

I 

AtmosAi r Media UV PCO Needlepoint Carbon Electronic 

DBD BPI Filtration Ionization Filters Air Cleane.rs 

Affects C,ontaminants " In the Space" 
I 

Yes No No Yes !No No No 

Reduces Odors Yes Nio No No No Yes Nio 

Reduces voes Yes No No No Yes Yes No 

Reduces Particles (PM) 
I 

Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes 

Effective on Bacteria and Virus and Germs Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No 

Produce Ozone No No Yes ' Yes No No Yes 

Low Pressure Drop 
I Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Maintenance Every 2 Yea rs Quarterly Yearly Yearly 6 months ~ 2 years Bi~Annually Monthly 

Re-engineering of HVAC system needed No Yes No No No Yes Yes 
:1 

New Design and Retro-Fit Applications Yes No Yes I Yes Yes No No 

Reduces Energy Costs 
I 

Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No 
No Chemicals or By-Products Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes 

Tested Contaminant Reductions in Occupied Space 
I 

Yes Nio No No No No No 

Published and Peer Reviewed Research I Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

''Smart''' System (Integrated with sensors and monitors) I Yes N.o No No No No No 
I 
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The Difference Is The Technology 

AtmosAir vs. Competing IAQ Technologies 

50 

• CADR is a standard deve~oped by AINISJ (Arm,eriican 

National Standards lnstit ute)1 and A!H.AM (A1meri1can 
Hi01me Applianc 1e Manufactur1ers)~ 

• C.ADR is used to m 1easure a product's 1effecti'veness 
on particl·e remova~ 'W1ith·n a spac1e~ 

S1ource:: ETL Ti -·• estmg Lab1oratories 
ManutaGhJ1e1.fle,c;li' lAD.RRate Variance friom CA G (%) 

Atn o;..Air Bi Polar Ioniz ~on (BPI) 125 n/a 
Photocatalytic Oxidation (P'CO )1 47.4 264% 

Hone}11Y"ell Electronic Air Cleaner 3,S.8 349·91 ' ' I] 

Electrostatic Afr Cle ane.r 27.2 460% 

N ega tiv,e loo. Gene·.ta.tor 4 .. 8 >2500% 
·.· :eedlepomt Ionlzati on 0~4 >2500% 

CA.DR'= 1Cl1an All Dellrery Bate 

· ou.roe; Inter.le · Lab or.Ii toriJiesi J,a.ouary 20 l 2 

03 06, 09 0 120 ·1so 

.

1NSI 
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Report No. 3083323CRT-002 Page 4 of 4 

Results: 

Results of Performance Tests: 

Test 
Particul Natural CADR 

Model/Configuration ate Decay Rate CADR STDEV. 

White-Rogers SST1000- Comfort Plus 
Serial # S0516464671 Dust 0.01017 27 .. 2 0 .. 6 
64 .. 8 CFM - 82 .. 6 Average Duct Velocity 
Honeywell F300E 100 Enviro-Care Elite 
Serial # 208418J Dust 0 .. 01284 35 .. 8 0 .. 5
63 . .7 CFM - 81..1 Average Duct Velocity 
Lennox PCO - 12C - Healthy Climate 
Serial # S2105H48156 Dust 0.01136 47 .. 4 0 .. 6 
64 .. 2 CFM - 81 .. 78 Average Duct Velocity 
Ionic Breeze 3 .. 0 
Serial# 3252147 

Dust 0 .. 01258 4.8 0 .. 3 68 .. 99 CFM - 87.89 Average Duct Velocity 
Air flow loop running during natural 

AtmosAir 100C Dust 0 .. 00424 125 .. 0 2.5 

Summary 

Testing of the above units was designed to simulate real world use .. A test chamber 
duplicating typical household conditions was modified to introduce outside air processed 
by the units as might be seen in a standard installation .. 

Report Reviewed By: 

Terence J.. O'Beirne 
Senior Project Engineer 
Appliance Group 

dap 

Tested By: 

Dominick A Pennello Jr. 
Technician 
Appliance Group 

lntertek 
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Report No.  G100512289CRT-001  January 19, 2012 Page 3 of 3 

 GPS RN 

Results of Performance Tests: 

Model/Configuration 
Test 

Particulate 
Natural 

Decay Rate CADR 
CADR 
STDEV. 

Power 
(Watts) 

Smoke 0.00266 -0.40 0.1 23.4 
Dust 0.00923 -3.90 0.6 23.6 ActivTek 2000, Speed tested as 

received, UV Light on 
Pollen 0.10044 17.7 6.2 23.8 

Smoke 0.00273 0.11 0.1 16.8 
Dust 0.00755 1.36 0.4 16.8 GPS RN, Speed tested as 

received,  Ionizer on 
Pollen 0.09548 7.02 4.1 16.9 

Conclusion: 

The results reported above for model ActivTek 2000 and GPS RN fall below the minimum limits 
of measurability of the ANSI/AHAM AC-1-2006 "Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers 
Method for Measuring Performance of Portable Household Electric Room Air Cleaners" Test 
Method.  

Report Reviewed By: Tested By: 

Eric Dunay 
Engineer
Energy Efficiency Group 

Mike Podoliak 
Technician I 
Energy Efficiency Group 

lntertek 
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Third Party Test

Findings demonstrated that it was evident that ions generated from the 
DBD style device created ions that were much stronger and more 
sustainable for longer distances.

Source: Dan Glendon, Engineered Air

Ti ting Infi rm ti n 

tmo Air 
Matt rh rn 
(DBD BPI) 

N edl p int 
I niz ti n 
(NP BPI) 

PPM CFM 

M ur da M ur d t 24" 
fron1 Disch r 

0.2 

ur d t 4 , 

from Discharg 

N 

0.2 

0. 0 

0 0 
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AtmosSmart

PRODUCT SUBMITTAL 

APPLICATION
The AtmosAirSmart ionization system 
controller is intended to be mounted in the 
return duct or air handler of a heating, 
cooling, or ventilating system.  The unit is 
intended to monitor and control the 
AtmosAir Active Ionization systems.

Phone: 203-335-3700 (CT) / 480-629-4784 (AZ) 
Fax: 203-335-1075

www.AtmosAir.com 

418 Meadow Street, Suite 204  Fairfield, CT 06824 
-- 

2115 E. Cedar Street, Suite 6  Tempe, AZ 85281 
AtmosAir SolutionsTM

Product Description Feedback for active ionization intensity; 
monitoring & control

Product Application Air Handling Units; Roof top units
Control Capacity Controls up to eight (8) AtmosAir® Ionization systems

Air-Quality Sensor 1 TVOC (total volatile organic compounds)
Air-Quality Sensor 2 Integral PM2.5 (Particulate Matter 2.5)

Humidity Sensor Integral
Flow Sensor Differential pressure switch

Ozone Sensor Integral
Rated Voltage Up to 24 Vac

Frequency (Hz) 50 - 60
Voltage range (V) 5Vac-24Vac

Power consumption (W) 14
Current 2.5A 

Output power max. 2000 w/ 8 AtmosAir 508FC AtmosAir® Ionization systems

Regulation of output power Algorithm based modulation
Output voltage for modules 240Vac or 110Vac
Output current for modules .6 amp

Interface DB-9/ RS232 / alarm contact (multiple alarm)
Ambient temperature -10  to +50

Protection class 0 - 99 non-condensing
Humidity 0 - 99 non-condensing

Ingress protection rating IP41 (DIN EN 60529)

Electrical Safety Compliance EN 60730-1
EMC Compliance EN 60730-1, EN 61000-6-1, EN 61000-6-3

Directives Dimension (L/H/D) 2006/95/EC, 2004/108/EC, 2011/65/EU
Required space (L/H/D) AA508FC (typ.) 704mm L x 273mm W x 241mm T

Weight Installation Sensor 1.5Kg; AA508FC (typ.) 10.04 Kg
Treated air volume Specific Calculation = (M. dot)

SPECS: 

AtmosSmart
Application
The AtmosSmart ionization system’s sensor head & 
controller, is intended to be mounted in the return duct 
or air handler of a heating, cooling, or ventilating system. 
The unit is intended to monitor and control the AtmosAir®  
Active Ionization Systems. With data visibility using Bac-Net. 

General Product Information Product Description Feedback for active ionization intensity; monitoring & control

Product Application Air Handling Units; Roof top units

Control Capacity Controls up to eight (8) AtmosAir® Ionization systems.* (Requires master control box 
*Optional) Standard unit; (1) BPI. Optional Unit; (2) BPI (Must be ordered)

Sensor Suite Full** Test Range Sensor Application

Lite ‡ ** Air-Quality Sensor 1 ‡ 50 ~ 500 ppm Integral  - TVOC (Total volatile organic compounds)

** Air-Quality Sensor 2 0.01 ~ 4.0 ppm Integral  - HCHO (Formaldehyde Concentration) 

** Air-Quality Sensor 3 0.5 ~ 250 µg/m3 Integral - PM 2.5 (Particulate Matter 2.5)

** Humidity Sensor ‡ 5% ~ 95% 
(%RH) Integral

** Temperature ‡ -10°C ~ 50°C Integral

** Ozone Sensor ‡ 0.01 ~ 5.0 ppm Integral

** Carbon Monoxide 0.25 ~ 2.5 ppm Integral

** Carbon Dioxide ‡ 100 ~ 2500 ppm Integral

Other Sensors Flow Sensor Differential pressure switch* (Optional; Must be ordered separately)

Electrical Statistics Rated Voltage 90VAC to 240VAC Power Supply

Frequency (Hz) 50/60

 Voltage Range (V) Control - 5VDC

Power Consumption (W) 12

Current (A) 2.4

Regulation of BPI Control Algorithm-Based Modulation

Output Current for Modules 5VDC to 24VDC

Interface Data/BMS

Product Ratings Ambient Temp. -10°C ~ 50°C

Protection Class 0% - 99% Non-Condensing

Humidity 0% - 99% Non-Condensing

Ingress Protection IP41 (DIN EN 60529)

Electrical Safety Compliance EN 60730-1

EMC Compliance EN 60730-1, EN 61000-6-1, EN 61000-6-3

Installation Statistics Directives Dimension (L/H/D) 2006/95/EC, 2004/108/EC, 2011/65/EU

Required Space (L/H/D) AA508FC (Typ.) 704mm (~27.75 in) (L) x 273mm (~10.75 in) (H) x 241mm (~9.5 in) (D)

Sensor Head Size (L/W/D) 305mm (~12 in) (L) x 127mm (~5 in) (H) x 267mm (~10.5 in) (D)

Weight Installation Sensor 1.5Kg (~3.3 lbm);  AA508FC (Typ.) 10.04Kg (~22 lbm)

Treated Air Volume Specific Calculation = M dot

Internet Connection TCP/IP

PRODUCT SUBMITTAL

Specifications:

A 
s 
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# Explore 

@ Settings 

Thread 

Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari • May 5 

I To HEPA or NOT? 

See here how portable HEPA air cleaners compare in CADR to bi-polar 
ionization. 

CADR: Clean Air Delivery Rate. 

0 9 U l7 \J 98 

Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari • May 5 

CADR of a needle point bipolar ionization was tested by ETL lab to AHAM 
prctocol. The unit in question is rated by the manufacturer for -3000 ft2. 

Re!ult: Smoke CADR for the unit = 0.11 

·· > A CADR of 0.11 would be fit for 0.18 ft2 (' 

o, 

Marwa Zaatari 
@marwa_zaatari 

Replying to @marwa_zaatari 

In contrast, many in- room HEPA air cleaners available 
on the market are effective and cheap . 

.. ., 
- .. -M_____ -latt1•J'vldl--•..,..._,.at1tdlriols.,...l (S/tt21 

3:33 PM· May 5, 2021 · Twitter Web App 

8 Rctl.vccts. 2 Quote Tweets 26 like:. 

0 n 
Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari • May 5 

Reptying to @marwa_zaatari 

Q 

lets compare HEPA versus the ionizer in question: 

- HEPA air cleaners on the left of the chart 
- lcnizer is on the right side of the chart 

--;-

u 

ionizer 

• • 

. ., 
0 3 n s 

Joe Kraus @_JoeKraus_ • May 5 

Reptying to @marwa_zaatari 

\J 25 

No'N that the Smart Health/ Smart Air Model S/ Sqair is available in the US is 

there any chance that could be added to the chart? I'd be interested in 
seeing how it compares. 

01 n 

Marwa Zaatari @marwa_zaatari • May 5 

Of :curse, can you share or DM CADR cfm and cost (lost the info)? 

o, u 

Q Search Twitter 

New to Twitter? 
Sign up now to get your own personalized timehnel 

Sign up 

Relevant people 

Marwa Zaatari 
@marwa_zaatari 

Mechanical Engineer, IAQ Consultant, 
USGBC Board Member, ASHRAE 

Ep idemic Task Force, PHD with focus 
on IAQ/Energy/fi ltration. Mom & Lego 

Master. 

What .. 4; hann@nina 
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G 

Show replies 

Jose Alvarez @lngJoseAlvarez May 6 

Replying to @marwa_zaatari 

Hi Marwan, noise level should be considered also. AnythJng above 50 dB is 
unbearable after a few minutes in a room of 300 ft2 room (28 m2). This 
reduces choice significantly for HEPA. Technology has to move to 
ele,:t rostatic precipitators IMHO. Best regards 

0 1 n <:? 1 .!, 

selise @selise •May6 

No ionizat ion please! 

0 n <:? 1 .!, 

Eurovist0n . LIVE 

Eurovision semi-final : All the 
action from Rotterdam 

Trending with ~Eurovision 0 

Entertamment • Trending 

rM PREGNANT WITH TWINS 

Trending in United States 

The Linda lindas 
1,393 Tweets 

COY!D-19. LIVE 

COVID-19: News and updates for 
Washington, DC 

US national news . 2 hours ago 

More than 400 people have been 
charged following the January 6 
breach of the US Capitol, 
according to PolitiFact and The 
Washington Post 
Trending with Ron Johnson 

Show more 

• 

Tenns of seNice Privacy Policy Cookie Policy 

Ads info More... ~ 2021 Twitter. Inc. 

Don't miss what's happening ~ ~ 
Peopleonlwrtterarethefirsttoknow ~ Wiliiil" 
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# Explore 

@ Settings 

Tweet 

Marwa Zaatari 
@marwa_zaatari 

"Poor vent ilation in aging schools was a chronic issue 
before Covid-19." 

Solving this issue by installing ionizers, ozone 
generators, and oxidizers will exacerbate the problem. 

The concerns "are all based on evidence" @WBahnfleth 

C rime for a change is NOW 

@ NBC News PRO @NBCNewsPR · May 14 

EXCLUSIVE from @HeidiNBC: The Department of Education is drafting new 
guidance on indoor air safety in schools after at least 250 schools have purchased 
air cleanin;:i devices that could produce harmful chemical byproducts 

nbcnews.com/business/busin ... 

7:23 AM• M'iy 14, 2021 • Twitter for iPhone 

15 Retweets 2 Quote Tweets 62 likes 

0 n Q 

Show more replies 

Q Search Twitter 

New to Twitter? 

Sign up now to get your own personalized ttmehnel 

Sign up 

Relevant people 

Marwa Zaatari 
@marwa_zaatari 

Mechanic-al Engineer, IAQ Consultant, 
USGBC Board Member, ASHRAE 
Epidemic Task Force, PHO with focus 
on IAQ/Energy/ filtration. Mom & Lego 
Master. 

Bill Bahnf leth 
@WBahnfle th 

ASHRAE President 20·13-14, 

Mechanical Engineer, Educator, 
Researcher, Musician, Bicyclist. Post
Competitive Distance Runner 

NBC News PRO 
@NBCNewsPR 

The official Twitter feed of @NBCNews 
Communications. 

What's happening 

Eurovision - LIVE 

Eurovision semi-fi nal: All the 
action from Rotterd am 

Treodmg with •EuroV1sionO • 

Don't miss what's happening ~ ~ 
People on lwttter are the first to know ~ Wiillliil" 
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5/14/2021 Federal officials seek better rules about schools' indoor air quality 

. ' , .... 
, .. . 

,• -.·-. >~ 

- Poor ventilation in aging schools was a chronic issue before Covid-19. NBC Ne ws ; Getty Images 

May 14 , 2021 , 5 : 00 AM CDT 

By Heidi Przybyla 

WASHINGTON - The Education Department is drafting new guidance about indoor air safety in schools, 
administration officials said, as a group of scientists, engineers and experts warn that schools have spent hundreds 
of millions of federal dollars on electronic air cleaning devices that are scientifically unproven and could produce 
harmful chemical byproducts. 

At least 250 public schools or school systems and some universities have bought the devices, including ionizers 
and ozone-generating mechanisms, which lack peer-reviewed scientific data, are unregulated and could even be 
bad for students' health, especially children with asthma or allergies, the experts say. 

https ://www.nbcnews.com/busin ess/busin ess-n ews/federal-officials-seek-better-rul es-about-sch ools-indoor-air-quality-n 1 267 313 1/11 
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$/Uf.1121 rtot QIOl'l'IOH Utk l>t tlr" u aoo,t ,c,ooJ' IHIOOI ar q•H>f 

"'l'bii i. • Ji>, of tho.,.,., promiDclt peop14 workio.g"ill tho .,..of indoor air quality, ,ald V,IJJ!am Bah.uJJ,,th, chair 
of ,bit opl:!oxoi< 14,k far<>1 of tho "'°"rianSodely of H..,,1ng, R»frl!or.,ille aod Ait-Condilionlne E>,;wo.1>. 1·b,a 
concern, /!'are all b,ued on ovl.danoe,ll'h• Mid. 

The technology iJ di&rent from Hll:'.PA 6.lteu and UV¼sb,t£, wbi-:h are td.Ql1d.6c:ally proven to 6.lter in.door air. 
Coo;,.,. dido'u1ipula1e ill aoy ofi,. Covid.·19 relil,£),;1'1,,tion, -.,hid, iocluded $)93 ~illion for u:hoot., which 

type, of de, • .,.."""'~ 1>u.rch .. od. 

,..When the money wu duitributed., it did.D.'t say the magic word&; 'You have to use it on proven tec:hD.olo3ieo,"' said 
Marwa Zaa.tari, a member of the task force who compiled a list bued on publicoouroo;, including nevn l'Ele.ueo. 

"They jw.t gave money. A lot of it." 

Nicol: Goran, a Califomil woman ·with two children who bas boon contacting lawm.aken about the issue, said that 

wi!h billions of do1lara in CARES Act funding cm the table, "my gpal i& to geit tot be legislative Evel," mw.Di.ng 
Congr~. 
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5/14/2021 Federal officials seek better rules about schools' indoor air quality 

Last week, a class action lawsuit was filed against Global Plasma Solutions, a top seller of one of the most popular 
high-tech ionizer technologies among schools, claiming that its devices don't work as advertised and that they 
could emit harmful chemicals, according to the filing . Kevin Boyle, a Global Plasma Solutions spokesperson, said in 
a statement that "we intend to aggressively defend our technology and claims." 

CJ 

Poor ventilation in aging schools was a chronic issue before Covid-19. Because younger children are unlikely to be 
vaccinated this year, schools under pressure to improve air quality are spending millions of dollars on electronic 

air cleaning "gimmicks," Zaatari said. Well-intentioned school officials are buying based on marketing materials 
citing manufacturer-funded lab tests - in the absence of peer-reviewed scientific studies, she said. 

The Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America and the Environmental Protection Agency have also warned against 

ozone generators. The asthma foundation says that ionizers can irritate airways and cause asthma symptoms and 
that they haven't been found to reduce the spread of the coronavirus. Other potentially harmful byproducts from 
ionizers are formaldehyde and ultrafine particles. Zaatari and Bahnfleth are among about a dozen scientists, 

engineers and consultants who wrote an open letter warning schools. 

"In the absence of regulation and with presently very little peer-reviewed research, significant questions remain 
regarding effectiveness and the potential impacts on human health," they wrote. 

It's unclear how many schools are buying the ionizers. But purchases account for millions of the billions of dollars 

in federal CARES Act Covid-19 relief funds already circulating, Zaatari said. A Kaiser Health News study found that 
more than 2,000 schools in 44 states have bought the devices during the pandemic. 

https ://www.nbcnews.com/busin ess/busin ess-n ews/federal-officials-seek-beller-rul es-about-sch ools- indoor-ai r-qu ality-n 1 267 313 3/11 
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5/14/2021 Federal officials seek better rules about schools' indoor air quality 

In a recent interview, Education Secretary Miguel Cardona confirmed that he has discussed with both Dr. Rochelle 
Walensky, director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and Health and Human Services Secretary 
Xavier Becerra "how we can lock arms" and encourage health experts to "tell us a good strategy to make sure that 
air quality is there." 

The CDC is concerned enough that it has been advising the Education Department about how to reach out to 

schools, a senior CDC official said. That includes urging schools to demand scientific research showing whether the 
devices work and that they don't emit potentially hazardous levels of ozone. An Education Department 

spokesperson said updated guidelines are expected later this month. 

Buying spree 

In the meantime, hundreds and potentially thousands of schools are buying devices that could emit ozone at levels 
above the limit recommended by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 

Zaatari said. 

Newark Public Schools in New Jersey used CARES Act funds to buy 4,500 ionizer air cleaners, worth more than $7 
million, said Valerie Merritt, a school district spokesperson. She said several Newark schools have recently 

measured safe ozone levels with hydroxyl air processors running. Zaatari said using devices that emit any amount 

of ozone is dangerous because it is "highly reactive" indoors, forming new pollutants, such as formaldehyde, 
among other issues. 

h tips ://www.nbcnews.com/busin ess/busin ess-n ews/federal-officials-seek-better-rul es-about-sch ools-indoor-air-quality-n 1267 313 4/11 
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511412021 Federal officials seek better rules about schools' indoor air quality 

- Air quality expert Marwa Zaatari. Ah,,,ad Zaatae:1. 

The Spotsylvania County School District in Virginia spent $1.4 million on ionizers for dozens of schools, according 

to invoices Zaatari obtained through a public records request and provided to NBC News. 

Recommended 

BUSINESS NEWS 
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Marc Broklawski, a parent of two, said, "They see our school districts flush with cash from the federal 

government." He said he has repeatedly requested independent safety data from the seller but hasn't received it. 
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Broklawski, whose wife is a chemistry teacher in the district, said he believes many educators are scared to speak 
up. Schools under pressure to reopen while protecting unvaccinated children made "snap decisions" to install the 
devices, he said. Broklawski is so concerned about a secondary "health crisis" due to air quality in schools that, he 
said, he has decided to run for the school board. 

Amber Belako, a school district spokesperson, said in a statement that the district installed ionizers "after months 
of research and consultation with industry professionals." 

"There are safety measures in place within our HVAC systems and the ionization units do not run unless the HVAC 
system runs," said Belako, who said the system is a "mitigation strategy" being used with other measures. 

A CDC study found that indoor ozone shouldn't be more than 10 parts per billion; studies performed during use of 
units like those bought by the Newark schools found ozone levels several times that, Zaatari said, citing tests 
performed for the company. The ozone standard set by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Engineers and the Environmental Protection Agency for indoor ozone generating devices is 5 ppb, 

Zaatari said. 

More concerns 

The EPA also has a detailed warning on its website about ozone generators sold as air cleaners. Some ozone 
generators are manufactured with an "ion generator" or an "ionizer" in the same unit, it said. 

"Often the vendors of ozone generators make statements and distribute material that lead the public to believe that 
these devices are always safe and effective in controlling indoor air pollution. For almost a century, health 
professionals have refuted these claims," it said. 

Still, Zaatari said, there are no federal regulations for the devices or standards to test the efficacy and safety of 
specific devices. 

"It is almost criminal that, after the relentless effort of many experts to push for improved indoor air quality and 
the millions of dollars in relief money, we end up with even worse air quality in some schools," she said. A 

He idi Przybyla 

Heidi Przybyla is an NBC News correspondent. 
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